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ABSTRACT

Khmer (C~~bodian), spoken by over s~~ million people in and around

the Kingdom of Cambodia, is classed with the Mon-Khmer group of the Aus

troasiatic family of languages. It is a language with a literary tradi

tion going back at least to the early 7th century. Other Mon-Khmer lan

guages are spoken by the Mon of Burma and Thailand and by peoples in Cam

bodia itself, in adjacent parts of Central Vietnam and Laos, m1d in a

discontinuous highland belt running from Upper Laos northwest to Assam.

The present study is best viewed as a response to the dictum of

Pater Wilhelm Schmidt to the effect that comparison of the members of the

Mon-Khmer group presupposes isolation of word bases from all formative

elements with which they may be found. Description of affixation in Mon

Khmer being one aspect of Mon-Khmer comparative studies, the present work

is intended to contribute to both the narrower and the larger of these

fields by investigating affixation in one stage of one Mon-Khmer langua~e.

Modern Khmer was chosen for this purpose because the role of affixation

has constituted a gap in Khmer studies to date and because the data re

quired for such a study are probably more accessible in modern Khmer than

elsewhere.

Affixation in Khmer is derivational. Scholars working on such

better-known languages as Greek and Sanskrit have found that derivational

systems pose problems of description that inflectional systems do not,

and that the definition of derivational morphemes can be fraught with

difficulty. The present study was undertaken with the knowledge that most

if not all of the affixes identifiable in modern Khmer are no longer pro

ductive and with the expecte~ion that work could be carried only up to a
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certain point beyond which a synchronic treatment would leave many ques-

tions unanswered.

The approach taken is descriptive, historical and comparative data

being invoked only as exposition of the problem has seemed to warrant.

~fuerever applicable, the item-and-arrangement model has been used. The

bulk of the work is concerned with the isolation of recurrent partials,

their structural classification, their distribution, and the categoriza-

tion of their functions. It has stopped short of morpheme identification

so as not to prejudice futlrre Mon-Khmer studies, which must now be car-

ried forward on a-comparative and historical basis.

Chapter I furnishes background information on Khmer, the status of

Khmer studies, and the aims and methods of the work undertaken. Chapter

II describes the phonology of modern Standard Khmer. Chapter III gives

general information on Khmer derivation and discusses types of word
J

bases and problems which they raise. Chapter-tv covers prefixation of

simple consonantal elements to word bases. Chapter V is concerned with

syllabic prefixes containing postinitial Ir/. Chapter VI describes the

infixation of simple consonantal elements into bases, while Chapter VII

describes the single syllabic infix. Suffixation, vestigial in all known

stages of Khmer and not amenable to the synchronic approach, is not

treated.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Background. Khmer (Cambodian) is the national language of the

Khmer people, the official language of the Kingdom of Cambodia,l and the

common language of all areas of Khmer settlement. In this last sense, it

is widely spoken in the Mekong Delta region of South Vietnam, in the Thai

provinces abutting on Cambodia's northern and western borders, and in

Lower Laos. 2 The Khmer language community totals about 6.2 millions. 3

Khmer belongs to the Mon-Khmer group of langu~ges. The few modern

scholars who have concerned themselves with the classification of this

group have not reached unanimity either on its composition or on its re

lationships within a greater Austroasiatic family of languages. 4 There

nevertheless appears to be no reason to question the validity in. princi

ple of a Cambodian subgroup of Mon-Khmer which includes, besides Khmer,

at least Chong, Kui (Soai), Pear, Samre, Angrak, and Saoch, if not also

Biat and Stieng. 5 All of these are spoken within Cambodia or on its peri

phery. In another group is Mon, spoken in Lower Burma and Thailand.

In the absence of epigraphical or other remains of languages which

may have preceded Khmer i.n Cambodia, it ha::: not been possible to demon

strate that Khmer was the common language of Fu-nan, the Indianized mari

time state which occupied the Mekong Delta before the pre-Angkorian peri

od (roughly, 550 AoD. to 80?). It is hence scarcely surprising to find

that rival hypotheses on this question have arisen. Oredes (1964: 30) re-

marks that Khmer is found in present Cambodian territory lias soon as the

earliest vernacular inscriptions appear, ,,6 and further observes that "the

absence of vernacular texts dating from the Fu-nan period unfortunately
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leaves us in ignorance of what language the inhabitants spoke, and hence

also of what ethnolinguistic group they belonged to" (1962: 65) 1966: 62).

One of the forementioned hypotheses favors postulation of a non

Khmer population in Fu-nan. Dupont (1943: 43, note 1) reports that "the

three words presently known from F'u-nan are~ 'mountain', dalmak 'one

who throl'ls a lasso', and kuruIi. 'chief, king'. The first two are from com

mon Mon-Khmer roots while the third may be a Man-Khmer loan from common

Indonesian or some dialect of that family. All three are attested later

in Old ,Khmer. Kuruil is also found in Old Cham, Old Javanese, and Mon." It

should be observed that Dupont does not go so far as to represent any of

the three as unequivocally non-Khmer. However, his feeling is that arche

ology, epigraphy, and folklore all suggest that the forebears of the pre

Angkorian Khmer first descended into the Tonle Sap basin in the 6th cen

tury from an earlier center in Lower Laos; he proposes that lithe present

Cambodian language" came into being in the territory around the conflu

ence of the Mae Nam Mun with the Mekong (1943: 43). Giteau (1958: 366) ob

serves that "... at present we have no knowledge of the common language of

Fu-nan aside from a very small number of,wQrds. All books and official

texts must have been couched in Sanskrit." other scholars, perhaps using

Dupont's thesis as a point of departure, have argued more openly that the

Funanese were of Indonesian ethnic stock and probably spoke an Austro

nesian language; the chief American exponent of this view is Cady.7

The other hypothesis favors cautious identification of the language

and people of Fu-nan with the later Khmer. 0::e<:Ie s 's infatuation with the

proposed reconstruction of the name Fu-nan (Chinese~ ~' fu.-nan) as

Old Khmer (kuruil) bna1,l1 '(king of) the mountain', first voiced in the late
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1920' s and frequently reiterated (Carles 1964: 14), seems to have tipped

the scale toward this view. Briggs (1951: l5b) asserts that around the

time of their absorption into pre-Angkorian Cambodia the Funanese Itmust

have spoken Khmer or a language closely related" to it. Hall (1955: 23)

says of Fu-nan that Itits people were Indonesians who were in the tribal

state at the dawn of history. They' Spoke a pre-Khmer Austro-Asiatic

language, though at the end of the Funan period they seem to have ex

changed this for Old Khmer. It Reference to language was avoided in the

second edition of the same work (Hall 1964: 25). Carles himself is on re

cord as considering it "highly likely that the nucleus of the Funanese

people belonged to the Mon-Khmer family" (1962: 65-6; 1966: 62), while in

the new edition of Les Etats hindouises (1964: 33) he does not even con

cede the possibility of non-Khmer precursors of the Khmer in the Mekong

Delta and Toole Sap basin at the opening of the Indianization period.

The historical periods of Khmer recognized by Jacob (1960: 351;

1965: 143) are three in number: Old Khmer, which includes a pre-Angkorian

stage extending from the 7th century A. D. to roughly 802 and a distinct

Angkorian stage from 802 to the 12th century; Middle Khmer, from the 12th

to the 17th century; and Modern Khmer, from the 17th century on. The dia

lectal affiliation of these three stages in still unclear. For the most

part, the territorial distribution of the language seems to have followed

the changing fortunes of the old empire. Dupont, seeing Khmer as intro

duced into the Toole Sap basin from Lower Laos, takes it for granted _th.~t

its expansion "followed exactly the route takenlt by the conquerors of Fu

nan (Dupont 1943: 43), a view now regarded as established by Carles (1962:

66; 1966: 62). There is ample reason to assume that between the 7th and

13th centuries Khmer was the common language of the Toole Sap basin and
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the val~ey of the Lower and Middle Mekong. During the same period it was

probably the administrative idiom of the Mae Nam Chao Phraya valley, and

must have extended for considerable distances into the Malay Peninsula on

the south, north to the confines of Nan-chao in what is nOV1 YUnnan, and

east to the zone of Cham control on the coast of present Central Vietnam.

It began to recede before Thai at least by the middle of the 14th century,

before Vietnamese from about the middle of the 17th century. As has been

seen, it has not been entirely displaced beyond Cambodia1s modern fron

tiers by either of these languages.

2. The Status of Khmer Studies. Although Khmer has been known to

the Western world at least since the establishment of the French Protec-

torate over Cambodia in 1863, it was slow in attracting the notice of lin

guists. 8 French missionaries, scholars, and administrators certainly

studied and described Khmer and made practical use of it, particularly

after the creation of the Ecole Fran~aise d1Extreme-Orient began to at

tract increasing numbers of Orientalists to French Indochina. 9 Throughout

the colonial period, however, the number of those who did significant

work in investigating the language for its own sake was curiously small.

Not only was their term of individual activity more or less brief, but

their collective legacy of grammars, dictionaries, and texts does not bear

comparison with what either the British or the Dutch produced during the

same era on any of the major languages of India or Indonesia. The Ecole

Fran~aise, for its part, was manifestly concerned with Khmer only as a

tool for research on the archeology, art, and history of Cambodia. 10

By no means confined to French scholars, this neglect of Khmer can

be seen in retrospect to have been only a local aspect of the delayed im

petus behind Southeast Asian studies generally.11 Down to 1945 virtually
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everything which had appeared in print on the language was the work of

men who (however competent in other respects) can only be described as

untrained in the linguistic science of their day.12 Since 1945 Khmer

studies outside France have been slow in gathering momentmn. The eight

existing indexes to Language, covering the forty years from 1925 to 1964,

contain only a single reference to Khmer, and this to a mere naming of it

in an article by Fang-kuei Li in 1954.13 The twenty volumes of the UNESCO

Linguistic Bibliography, embracing the twenty-six years from 1939 to 1965,

report only twenty-two titles on modern Khmer. Shorto and Jacob (1963:

15-8, 37), whose work does not purport to be exhaustive but which takes

in all important publications from the 18th century, give a mere sixty

six titles on Khmer as a whole; four of these are on historical or com

parative subjects, ten have to do with writing systems, and the remaining

fifty-two (including several duplications and reissues of previously cited

works) comprise a mixed bag of wordlists, phrasebooks, dictionaries, and

grammars on the modern language together with a few linguistic papers.

Of these last the phonological sketch by Martini (1945) is at once

the earliest work by a modern linguist and the first publication on Khmer

to appear after World War II. Shorto and Jacob (1963: 17-8, 37) mention

only sixteen titles after it; seven of these duplicate earlier entries,

are of a popular nature, or deal wi th the writing system and epigraphy.

As recently as 1966 hardly more tha~ tW8nty-one linguistic titles on the

modern language had been published over the same number of years. In

Great Britain, Khmer studies date from Henderson (1951; 1952), in the

United States from the 1957 first edition of Noss and Phan (1959).

It is to be inferred from the foregoing that a balanced linguistic
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description of modern Khmer lies some years ahead. The phonological de

scriptions of Martini (1945), Henderson (1952), Pinnow (1957), and Jelov

kov and Andrejev (1961) are accurate enough but apply only to the Stan

dard and cannot be taken as definitive for that. 14 Aside from the works

of Maspero (1915) and Schmidt (1916), the only morphological descriptions

are those of Henderson (1951; 1952), Martini (1954), Pinnmv (1958), Gor

gonijev (1961; 1966), Nacaskul (1962), and Huffman (1967) on the Standard

and that of Jacob (1960) on Old Khmer. Excellent within their limits,

these are also nondefinitive. The grammatical descriptions of Maspero

(1915), Gorgonijev (1961; 1966), Huffman (1967), and Jacob (1968b) are as

full and accurate as the present state of research permits but will be am

plified and refined as work continues. Specific problem areas, mostly in

syntax, have been treated by most of these authortties; a good many other

matters requiring clarification have not yet been touched.

In historical studies Jacob (1960; 1963; 1965) has thus far stood

virtually alone. In comparative studies the older work of Schmidt (1901;

1905; 1906; 1916) has been followed by that of Pinnow (1959; 1960; 1963),

but the preoccupation of both scholars with the Austroasiatic language

family has tended to limit the relevance of their work as far as Khmer

and its closest congeners are concerned.

Much remains to be done in dialectology. Gorgonijev (1966: 11-13)

and Huffman (1967: 240-9) have provided the only published information on

dialect geography. The latter postulates four principal dialectal terri

tories: (a) the Phnom-Penh area, limited to the national capital and its

immediate environs in Kandal province; (b) a Colloquial Standard Cambo- _.

dian area encircling the capital region in Kompong Speu, Kompong Chhnang,
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Kompong Thom, Kompong Cham, and Prey Veng provinces; (c) a northwestern

dialect area covering the provinces bordering Thailand, namely Battambang,

Siem Reap, Oddar Meanchey, and Preah Vihear; and (d) a southwestern dia

lect area comprising Takeo and Kampot provinces. Purtle (1961: 3-4), on

the other hand, recognizes only three dialectal territories, fl ••• the

Western (spoken in the provinces bordering Thailand), the Central (spoken

in and around Phnom Penh), and the Eastern (spoken in the provinces bor

dering on Vietnam and in Vietnam itself).u He thus omits Huffman's Collo-

quial Standard Cambodian area or combines it with the Central. Moreover,

while Huffman (1967: 240) regards Colloquial Standard Cambodian as the

main source of the quasi-artificial Standard language, Purtle (1961: 4)

holds that the latter is based primarily on the Western and secondarily

on the Eastern dialect.

The only other published material on the dialects of Khmer are Noss

(1966), concerned vdth the Standard and Phnom-Penh dialect for the most

part but to some extent also with the Battambang dialect; and Noss and 1m

Proum (1966), which contains abundant instructional matter for the Phnom-

Penh dialect as well as for the Standard.

The Standard language is a cultivated dialect which seems to have

developed around the royal court but independently of the Phnom-Penh dia-

lect. Far from having replaced the regional dialects, it may be thought

of as a Received Pronunciation; as the medium of the classroom, the podi-

um, radio and television, stage and screen, courts 'Jf law, and the minis-

tries of government; or -as a Hochsprache employed typically in situations

in which speech is premeditated, if not actually read or recited. It is

this Standard language that educated Cambodians like to think they use in

all but the most informal circumstances, and it is in the Standard that
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educated Cambodian informants are most likely to give citation forms. The

conditions under which the Standard developed are mentioned briefly in

Chapter III, section 2.4.
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it does on an understanding of affix functions, is held to be premature.

The situation encountered in modern Khmer is reminiscent of deriva

tional affixation in Indo-European. Of Sanskrit Burrow (1955: 118) says:

Between the original simple suffixes, ••• no discernible dis

tinction of meaning or function can be found. In some ways they

have no meaning•••• Of course when several words derived from the

same root with different suffixes appear side by side, differences

of meaning between these words usually develop, but this is a mat

ter of idiom and [has] nothing to do with the ultimate nature of

the suffixes as such. What applies to the simple suffixes applies

equally to the compound suffixes. ••• In the course of time spe

cialisation of usage in the case of various suffixes has- developed

in all languages, but this is secondary and it is possible in some

cases to show how it has come about.

In discussing Greek compound verbs, Atkinson (1952: 157) observes:

These consisted of the simple verb stem preceded by a preposition

in its older function as adverb and joined to the verb to form in

combination a single word. In meaning these compound verbs origi

nally combined the sense of the simple verb with a particular in

tensive or other force added to it by the preposition, and such re

mained the sense of many of them in historical times. others, how

ever, and these often those most frequently used, wandered away in

meaning from the simple verb owing to the fact that the combination

came normally to be regarded as a unit to such an extent that its

connection with the simple verb might be forgotten.

Atld..nson COmli!ents further (159-60) on the rationale of this development:
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The compound verbs supplied to a large extent the lack of abstract

terms that would otherwise have hampered the prose-writers, notab

ly the philosophers. 1~e resources of the Greek instinct for ex

pression were lavished upon the compound verbs, and we find them

employed as the vehicle of subtle grades of thought. They lent

themselves to differences of meaning which appeared as the context

dictated or in proportion to the placing of emphasis upon the basic

sense of the verb or of the preposition. In many cases also ••• the

meaning developed till its connection with the etymological sense

was scarcely recognizable. The employment of such compounds avoided

the superabundant use of adverbs and may be said to have given to

the language a proportion that carried with it dignity and strength.

In this light, defining the function of each Khmer affix on the basis of

purely synchronic data entails the risk of confusing affix functions with

the independently evolved meanings of derivatives; until more is lmown of

affixation in Mon-Khmer generally, it is also reasonable to believe that

the function of certain Khmer affixes, such as the prefixes Ik-I and Is-I,

has been extended or restricted by occurring in derivatives having a com

mon, but originally fortuitous, nuance.

Critical examination of almost any modern Khmer text shows that free

forms in Khmer comprise, in addition to a fairly high proportion of San

skrit, Pali, and other loans, a native vocabulary having a limited range

of structural variability. Assuming a sufficiency of data, it can be seen

that this native vocabulary consists predominantly of apparent monosylla

bles and dissyllables which fall under the heads of (1) unanalyzable forms.

such as Ineakl 'person' and Icrla~1 'to sing', (2) derivatives such as

Isamra&1 'rice-growing, agriculture' « srae 'ricefield') and Itracipl 'to
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catch' « cap 'to seize'), and (3) compounds or syntactic phrases such as

/q'ow pUk/ 'father' « /q'ow/ 'father' + /puk/ 'father') and /sClmliak

bcunpeak/ •clothes' (-< / scunliak/ 'lower garments' + /bClmpeak/ 'upper gar

ments' ). Closer examination shows that bound forms in Khmer include pre

fixes, infixes, and apparent vestiges of suffixes.16

Some of the more transparent of these affixes have long been recog

nized, but others have not. 'l1ell before the turn of the present century

the predecessors of Schmidt had pronounced prefixation and infixation two

of the distinguishing features of the Mon-Kluner languages.17 Review of

this premodern literature shows clearly, however, that the problem of af

fixation in Mon-Khmer was only dimly appreciated. Schmidt himself may well

have given the matter the intensive investigation it merited, since he

held that II comparison must be made on the basis of the word root, which

must consequently first be isolated from all fomative elements (prefixes,

infixes, suffixes) II (Schmidt 1906: 71). Throughout his writings, however,

Schmidt's references to Khmer affixation are guarded, suggesting that he

felt himself to be on unsafe ground. His only published study on Khmer af

fixes is his short paper of 1916, and this is concerned only with two in

fixes which he interprets as allomorphs. His main contribution to the sub

ject at hand is limited to widely scattered references to Khmer affixes,

while the value of these references is impaired by their casual nature or

by their subordination to questions concerning the Mon-Khmer group or the

whole Austroasiatic family of languages. The grandiose range of his studies

led all too frequently to simplistic interpretations of the Khmer affixes,

as is seen for example in Schmidt (1901: 566-75).

No closer examination of affixation in Khmer was published until

the appearance of Maspero's grammar of 1915. Maspero's approach to the
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matter, not inadequate for the methods of his day, consisted essentially

of an enumeration of most of the affixes recognized here (1915: 194-221)

together with an appendix listing 646 word bases and 925 derivatives from

them (427-79). His treatment was more cavalier than otherwise, being

marked by rigidity rather than rigor, and was colored by his prescrip

tive approach to the language as a whole. His insight into the affixa

tional system was blurred by an exclusive concern with the language as it

was written. Not surprisingly, his material on affixes contains a number

of misconceptions.18 At the same time, both from the forms cited and from

their glosses, one suspects that his work owes much to that of Schmidt

and in particular to the painstaking researches of Father Guesdon, not

published until fifteen years later (Guesdon 1930) but evidently begun

sometime before 1910. 19 Maspero1s chief contribution, which was an impor

tant one, was to systematize information previously existing only in frag

mentary form and thereby provide an integrated view of the system. For

the most part, his work has a bearing only on the isolation of affixes,

however, inasmuch as he generally gave wide berth to function.

Since Maspero1s grammar and Guesdon's dictionary the only further

works to appear are Jacob's sketch of affixation in Old Mon, Old Khmer,

and modern Khmer (Jacob 1963) and the fuller but still generalized de

scriptions provided by Gorgonijev (1966: 52-61), Huffman (1967: 66-106),

and Jacob (1968b: 177-9, 183-4). To the best of my knowledge, these four

are the sole works on Khmer affixation which follo'f a modern linguistic

approach. Unfortunately, the relevance of Mrs Jacob's first paper to the

present study is limited by its brevity (nine pages, including t'fO tables)

and its comparative emphasis, but all four works will be taken into
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account hereafter.

4. Methods and Approach. Research for the study is divisible into

six phases which, while overlapping, may be ordered as follows.

Initially, an existing corpus of over 6,000 random items elicited

by myself from native informants over a period of years was screened with

a view to building up a new corpus of affixes and derivatives.

This new corpus was then progressively refined and expanded with the

help of informants, dictionaries, and teA~s.20 A very limited number of

forms encountered in dictionaries, probably less than a hundred, was

culled to illustrate specific features of affixation. These were integra

ted into the corpus only after verification by the informants.

Attention was next focused on developing the semantic range of each

derivative and base as fully as possible. This phase again involved con

sultation of dictionaries and informants. For all glosses given hereafter

I alone am responsible, however.

More or less simultaneously with the foregoing, analysis of the new

corpus was carried forward, emphnsis being placed on the separation of re

current partials from word bases. These last two phases together resulted

in further amplification of the corpus as new bases were identified and

as informants suggested new derivatives.

The fifth phase concerned the postulation of derivational relation

ships, the attribution of derivatives to specific bases and affixes, as

refinement of the data permitted.

In the sixth phase the corpus was restudied in the light of affix

function. Supported by examination of affixation in other Mon-Khmer lan

guages, this step led ineVitably to the renunciation of certain findings
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tions which pas~d closer inspection. It also raised a large number of

questions of detail, gave an improved perspective of the probable role of

many of the affixes, and injected a mood of caution into the final de-

scription. As a result of this final screening, the working corpus was

trimmed down to a little less than 1,100 derivatives, a good part of

which is cited in the chapters to follow.

The approach followed has been descriptive; historical and compara-

tive data are invoked only as exposition of the overall problem has ap-

peared to dictate. Wherever applicable, the item and arrangement model

has been used. The bulk of the work is concerned with the isolation of re-

current partials, their structural classification, their distribution, and

the categorization of their functions.

While the foregoing work was being carried out, attention was given

the question of the productivity of the various prefixes and infixes en-

countered. No trustworthy technique was developed for testing productivi-

ty. The views of my informants on the matter was vague and often in con-

flict; nor was it possible to identify neologisms in the corpus or to

elicit others. MY feeling at the moment, which I am reluctant to proffer
~

as a conclusion, is that the full original affixational system is long

dead and that moder~ educated speakers of Khmer are sensitive at most on-

ly to prefixes /R-, p-, bVN-, prV-, m-/ and to infixes /-n-, -Vrnn- N

-VN-/. It is possible that further work will show that these too are no

longer productive.

As has been suggested, the study was undertaken with the expectation

that it could be carried only up to a point beyond which a purely syn-

chronic treatment would leave many questions unanswered. The main question



of method was, in fact, that of deciding where to halt. It was eventually

recognized that this point must be arbitrary. Apart from the constant

risk of making false attributions, the two chief problems encountered

were (1) that of establishing any unifying lexical range or grammatical

functions for most of the affixes and (2) that posed by variant bases.

As the work advanced it was found that a more precise determination of

affix functions should be deferred so as not to prejudice future Mon

Khmer studies, which must now be carried forward on a comparative and

historical basis. In this sense, the necessity~f stopping short of mor

pheme identification is imputable to the status of affixation in the

modern language. Similarly, the question of variant bases, discussed j.n

Chapter III, has by no means been systematized or resolved and merits

much fuller treatment than could be given it here. Because of the limited

objectives of this study, it is considered sufficient that the concept of

the variant base be stated and illustrated in the data furnished.



CHAPTER II

PHONOLOGICAL SUMMARY

1. General. Modern Khmer has an uncomplicated consonant system

but a remarkably rich vowel system; both are best understood in the light

of historical development.

In her analysis of the Old Khmer writing system, Jacob (1960: ·352)

infers 19 consonant units, including Ip, b, t, d, c, j, k, g/; presumably

the language also had a series of preglottalized consonants not reflected

in writing. As for the vowels, internal reconstruction indicates 9 pho

nemes, Ii, e, e, y, a, a, u, 0, 0/, which combined with I~I and each

other.

The two main historical changes which brought the modern system in

to being were a devoicing of the voiced stops and the development of con

trasts in the vowels according as these followed old voiced or old voice

less stops. These changes are still imperfectly understood, and cannot be

dated with exactitude. Tentatively, it may be assumed that the loss of

contrast between the voiced and voiceless stops was compensated by new

contrasts in the nuclei following them. After the old voiced stops and

other consonants nuclei remained largely unchanged, while those follo\v.Lng

original voiceless stops and other consonants underwent a common increase

of openness through generation of low onglides, through lowering by major

intervals of openness, and through lowering by minor intervals of open

ness. An exception to the general direction of change occurred in the

case of la, ai, already low, which developed high onglides after old

voiced stops and other consonants. Thus the modern Standard, which has

undergone later changes, shows two reflexes of each premodern nucleus.
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2. Consonants. standard Khmer has 17 consonant phonemes, shown in

Table I. All of these occur prevocalically in the syllable-initial posi

tion; in the syllable-final position all occur except/b, d, r, sf.

/p, t, c, k/ are voiceless 1Ulaspirated stops, bilabial, dental,

palatal, and velar respectively, and are unreleased when final: /piak/

[pLak] 'word', /puah/ [puah] 'belly', /tep/ [ty.p] 'recently', /rup/

[ru.p] 'image'; /tyk/ [tmk] 'water', /toc/ [to.Yc] ,(to be) small',

/taet/ [tre.et] 'phoenix', /koat/ [k~t] 'he'; /c~/ [cre.D] 'to reflect I ,

/col/ [co:wl] 'to enter', /puc/ [pu.Yc] 'seed', /plec/ [phle.yc] 'to for

get'; /kila/ [ku:a] I(to be) fitting', /koa/ [ko:a] 'womb', /mrrk/ [mt~]

'face', /daek/ [crre.ek] 'iron'.

/b, d/ are voiced preglottalized stops, implosive, respectively bi

labial and dental: /bael/ [~:el] 'stroke', /baa/ [~a:a] 'if', /dek/

bilabial dental palatal velar glottal

Voiceless stops

Preglottalized stops

Nasal resonants

Spirants

Liquids

Semivowels

p

b

m

w

t

d

n

s

r

1

c

J1

j

k q

h

TABLE I: CONSONAlIJT PHONEMES.
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[~e.Yk] 'to lie down', /aoc/ [~o.Yc] ,(to be) like'.

/m, n, p, ~/ are voiced nasal resonants, respectively bilabial,

dental, palatal, and velar: /men/ [me:n] ,(to be) true', /mliaj/ [mu:a~]

'one', /carn/ [cre.m] 'to wait', /tam! [tre:m] 'to follow'; /neh/ [nIh]

'this', /new/ [nv:~] 'to stay', /craan/ [cra:an] 'much', /moan/ [mo.an]

'fowl'; /pep/ [pe.p] 'to chirp', /pi/ [pi:] 'female', /ceP! [ce.yp] 'to

go out', /b~ [~.yp] 'to fire'; /~ew/ [~e:~] ,(to be) loud', /~oap/

[~(}3p] ,(to be) dead', /qae~/ [?re:elJ] 'self', /calJ/ [cy:~] 'foot/leg'.

/q/ is a voiceless glottal stop: /qa,p/ [?re.p] 'fog', /qow/ [?1(:~]

'father', /toq/ [to?] 'table', /kapiq/ [krepl?] 'shrimp paste'.

/r/ is a voiced apical flap (occasionally a trill) with alveolar

contact: /reh/ [ryh] Ito pick', /roal/ [fo.al] 'each, every'.

/1/ is a voiced postalveolar lateral resonant: /laa~/ [la:a~] 'to

rise', /luk/ [lu.wk] 'to lay hands on', /mal/ [my:l] 'to look', /skoal/

[sko.al] 'to know'.

/s/ is a voiceless dental spirant: /saj/ [sre:~] 'skirt', /sap/

[ sap] 'all'.

/h/ is a voiceless glottal spirant: /hap/ [hre.p] 'picul', /haa/

[ha:a] 'to fly', /cmuah/ [c~uah] 'name', /n6h/ [n,~] 'that'.

/w/ is a voiced bilabial (sometimes labiodental) semivowel; when

initial it has weak friction and slight lipr01ll1ding; when final it is bi

labial only, frictionless, and slightly rounded: /w1.al/ [ui: al] 'wide,

open space', /woah/ [uGeh] 'to measure', /w1..aw/ [ui:au] 'lean meat',...

/kmaw/ [1Anre:~] ,(to be) black'.

/j/ is a voiced palatal semivowel; when initial it occasionally has

audible friction (after a pause, a faint occlusive onset may be heard);
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when final it is without friction: /jual/ [j".al] 'to understand', /jok/

[jo.wk] 'to take', /ja~/ [djV:~] 'we, us l , /baj/ [~V:~] 'three', /daj/

[c:rre:~] 'hand/arm'.

Consonant clusters, which stan~ only at the syllable head, are nor

mally binary. All 17 consonants occur as postinitials. In the initial po

sition /w, j, h/ are never found while /b, d, n, p, ~, q/ are rare, with

the result that the effective list of cluster initials consists of 8 con

sonants: /p, t, c, k, m, r, 1/. Cooccurrence of initials and postini

tials is shown in Table II.

Cluster initials are exemplified by /pdal/ ,(to be) close, flush',

/bbb/ '(to be) plentiful', /mnoah/ 'pineapple', /tnym/ 'regalia', /dbat/

'because', /nhaaj/ '(that's) enough', /ckae/ 'dog', /nPua/ 'hammer',

/kda/ 'plank', /~~ul/ ,( to be) dark', / qqat/ 'great hawk, falcon', /~ia/

,~to be) cold', /lhaok/ '(to be) pierced, open', /sk~t/ 'to intersect'.

Ternary clusters, apart from loans such as /sthan/ 'stance, sta

tion' and /lkhaon/ 'drama', are found in a small number of derivatives.

These consist of bases with binary initials (of which the latter member

is /q, w, r, 1, hI) to which is joined one of the simple prefixes /m-,

L-, R-/: /mkh~/ 'one side', /rphiah/ 'ignominy', /ppqok/ 'to gasp',

/kkwak/ ,(to be) dirty', /ttrom/ 'to flop, collapse', /pplaot/ 'to give

a start', /pphaeh/ ,(to be) grey'. Formations of this type are hereafter

(section 5) referred to as augmented subdissyllables.

On the subphonemic level, transition from the initial to the post

initial of binary clusters is in some cases direct and in other cases is

effected by three types of bridge sound which carry forms with such clus

ters progressively away from monosyllabicism and toward diss,rllabicism.



pp - pm pt pd pn pc PJl pk p~ pq - pj pr pI ps ph

mm mt md mn mc - mk IID'J - - mj mr m1 InS mh

tp tb Un tt - tn - - tk trJ tq tw tj tr tl - th

cp cb em - cd cn cc cJl ck Cl'J cq cw - cr cl - ch

kp kb Ion - kd kn kc k;p kk krJ kq lew kj kr kl ks kh

rp rb rm rt rd rn rc Ij1 rk ~ rq I"W' rj rr rl rs rh

Ip Ib 1m It Id In - - lk ~ lq lw - - 11 - 1h

sp sb sm st sd sn - - sk ~ sq sw - sr 51 ss

TABLE II: CONSONANT CLUSTERS*

*In addition to the combinations shown, geminate /bb, dd, nn, JlJ1, lJIJ, qq, wwl and one case each of /db, nh/
also occur. N

o
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Direct transition is usual when the initial is lsi or when the postinitial

is Ir, hi: Ispianl [spi:an] 'bridge', Ikrilahl [lIT"eh] 'disaster', Ichehl

[ch6h] 'to burn'. Bridge sounds are (a) a short voiceless vowel, here rep

resented by raised [h], (b) a short voiced vowel, represented by [a],21

and (c) a less short, more rounded, lower vowel represented [0] and [a].

Bridge [h] is usual when an initial stop is followed by a nasal,

semivowel or Ill: Icna61 [C~:6] 'crystal', Itwiel [thui:e] 'door',

Ikjull [~ja.l] Iwind', Ipluehl [phl,~h] 'twins'.

Bridge [a] is usual when the prior member is III or when the latter

member is Ib, d, ql following another stop: Ilpuetl [lapu•et ] ,(to be)

smooth', Itball [te~:l] 'mortar (for rice) I, Ipduell [pe~:al] 'to fell',

Ipqaepl [pe~.ep] Ito tinkle'.

Bridge [0] is usual when the prior member is Ir/, frequent when it

is Im/; [0] or [a] is usual after prefix /R_I: 22 Irbam/ [ro.~:m] 'dance',

Irniam/ [r°ni:em] 'inundated forest', Imcull [mOcu.l] 'needle', ImjaQl

[mOjre:D] 'one kind', Iddaell [~dre:el] I(to be) the same l , IDDYtI [DODmt]

,(to be) dark, gloomy'.

In ternary clusters transition between the first and second members

is usually effected by [0] or [a], with direct transition between the

second and third members: Imphajl [mOphV:~] 'twenty', Ilkhatl [lokhyt]

,(to be) written l , Ippqokl [pap ?0,k] Ito gaspl, IkkwuDI [kakua.D] I(to be)

stunted', Ippriall [pOpri:al] 'to sparkle', Ittlael [tUt1re:e] '(to be) un

couth', IkkhOpI [kukhOp] ,(to be) hooked'.

3. Vowels. The maximum vowel inventory comprises 14 simple pho

nemes which combine with I'"I and each other to yield 31 syllable nuclei:
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Front Nonfront Back

Unrounded Unrounded Rounded

long short long long short

High i !e
,

fa
,- - y u ue - -

Lower high .. .. .. ..
U ue- J.a - - y ya - ua

Higher mid e ,
oa- - - - - 0 - -

Mean mid
..

ea a ..
0 oae - - - 0 -

Lower mid
..

£ - - - a - 0 - - ~

Low a B£ a - - aa a ao a -

TABLE III: SYLLABLB NUCLEI.

As is noted hereafter, Ila, y, Ya, ua, e, "01 are somewhat higher than their

placement in the Table suggests, but are clearly lower- :than the next higher

level; Ie, 61 are closer than higher mid but not ordinarily so close as

lower high.

The 14 simple nuclei are Ii, e, e, e, a; y, y, ~.. , ..
e, e; u, 0, 0, 0, al.

These are phonemically long (quantitatively nomal). Phonetically, the 5

front and 5 back nuclei tend to be markedly long in open syllables, moder-

ately long in syllables closed by voiced finals, half-long in syllables

closed by voiceless finals. In syllables closed by voiceless finals the

nomally long nuclei Iy, y, a, 'al may be either half-long or short. The

writing system provides for short counterparts of Ii, y, y, 'a/ but their
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realizations in the Standard are environmentally determined and contrast

with the long allophones is not demonstrable; the short allophones of Iii,

moreover, are typically centralized and blend into Itl.

As is shown in the examples given hereafter, final Ihl has the ef

fect of phonetically shortening all of the nuclei and at the same time

operates, as it were, to compress them either upward toward greater

closure or downward toward greater openness, depending on their register. 23

The fine distinctions of tongue height in the articulation of all

31 nuclei are an essential feature of the vowel system and the only stable

manifestation of register apart from the nuclear shape itself. Metaphor

ically, the intervals of openness from high to higher mid, from higher mid

to lower mid, and from lower mid to low may be thought of as intervals of

one "tone" each; those from high to lower high, lower high to higher mid,

and so on, may hence be termed intervals of one "semitone" each. In the

same sense intervals smaller than the semitone can be considered "micro-

tones," represented here by [""] and ["]. Microtonic contrasts of openness

are distinctive of the maximal S"',fstem described in this chapter, but are

for the most part lost in the more common style of utterance. Below the

phonemic level, there is a tendency for the nuclej. of open syllables to

be perceptibly closer, by about one microtone, than the same nuclei in

closed syllables; at the same time, shortened nuclei tend to be more open,

by about one semitone, than their long counterparts.

Iii [i:] is front, unrounded, high, tense, and long: Ipil [pi:] 'two',

Ir~1 [ri:~] ,(to be) dried up', /cikl [ci.k] 'to dig'.

lei [e"":] is front, unrounded, tense and long, and is more or less inter

mediate between lower high and higher mid': Itel [te"":, tt d '(em

phatic particle) " /krapen/ [krape"": n] 'tree yielding a henna-like
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/e/ [e":] is front, unrounded, tense and long, and more or less interme-

diate between higher mid and mean mid: /de/ [ere:] 'to sew', /cerJ

[ce":Yp ] 'to go out', /dek/ [~e".Yk] 'to lie down', /ceh/ [ceh] 'to

know' •

/e/ (e:] is front, unrounded, lower mid, tense, and long: /ke/ (ke A

:]

'crop, wattle', /we~/ (ue:~] '(to be) long', /rek/ [re.k] 'to carry

(on a balance-pole) '.

/a/ [re:]24 is fairly front, unrounded, low, tense, and long: /ta/ [treA

:]

'old man', /daJ./ [~:1] 'to spread', /kap/ [kre.p] 'poem', /kmah/

[~] 'shame'.

/f/ (m:] is fairly back, unrounded, high, tense, and ranges from long to

short: /~/ [km:] '(it, that) is', /khYm/ [-Khm:m] 'harp', /kcy1/

[khcm.1, khct.1] ,(to be) lazy', /tf,h/ [tmh, tth] 'direction'.

/y/ [m":] is fairly back, unrounded, tense, more or less intermediate be-

tween high and lower high, and ranges from long to short: /q"y/ [?m:]

'yes, uh-huh', /khYJJ/ [khm" .JJ] 'to get angry', /slYk1 [slVA k] 'leaf'.

/a/ [V..,:] ranges from back to central, is unrounded, tense, and long, and

is intermediate between higher mid and mean mid: / cha/ [chy:] 'wood',

/ca~/ [cV":~] 'foot/leg', /tap/ [tv".p] 'recently', /lah/ [lyh] 'to

exceed' •

/e/ [A:] ranges from back to centraJ. and from long to short, and is un

rounded, lower mid, and tense: /pdaj/ [pe~A:i] 'husband', /ae1/...

[sA:1] 'morality', /cat/ [CAt] 'heart/mind', /sah/ (sAh] 'pupil'.

/ul (u:] is back, rounded, high, tense, and long: /pul Cpu:] 'uncle',

/mul/ [mu:1] ,(to be) round', /tuk/ [tu.k] 'boat', /chuh/ [chuh] Ito

smooth, plane'.
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diate between lower high and higher mid: Ir61 [ro.... :, r,,:] 'to

sound, bellow', IrCirJI [ro~ :iJ, r":IJ] 'hall, atelier', Ip6tl [po. t]

'corn (maize)', It6h/ (t,~] 'sin, fault'.

1'01 [0":] is back, rounded, tense, and long, and is more or less interme

diate between higher mid and mean mid: Isol [so:] 'sound, voice',

Isom! [so":wm] 'to beg', Isokl [so" .wk] 'to bribe', lera.qohl

(cra?Oh] ,(to be) listless'.

I~I [~:] is back, fairly rounded, lower mid, tense, and long: I~I [l~"":]

'to try, test', Ip~iJl [~:iJ] 'egg', lrockl [~.wk] 'to come'.

lal (a:] is back, slightly rounded, low, tense, and long: Ikal [ka.... :]

'neck', IbaIJl [~:IJ] 'elder sibling', Itbakl [ta~a.k] 'to cuff,

clout', /barahl ["'~ah] 'man, male'.

The quantitatively normal phonemes combine with I-lin four cases

to yield the shortened simple nuclei la, u, 0, a/. Found only in closed

syllables, these are markedly short before voiceless finals; before voiced

finals they tend to be drawn out to about half-length.

lAI [re] is qualitatively the same as Ia! but short: Icapl [cap] 'to

seize', /baN [P-e.YJl] 'to fire, shoot', Ikwah/ [0ueh] ,(to be)

lacking' •

lUi [,,] is back, fairly rounded, lower high, lax, and short: Imlikl [m"k]

'face, front', IpiiI;]1 [PU.IJ] 'tube, gut', Ikpiihl [0p,,h] '(to be)

tall, high'.

101 [n] is back, fairly rounded, mean mid, lax, and short: Icok! [cnk]

'to stop, plug', /ban! (",n.n] 'festival', Icramohl [cramn"h] 'nose'.

lal [a] is qualitatively the same as lal but short: Ikapl [kap] 1 to
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bury', Icaml [ca.m] '(to be) exact, direct', Irbahl [ro~dh] 'object,

thing' •

The simple and shortened simple nuclei alike enter into the composi

tion of 13 clustered nuclei. All of these are falling diphthongs, that is

to say sequences of vocoids having their peak of sonority on the prior

member. Long clustered nuclei have approximately the same impressionistic

length as the simple nuclei while shortened clustered nuclei show the same

impressionistic length as shortened simple nuclei. The length of both types

is affected by voiced and voiceless finals in the same way as the simple

nuclei.

That these are unitary nuclei is clearly indicated by the meters

employed in versification, where clustered nuclei are interchangeable with

simple and shortened simple nuclei. For example, the cammon brahmagiti

meter is based on two verses (pada) each consisting of four phrases (gh1a),

each verse having a syllable count of 5 + 6 + 5 + 6, as follows:

kamnaat neak phyk sra I kom quat tha qaeJJ nY!J mian

phyk haaj srawYJJ mUan I k1uan ksat te quat tha m!an25

Clustered nuclei fall into two structural types justifiable on his

torical grounds: (1) complex, lae, sa, ao/, and (2) broken, lia, ia, ea,

ta, Y'a, ua, ua, ua, oa, 'Oa/.

The three complex nuclei consist of long allophones of Ia! followed

by short allophones of If" a, 61, of which they are morphophonemic alter

nanta (see Table 4 and section 5). The prior member of laf,1 is well fronted,

that of laal is central, and that of laol likewise central rather than

backed. Phonetically, the Ia! element of all three nuclei is lost before
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final /hi.

latl [m:&] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a low, front, unroun

ded, tense, long vowel followed by (b) a glide up to a vowel which

is lower mid (or mean mid), fairly front, unrounded, lax, and short:

Ita&1 [tm":&] 'only', Ica&fJI [cm:&fJ] 'to order, arrange', /ba&pl

[bOO.EP] 'model', Iprahathl [prahEh] 'to venture, risk'.

laal [a:a] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a low, central, un

rounded, tense, long vowel followed by (b) a glide up to a vowel

which is mean mid, central, unrounded, lax, and short: Ippaal

[p~a":a] 'to send', Idaam/ [~a:am] 'origin', Ikaatl [ka.at] 'to be

born', IcafJkaahl [cafJkNh] 'chopsticks'.

laol [a:o] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a low, central, un

rounded, tense, long vowel followed by (b) a glide up to a vowel

which is higher mid (or mean mid), back, rounded, lax, and short:

Ikaol [ka": 0] 'to shave', I caol/ [ca: 01] 'to throw out', I daotl

[da.ot] 'to skewer, impale', Ikaohl [koh] 'island'.

The ten broken nuclei have in common a s~or~ offglide which manifests

a number of environmentally conditioned allophones but which is most often

phonetic [a]. The latter member of l!a, lal is commonly fronted, that of

lua, ua/ commonly backed, that of lea, oal commonly lowered as well as

being fronted and backed reSPectively. Before palatal finals the offglide

is realized regularly as higher mid [e] followed by a palatal glide onto

the final. Before final Ijl the length and stress of I!a, lal and some-

times of Iflal are usually displaced, yielding (ie :!] and [me:!]: lw1..ajl

[uie:i] 'to beat', Inflajl [nme:i] ,(to be) tired'.
A A

Of the seven long broken nuclei, three are bullt upon the long, high
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simple nuclei Ii, f, u/: 11.a, fa, ual. These ara matched by three others

built upon lowered varieties of the same simple vowels: lia, Yo, hal. In

terms of the system these latter are represented as lower high in Table

III. .All six of these diphthongs occur in open and closed syllables,

though lfal and, even more so, I'yal are uncommon and occur in restricted

environments. In addition to these six, a rare loal nucleus built upon

higher mid [0:] is found only in open syllables.

11.al [i:a] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a high, front, unroun

ded, tense, long vowel followed by (b) a glide to a vowel which is

typically mean mid, central, unrounded, lax, and short: It1.al

[ti:a] 'duck', Iplia~1 [phli:a~] 'rain', Ipiakl [pi.ak] 'word',

Iciah/ [ciah] 'to avoid'.

/lal [iv:a] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a lowered variety of

the same long Iii followed by (b) a glide of the same type: /b'ial

["i"':a] •cowrie , , Idlall [~i"':al] 'to blame', Ik'iapl [ki'" .ap] 'to

squeeze', /banclah/ L~aJ1ci"ah] 'to insinuate'.

lfal [ur:a] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a high, back, unroun

ded, tense, long vowel followed by (b) a glide of the same type:

Icfal [cm:a] 'to believe', IkrY'arJI [krm:a~] 'part, implement', Infak/

[nur.ak] 'trepang'.

I'yal [m"' :a] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a lowered variety of

the same long IfI foll~wed by (b) a glide of the same type: lOyal

[dm"':a] 'chrysalis', IkbYa~1 [ka~m":a~] 'tile'.

lual [u:a] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a high, back, fairly

rounded, tense, long vowel followed by (b) a glide of the same type:

lkUal [ku:a] '(to be) suitable', Itua~1 [tu:a~] 'to beat, sound',
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Ipuacl [pu.eYc] 'pot', Iluah/ [luah] 'to trim, clip'.

l'ual [u" :a] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a lowered variety of

the same long lui followed by (b) a glide 01' the same type: Isual

[su":a] 'to inquire', Ikluanl [k~u":an] 'body, self', Ickhatl

[chku".at] ,(to be) mad', /h'uah/ [huYah] 'to pass, cross'.

loal [o:a] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a higher mid, back,

fairly rounded, tense, long vowel followed by (b) a glide of the

same type: Icoal [co:a] 'gum, sap', Ipoal [po:a] 'to quake',

Iktoal [khto:a] 'to kick, recoil', ItUmpoal [tt~o:a] 'page'.

The three short broken nuclei are lea, ua, oal. Like the shortened

simple nuclei, these occur only in closed syllables, where they are marked

ly short before voiceless finals, somewhat less short before voiced finals.

The prior members of lea, oal center on mean mid but travel between the

lower mid and higher mid levels. Displacement of the peak of sonority is

fairly connnon in rapid speech, and may carry these prior members still

higher. The first element of liial is lower high, and the same displacement

of sonority sometimes results in loss of contrast with loal. The offglide

of all three nuclei is [a] in deliberate speech but in rapid speech is

liable to be fronted and lowered in leal [Em], backed and lowered in lual

[ ,,0] and loal [01].

leal [Ea] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a mean mid, front, un

rounded, lax, short vowel followed by (b) a glide to a short neut

ral vowel: Iteakl [tEak] 'to snare', Irea~1 [rE.a~] 'to stop,

check', Ileahl [lEah] 'to abandon'.

liial [ua] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a lower high, back,

fairly rounded, lax, short vowel followed by (b) a ,glide to a short
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neutral vowel: /liiat/ [luat] Itl. quench I, /tiial/ [t'J.al] Ito bear,

support I, /puah/ [Ptlah] Isnake I.

loaf Coe] is a falling diphthong consisting of (a) a mean mid, back,

fairly rounded, lax, short vowel followed by (b) a glide to a short

neutral vowel: /moat/ [m~t] 'mouth', /pnoal/ [phno..al] Ito bet ' ,

/loah/ [loeh] Ito sprout, growl.

4. Suprasegmentals. For the purposes of this study the only

suprasegmental phonemes that need be mentioned are stress and register.

Forms uttered in isolation show three degrees of stress, none of

which is marked outside this present section: primary or strong, [,];

secondary or moderate, [']; and tertiary or weak (unmarked).

Monosyllables uttered in isolation automatically take primary

stress: /cah/ ['creh] 'yes', /ban/ [l~re:n] 1(1) can (do it) I, /srlial/

['sru:al] '(it's) easyl.

Dissyllables uttered in isolation take primary stress on their lat

ter syllable, secondary (or optionally, tertiary) stress on their prior

syllable: /riinteah/ ['run'tEah] 'lightning ' , /sumrual/ [' sum'ru:al]

I ease I, /q'o>o1 piik/ ['~ Ip"k] Ifather 1 •

Polysyllables take primary stress on their last syllable, second

ary stress usually on their first syllable: /t6rasap/ ['to~ra'srep]

Itelephone', /trejcakraj{an! ['t~creqra'ji:an] 'pedicab l •

The 31 syllable nuclei set out in Table III fall into two inter

locking and interdependent registers, here known as the Close Register

(CR) and the Open Register (OR). These match up in such a way as to form

17 registral pairs; _
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Front Unrounded Nonfront Unrounded Back Rounded

CR OR CR OR CR OR

i a(j)26 , .. ..
y y u 0

, ... , .. , ..
J.e J.6 ye ya ue ue

- - - - U N ue 0

, .. ,
e e - - 0 ao

,
- - 6 ae - -
e; ae; - - 0 a.

,
a*J.e - - oe -

ee a* - - oe -

- - - - U N tie ti*

TABLE IV: REGISTRAL PAIRS.

-lI-
The five asterisked pairs are ordered according to their
OR members.

First applied to Khmer by Henderson (1951: 146), the term register has

been taken over from music and used of the above series of nuclei to em-

phasize their differentiation by features analogous to musical compass

and resonance. Briefly, the CR is a range of 16 nuclei associated with

greater closure (/'/) in relation to the OR, by pharyngeal resonance, and

by lowered pitch. The OR is a range of 15 nuclei associated with greater

openness (i /) in relation to the CR, by normal oral resonance, and by

normal (higher) pitch.
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The essential distinction between the two registers is that, while

their members are in correspondence as shown in Table IV, the OR has a

generally lower (more open) compass than the CR, which shows little over

all change of aperture from the putative nuclei of Old Khmer. Resonance

and pitch contrasts are elusive and often absent. On the other hand, dis

tinctions of openness are for the most part obligatory; when these are

lost, registral contrast is neutralized. 27

The tvw registers are interlocking in the sense that the members of

each pair are reflexes of a singJa Old Khmer nucleus and show morphopho

nemic alternation in the Standard (section 6). They are interdependent in

the sense that the phonemic inventory is incomplete without both.

Registral contrasts based on intervals of less than one tone (sec

tion 3) are seven in number: /a/ [yY:] and la/ [A:] are a little over a

semitone apart; /e/ reA:] and le/ rev:] as well as /6/ [OA:] and 10/

[0v:] are roughly a semitone apart; /y : y/, /5..a : J..a/, /Ye : ya/, and

/ua : lia/ are about one microtone apart. These minute differences of aper

ture are the only stable feature distinguishing the members of these

pairs. It is in these seven cases that register is most often lost (the

loss of register in presyllables is mentioned in the next section). Ex

periments carried out over a period of years show that native perception

of contrast in this area is proportionate to the intervals of openness in

volved: /a: a/ can be distinguished with nearly 100 percent accuracy;

/e : e/ and /6 : b/ with about 70 percent accuracy; the four remaining

pairs with only about 55 percent accuracy. However, these figures are in-

concTusive and much more work remains to be done.

5. structure of the Word. Native free forms have in the past
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been interpreted as either monosyllabic or dissyllabic. The distinction

between these two structural types is, however, blurred by an intermediate

type subsuming a portion of the lexicon large enough to make a twofold

division inadequate. This study accepts three models of word structure,

!mown hereafter as the monosyllable, the subdissyllable, and the dissylla

ble. In a count of 6,428 random items these represented 38 percent, 30

percent, and 32 percent of the total, respectively.

Simplest of all free forms are monosyllables. These have the shape

CVF, in which C represents an obligatory consonant initial, V an obliga

tory syllable nucleus, and F a nonobligatory consonant final. When F is

present the nucleus may be long or short (CVF); when F is absent it is

obligatorily long (CV). Examples of monosyllables are /pi/ 'from', /liw/

'alone, siugle', /m!ej/ '(to be) strewn', /~/ 'aunt', /cuel/ 'to hire',

/cap/ 'to seize'.

Between the monosyllable as just defined and the dissyllable as de

fined below lies the subdissyllable, a structural type exhibiting certain

features of both. This intermediate type differs from the monosyllable

only in having the shape CCVF, in which CC represents an obligatory binary

consonant initial. It has already been seen (section 1) that consonant

clusters are for the most part not solidly fused. Forms of this class

consequently have the distinction of being monosyllabic on the phonemic

or prosodic level but frequently dissyllabic on the phonetic level. Exam

ples of subdissyllables are /prak/ (prrek:] 'money', /snbk/ [sno.wk] 'tor

toise shell', /ClJUJV [c~TJ.YJl] ,(to be) good-tasting', /pJleek/ [phJ1Eek]

'to awake', /cbSh/ [cep,eh] I (to be) clear', /pqbn/ [pe?o:W'n] 'younger sib

ling', /rhaek/ (f°lue.&k] I (to be) cracked', /pprac/ (p<lprrc] 'to blink'.

What have been denominated augmented subdissyllables have already been
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mentioned in section 1. Here it is sufficient to note that these consti-

tute a derivational type directly referable to the subdissyllable, even

though some of them have been found to be unanalyzable.

Dissyllabic forms of native origin are either compounds of monosyl

lables and/or subdissyllables or are derivatives by affixation. Compounds,

not within the purview of this study, are exemplified by Inmaj nmajl 'one

at a time, slowly' « lmUajl 'one'), Ipram pyll 'seven' « Ipr8:m/ 'five'

+ I -pyl tv pil 'two'), I cSh tiim/ 'elders, grown-ups' « I cB.h1 '(to be) old'

+ ItUm/ ,( to be) ripe, mature'), and IkmelJ lonaIJI 'children' « IkmelJI

, child' + *IkmalJ/) •_A few polysyllabic compounds also occur, such as the

IsamlJ..ak bampeakl already mentioned in Chapter I, section 3. Derivatives

consist of a main syllable, monosyllabic (89 percent) or subdissyllabic

(11 percent), following either of two types of presyllable. The latter

have the canonical foms CVN- and CrV-, with C in both cases representing

any consonant initial except a nasal, a semivowel, or Ih/. V represents a

vowel showing minimal registral contrast, phom:lmically short (,Iii (iia) ...

a/) in the case of CVN-, phonemically-long (/0 tv a/) in the case of CrV-;

phonetically it is often no more than [a]. N represents 1m, n, lJ/; func

tional contrast between en] and [p] is lost in this position, both reali

zations being here interpreted as In/.

It may be remarked that the nuclei of CrV- presyllables are inter

pret~d as long (normal) both because of the absence of syllable closure

(F) and also because lexical forms with CR presyllables consistently fail

to show lUI, which is th~ short counterpart of 101 in t~e Standard lan

guage. CVN- presyllables are considered phonemically short because they

do show this lUI. 29

Examples of CVN- dissyllables are /bampolJI 'to swell', IpUnlyl
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'light', /dampUk/ 'hook for fruit', /t~kac/ 'to collide', /ca~waj/

'skein', /cUnteah/ 'bar, bolt', /kampri~/ '(to be) gaunt', /klimpliD/ 'to

jut', /qamp!a/ 'prey', /qanteak/ 'snare', /sancuaj/ 'to shake', /sa~kUat/

'to whet', /riimlirJ/ Ito clean', /rliDweah/ 'slit', /1i:in1Ym/ ,(to be) far

away', /lliDwEk/ 'interval'.

Examples of CrV- dissy11ables are /pro1;0n/ 'dawn', /prakam/ 'cable

for elephants', /troj!an/ Ito festoon', /tra1up/ 'to return', /cro1uk/

'to dip', /crawat/ 'to crisscross', /kro1uac/ ,(to be) sharp', /kraWE~/

'to spin', /srapy1/ '(to be) indistinct', /srakUt/ ,(to be) vdse'.

6. Morphophonemics. Morphophonemic features include (a) the par-

tial assimilation of the nasal finals of CVN- pres,y11ab1es, (b) registral

alternations, and (c) the patterning of labial and dental stops.

6.1. Nasal Finals of Presyl1ables. The boundary between the pre-

syllable and the main syllable of dissy11abic forms is the locus of a

type of imperfect assimilation: the nasal finals of CVN- presy1lab1es may

or may not assimilate to the main-syllable initial, as is sholill in Table

v. In the Table the numbers in parentheses after presyl1ab1e finals rep-

resent percentages of occurrence before the various main-syllable ini-

tia1s. The exclusive occurrence of /m-/ before /-n/ is explained by the

fact that all such forms contain the nonassimi1ating infix /-Vmn-/. On

the other hand, /m-/ before /-~, -~, -j/ is attested by only 4, 9, and 1
-

items respectively. The high percentage of /m-/ before /-d/ (the occur-

rence of /m-/ before /-b/ is 100 percent in my data) may be linked with

the unexpectedly high percentage of /m-/ before /-q/.

While dialect mixture may have disrupted a pattern now lost, it ap-

pears more likely that /m-/ represents the unassimi1ated form of all pre

syllables and that the /-Vm-/ element of presy11ab1es is to be identified
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with the infix /-VN-/; the latter in turp i~ possibly to be identified,

formally if not also functionally, with the prefix /m- N qaN-/. Quite

apart from the circumstance that numerous main syllables with labial ini

tials admit no presyllables except /CVm-/ in my data, such an assumption

seems to be borne out by the unexpectedly high percentages registered by

/CVm-/ before /-q, -r, -1, -s, -hi and even by the less cownon occurrence

of /CVm-/ before / -t-;~ -d, ":c,-=-k/.

However this may be, that we have here a case of inconstant assimi

lation is clearly shown by numerous pairs of alternants such as /bamrfap

- baDrfap/ 'to level', /damhat N daDhat/ 'to pant', /camhaj N caDhaj/

'steam', /kamrYD ~ kantr§D/ (the latter containing epenthetic /t/) 'to

harden', /qamqael N qaDqael/ 'to stroke', /rlimcfiaj N rlincuaj/ 'jolt',

/llimt6n N llinton/ 'to sag', and /samruam N saDruam/ ,(to be) combined'.

6.2. Registral Alternations. It has been noted that members of

each registral pair of syllable nuclei (Table IV) are reflexes of a

single Old Khmer nucleus and that under certain conditions they may alter

nate. The conditions in question are (1) the presence of an affix and (2)

the registral effect of the affix in relation to the initial of the word

base. Examples of registral -al~ernations, which should be viewed in the

light of Table IV, are:

CR> OR: /mual/ 'to twist' > /smual/ 'spiral'; /tYrJ/ 'to balance' >

/tlYIJ/ 'to weigh' ;30 /w5..aj/ 'to beat, whip' >" /cVTaj/ 'to wind,

wrap, plait'; /roap/ 'to count' > /prap/ 'to tell'.

OR> CR: /prae/ 'to change' > /bamre/ 'change'; /kwaeD/ 'to cross' >

/km:rVlE.:r;]/ 'athwart'; /kwal/ ,(to be) distracted' > /kaDwUl/ 'dis

traction'; /huat/ '(to be) dry' > /sann;juat/ 'drought'.



Presyllable Final Main Syllable

-m P-, b-, m-

-m (ll) -n (89) t-

-In (26) -n (74) d-

-In n-

-m (16) -n (84) c-

-In Jl-

-In (21) -lJ (79) k-

-rn 13-

-m (61) -13 09) q-

-13 w-

-n j-

-m (83) -13 (17) r-

-m (55) -n (45) 1-

-n (50
-m (35) (15) s-

-lJ

-m (43) -13 (57) h-

TABLE v: PRESYLLABLE FINALS.
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The register of a given nucleus is a lexical fact which cannot be

accounted for in a purely SYnchronic description of the modern language.

I't can nevertheless to a considerable extent be recognized or predicted

from the nuclear shape itself, from the syllable initial, or from these

two indices together.

As can be seen in Table IV, the 9 nuclei Ii, 6, ea, u, u, ua, ~, oa,

oal fall exclusively under the CR while the 8 nuclei lat, a, a, aa, 0, ao,

a, cr.1 fall exclusively under the OR. Ambivalence in the vowels is there

fore limited to the 8 simple phonemes Ie, e, y, y, a, a, 6, bl and the 6

broken nuclei I!a, la, fa, Ya, ua, ual.

Among the consonants, initial 1m, Jl, lJ, w, j, rl pattern with CR

nuclei, initial /b, d, q, s, hi with OR nuclei. Ambivalence is here con-

fined to Ip, t, c, k/ as well as to In, 1/. However, Ipl is ambivalent

only as the prior member of an initial cluster; before a vowel, either as

a simple initial or as the postinitial of a cluster, it patterns with the

CR. The In, 1/ which pattern with OR nuclei enter into only a few anomalous

clusters, though both are not uncommon as simple initials; as postinitials

they pattern with the CR.

One of the working hypotheses of this study, stated in other terms

in Chapter III, section 2.1, is that all initial clusters contain either

a prefix or an infix. Certain affixes regularly pattern with the CR,

others regularly pattern l'dth the OR, and still others are ambivalent. If

both members of a cluster pattern with nuclei of the same register, as in

the case of lmn1.aTJI 'royal concubine' and Irj611 'scarecrow' (both CR) or

IsblarJl 'food' and Isqaek/ 'tomorrow' (both OR), there can be no question

of what the natural register is or should be)l But when one member of the

cluster patterns with the CR and the other with the OR a conflict arises
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inasmuch as only one member can determine the register of the following

nucleus. The system of dominances that operates in this case, visible

enough through the written form, is beclouded by the forementioned ambi

valence of /p, t, c, k/ and must be stated in quasi-historical terms:

(1) If both members of the cluster are stops but pattern indi

vidually with nuclei of different registers, the postinitial determines

the register. In my data the postinitial always corresponds to an origi

nally voiced stop and the nucleus is CR.

(2) Otherwise, originally voiced stops are dominant over spi

rants, both of which (/s, hi) are voiceless; originally voiceless stops

are dominant over liquids) semivowels , and nasals, all of which are

voiced; spirants are likewise doMinant over liquids, semivowels, and

nasals.

Illustrating the cooccurrence of two stops are thbeka /tpek/ l(to be)

bald I (not */tpaek/) and phgara /pko/ 'thunder' '(not */pka/); of stops

and spirants, sgalla /skoal/ Ito know' (not */skal/) and bhaba /phiap/

'state, condition' (not */phap/); of stops and liquids, traDa /traD/ 'to

filter' (not */troD/) and chl~a /claaj/ 'to answer' (not */claj/); of

spirants and liquids, semivowels, and nasals, sre Israel 'ricefield 1 (not

*/sre/), svoya /swaoj/ 'to eat' (not */m16j/), ~ /smaa/ l(to be) alike'

(not */sma/), Ihe /lhae/ 'leisure' (not */lhe/), rasoDa /rsaoD/ 'to touch'

(not */rsOD/), and mhupa /mhop/ 'food' (not */mhup/).

In derivation both the nonsyllabic prefixes and, to a lesser extent,

the syllabic prefixes lean heavily toward OR nuclei; this incllldes those

nonsyllabic prefixes which consist of one of the ambivalent consonants:

/riap/ ,(to be) flat' > lkrap/ Ito prostrate oneself' > /kamrap/ 'to
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subdue'. Prefixes /m-, L-/ and infixes /-m-, -n-, -r-/ pattern with CR

nuclei; prefix /s~/ and infix /-b-/ pattern with OR nuclei: /baoh/ 'to

crush, roll' > /pnaoh/ 'cane crusher', /clil/ Ito stitch, net' > /cnul/

'netting needle', /lup/ 'to cover, hide' > /slep/ 'to cover over', /ruec/

'to come to an end or point' > /sruec/ ,(to be) sharp'.

CrV- presyllables fall under three heads: (a) those showing pro

gressive assimilation, especially when the word base has a nasal initial:

pramula /pramol/ 'to amass', tramula /tramel/ ,( to be) oval', cramul)

/crameh/ 'nose', kramUlJ1 /kramem! 'maiden'; (b) those showing regressive

assimilation: bralJEYa /proIJaj/ 'indifference', drayana /troj:l.en/ 'to

festoon', jralaga /croloIJ/ 'channel', gralwca /kroluec/ '(to be) shrill';

and (c) those showing no assimilation at all: pragapa /prak:l.ep/ 'fork,

crotch', tragaka /trok1.ek/ 'pelvis', cra~a /cropaIJ/ ,(to be) bulging',

kravila /krav,yl/ 'ring, loop'.

In dissyllabic derivatives by infixation the urge to preserve the

-nuclear shape of the word base (compare /krap/ > /kamrap/ above) may

override the tendency for each syllable to have its own register. Usually

in such cases the new presyllable shows regressive assimilation to the

register of the new main syllable: /co/ '(straight) line' > /cho/ 'to

stand upright' > /cUmho/ 'stance, stature'.

Unnatural register is not uncommon and in the writing system is

often, though not consistently, marked by diacritics. Most monosyllables

with unnatural register can be accounted for in terms of preserving the

nuclear shape of loanwords: /kawsu/ 'rubber' (French caoutchouc), /si/

'to eat' (Old Khmer sI). In dissyllables, however, a propensity for re

gistral assimilation (lra/ 'to employ' > /bamrae/ 'servant', /wih!e/

'sanctuary' (Skt vihara) conflicts with a tendency for each syllable
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roat/ Ito disjoin, eject l ).

6.3. Labial and Dental Stops. Table II shows that the preglottal

ized stops /b, d/ occur freely before vowels but only rarely before con

sonants. Word bases with these initials hence retain them in derivatives

formed either by prefixation or by the syllabic infix /-Vrnn- N -VN-/. Ex

amples of derivatives by prefixation are /blat/ Ito press l > /sblat/ Ito

rub together I , /damblat/ Itweezers I, /prablat/ Ito huddle I, and /dep/ Ito

hunt, force from cover I > /cde~/ Iclitoris l , /lUmde~ I(to be) dogged l ,

/prade~ Ito pursue I. Examples of derivatives by syllabic infixation are

/bMk/ Ito break (up) I > /bamnae.k/ Ipiece, fragment I , /cbatJ/ Ito fight I >

/cambfu:J/ Ifighting, combat I, and /dek/ Ito lie down I > /damnek/ Isleeping

place I.

'fhe nonsyllabic infixes, on the other hand, place base-initial Ib,

d/ in the preconsonantal position, where they are replaced by /p, t/ re

spectively: /ba.~ Ito shoot, fire I > /pm'aJ'l/ Ibowman, rifleman I , /buaIJ/

I to tie up I > /pnuaIJ/ Ichignon I, /baoh/ Ito plant I > /praoh/ Ito sow

broadcast l , /daa/ Ito go on foot l > /tmaa/ Iwayfarer, foot-soldier l ,

/dal/ Ito reach, get to l > /tnnl/ laccess, wayl, /dam/ Ito plant, set in

to l > /tram/ Ito set (in water): soak, pickle l •

It has been explained in section 6.2 that /b, d/ pattern with syl

lable nuclei of the OR and that while /p, tl are ambivalent prevocalic

/p/ patterns with the CR. It has also been suggested, in the same sec

tion, that nonsyllabic and syllabic prefixes alike lean heavily toward

the OR. This tendency is often manifested in secondary derivatives con

taining infix /-VN-/, where ambivalent nonsyllabic /p, t, c, k/ prefixes

are amplified to syllabic /baN-, daN-, caN-, kaN-/, as in /pcal/ Ito
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chasten, correct' > /bancal/ 'repentance', /pla£/ 'edible plant part,

fruit' > /banlae/ 'vegetables', /tboIJ/ '(human) head' > /darnboIJ/ 'head,

van, outset', /tkat/ 'to ail, languish' > /damkat/ '(long) illness'.

In one environment the ambivalence of /t/ is diminished. This is

when the initial /t/ of an OR base becomes postconsonantal following a

simple prefix or a CVN- prefix, in which case it is usually replaced by

/d/: /t'YIJ/' (to be) stretched, tight, stiff' > /kdYIJ/ ,(to be) obsti

nate', /s~/ ,(to be) elongated', /taoIJ/ 'to hang on to, pull' >

/sandaOIJ/ 'to tug, tow'. The regularity of this replacement is reflected

in the writing system, where the conjunct (postconsonantal) allograph of

1 /d/ has been almost entirely replaced by the conjunct allograph of ~,

the syllabic (nonconjunct) form of which is read /t/: thus talpa /tap/

'forcemeat' but sta'pa /sdap/ 'to hear', tama /tarn/ 'to follow' but ktama

/kdam/ 'crab'. This convention requires that derivatives containing post

consonantal /d/ be spelled differently from their bases: /daIJ/ (~)

'(recurrent) time' > /mdaIJ/ (mt8J:Ja) 'one time', /daa/ (~) 'to go (on

foot)' > /bandaa/ (pant.rera) 'to lead, take'.



CHAPTER III

DERIVATION AND WORD BASES

1. Derivation. Syntactical word classes in Khmer are not marked

by formal distinctions and are defined in terms of privileges of occur

rence. By far the largest classes are verbals and nominals. Verbals, all

of which may be negated, include operative verbs falling into various sub

classes and stative-attributive verbs comparable to English adjectives.

Nominals include nouns, pronouns and demonstratives, numerals and quanti

fiers, and numeral classifiers; most of these also fall into various sub

classes. other word classes are adverbials, or attributes of entire pre

dications; relators, equivalent to prepositions and conjunctions; isola

tives, which include interjections and responsives; and auxiliaries, or

verb modifiers. For details the reader is referred to Huffman (1967:

141-97). The position of this study, which distinguishes it from most of

the work of my predecessors, is that the affixes of Khmer play no part in

expressing syntactical functions or relationships.

Affixation in Khmer is derivational, which is to say that the var

ious prefixes and infixes serve to create new lexical forms (derivatives)

out of existing word bases. Examples of derivatives by prefixation are

Iduall 'to fall' > Ipduall 'to fell', Ikan! 'to head toward' > Itkanl I to

betake oneself', lkUpl 'to join, meet' ;-;cklipl 'to cling', Icajl 'to dis

tribute' > Ikcajl 'to strew', Ikakl 'to harden' > Iskak/ 'to wither'. Ex

amples of derivatives by infixation are Ily-an! ,(to be) swift' > Ilbyanl

'speed', Irutl 'to run (away)' > Irmutl 'fugitive', Icaotl 'to draw lots'

> Icnaotl 'raffle, lottery', Ipoatl 'to encircle' > Iproatl 'thong'.

Prefixes and infixes, then, carry no implication of particular word



classes, and the circumstance that a majority of derivatives by infixa

tion are nominal while a majority of those by prefixation appear to be

basically verbal is incidental to the function of the affixes. The latter

add an essentially aspectual nuance to the meaning of the word base. That

many of the aspectual categories so far identified are represented by

more than a single recurrent partial may be characteristic of the system

or may reflect weaknesses in the analysis.

In any case, the concept of aspect in Khmer must be given a fairly

broad interpretation. As the term is used here, it includes agentival and

instrumental derivatives, nearly all of which have nominal meanings, and

an important group of derivatives connoting directionality, such as out

ward or upward motion and locative or proximal placement. Most of these

directional nuances appear to be imputable to a reaction of certain

groups of bases upon some of the affixes, and are suggestive of the situ

ation found in Greek by Atkinson (1952: 157-9). These directional deriva

tives are both verbal and nominal. Most of the other aspectual categories

noted express mood or modality, and are tagged causative, factive, fre

quentative, negative, perfective, processive, quali.ficative, and so forth.

The derivatives manifesting these categories fall largely into the verbal

and nominal word classes.

2. Word Bases. Unlike the derived forms just mentioned, the vast

majority of native monosyllables have verbal meaning; those vdth exclu

sively nominal meaning total no more than 1 percent of my data. These are

exemplified by /piIJ/ 'spider', /bbk/ 'hump (of an ox),, /tyk/ 'water',

/da~/ 'handle, shaft', /co~/ 'end, tip', /kak/ 'dregs', /~!a/ 'duty, of

fice', /qoh/ 'firewood', /r!ak/ 'drainage, discharge', /laek/ 'part', and

. /sa/ 'time'. A good many monosyllables nevertheless show nominal as well
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as verbal meanings; however, nearly all of the cases of this type which

have been noted are best interpreted as originally verbal monosyllables

which have developed nominal meanings: /bar~/' (to be) older> older sib

ling', / cUm! 'to go around > orbit, circuit', /kUac/ 'to twist > eddy',

/qo/ 'to flow, run > watercourse, creek', /mal/ '(to be) broad and flat

> plain, valley'. No cases of originally nominal monosyllables which have

clearly developed verbal meanings have been found.

2.1. Structural TyPes. It is convenient to recognize two models

of base structure: (a) the primary base of monosyllabic (CVF) pattern

and (b) the secondary base of subdissyllabic (CCVF) pattern.

Primary bases are held to be devoid of all separable elements and

hence irreducible. Primary bases yield primary derivatives, which contain

one affix but may be either subdissyllabic or dissyllabic.

Secondary bases are held to contain one nonsyllabic affix and there-

fore to be primary derivatives; these yield secondary derivatives con-

taining two affixes. Of all subdissyllables in my corpus all but 9 per-

cent have been analyzed into primary bases with nonsyllabic affixes.

Ultimate derivational bases in the corpus include 86 percent primary

bases and 14 percent secondary bases (unanalyzable subdissyllables). A

certain number of these appear to be refiexes of Old Khmer dissyllable§

and contain no recognizable affixes: /kraom/ 'underside' < OK karow,

/Ck8£/ 'dog' < OK cake. 32 others are loans: /kh6/ '(to be) furious' <

Skt/P ghora 'violent, dreadful' (> /kn6/ 'fury'), /sbCit/ 'to vow' < P

sapatha 'oath' (> / sambCit/ 'oath'). Still others are as yet unanalyzed

but appear to have Mon-Khmer cognates which may eventually yield to ana-

lysis: with /pka/ 'flower' compare Mon (p)kau /kao/ (Shorto 1962: 54)

and with /mah/ 'rhinoceros' compare Bahnar m'maih (Guilleminet et
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Alberty 196): 77Ob).

For purposes of analysis any monosyllable is a potential primary

base, any subdissyllable a potential secondary base. In a number of cases

an insufficiency of data precludes acceptance of possible derivatives of

subdissyllables which are almost certainly of native origin. Thus the

form IknoJ;JI 'interior' appears to have as its sole derivative the form

IkamloJ;JI 'interior'; however, the connection between the two is suspect

inasmuch as the replacement of Inl by III is attested in only two or three

other cases. Similarly, the unanalyzable subdissyllable Ipl~1 'fire' may

be a secondar,y base Yielding the derivative IkamplaJ;J1 'rifle', or the

latter may be a colloquial alteration of the more acceptable Ikam plaJ;J/,

a compound of which the first member means 'streak, stroke' and which may

have originally referred to the flintlock musket.

Typical prirnar,y bases are Ip{al 'to prey upon' (> Iqamplal 'prey'),

/bawl 'to suck (a breast)' (> /bambawl 'to nurse (a child) I), Itel 'not'

(> Ittel ,(to be) alone, free')~ Idapl Ito make a hole' (> Idarnnapl 'mor

tise, slot I ), Icikl 'to dig' (> Icronik!_} digging tool I), Ikaapl Ito pick

up in the hand' (> Iknaapl 'to pick, collect').

Table VI shows the distribution of primary bases in my corpus accor-

ding to their consonant initial and according to the register of their

syllable nuclei. The total number of eR items balances out with the total

number of OR items to an unexpected degree, considering that none of these

items was chosen by any plan. Attention is called to the low frequency of
• ' I ~ • _

bases with initial nasals and Ij/.

The term secondary base should be understood as both a convenient

structural tag and as a methodological conception. It is intended to sug-

gest in the first place that all such bases have a subdissyllabi.c form and



Total
p b m t d n c J1 k IJ q w j r 1 s h

items

CR 27 - 5 36 - 3 34 7 22 8 - 18 2 56 45 2 4 269

OR 7 34 - 11 35 - 32 - 41 - 30 1 - 3 9 38 27 268

Total 34 34 5 47 35 3 66 7 63 8 30 19 2 59 54 40 31 537

0/0 6 6 1 9 6 1 12 1 12 1 6 4 1 11 10 7 6 100

TABLE VI: DISl'RIBUTION OF PRIMARY BASES.

.j::""
-.J
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in the second place that one of the members of the complex initial is a

potential affix. Apart from subdissyllabic loan bases, the resolution of

all secondary bases into primary bases plus affix is one of the goals of

analysis. Such resolution is not presently feasible in all cases without

fuller data, especially data of a historical or comparative kind. For the

time being, therefore, some secondary bases are not attributable to any

known primary bases.

Examples of reducible secondary bases are Ipteahl 'to bar, bolt'

« lt8ahl 't.o stop, block') > /bcmteah/ 'bar, bolt', Itpecl 'to card

(cotton)' « Ipecl 'to remove') > Idampecl 'card', IclO..ahl 'to scrape out'

« llO..ahl 'to scrape, pick') > Ica~ki.akl 'toothpick, ear-spoon', Iklaocl

,(to be) charred, overcooked' « 116cl 'to burn, char') > Ikamlaocl 'any_

thing charred or overcooked'.

Examples of irreducible secondary bases are Itrojl 'to mark, stake

out' > ldamrojl 'stake, beacon~.!.. Iclaajl 'to answer' > Icamlaajl 'answer',

I sl8r.JI 'to look at' > I swnlaIJI 'to watch, study'.

Table VII shows the range of complex initials found with irreducible

secondary bases in my data. As can be seen, the prior members of these

in!tials are limited to Ip, t, c, k, s/, all of which may serve ·as pre

fixes. All of the 11 latter members except Ip, k, sl may possibly serve

as infixes; it is reasonable to hypothesize that the 4 items with these

three postinitials are derivatives by prefixation. Another possible clue

to analysis is the low frequency of primary bases with nasal initials,

shown in Table VI. Providing my corpus is representative of the language,

it may be expected that the 7 items with postinitial In, IJI (for example,

Icneah/ 'to win' and Itl'Juan/ '(to be) heavyt) are derivatives by infixa

tion.
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Initials -. p- t- c- k- s- Total

Postinitials ~ items

-p - 1 - 1 - 2

-b - - 2 - - 2

-n - - 1 1 1 3

-k - 1 - - - 1

-13 - 1 1 - 2 4

-q - - 4 - - 4

-W' - - - 1 - 1

-r 3 4 12 - 3 22

-1 1 3 4 6 2 16

-s - - - 1 - 1

-h 4 7 12 8 - 31

Total items 8 17 36 18 8 87

TABLE VII: INITIALS OF IRREDUCIBLE SECONDARY BASES.
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2.2. Loan Bases. The question of word bases which may be of non

Mon-Khmer provenance does not appear to be directly relevant to the object

of this study. It may nevertheless be of interest to consider thffiQ briefly

in order to illustrate their conformity with Khmer patterns and to refer

to some of the problems they involve.

In addition to a small number of bases suspected of being loans (for

example, /d8Jll ,., taw/ 'to burn; fire, heat', possibly < Skt tapati 'to burn,

be hot' or tapas 'heat'), my data include 29 bases the alien origin of

which is certain: 24 of these are referable to common Skt/P, 3 to Skt

alone, one (/tiik/ 'grief') to Palone, and one (/kah/ 'coin, sapeque')

either to Tamil or to Chinese. This small group includes 22 monosyllables

such as /t6h/ 'sin, fault' « Skt dO)la and/or P dosa), 6 subdissyllables

such as /phaj/ 'fear; to fear' « Skt/p bhaya), &l'1.d the single dissy~labic

form /m'kfJ/ 'royal capital, realm' « Skt/P nagara). This last loan has

yielded, through *[na}ro:] and *[alJ'kfJ:], the metathesized fom /qa.IJko/

'royal capital', which conforms to a native dissy1labic derivative by pre

fixation of /qaN-/.

The practical value of accepting any monosyllable or subdissyl1ab1e

as a potential derivational base is shown by ambiguities encountered in

analYzing derivatives of suspected loans. One good illustration of this is

the form /kUmru/ 'model, sample, specimen', which Maspero (1915: 437)

attributes to /kru/ 'mentor, preceptor' « Skt/P ~) but which Guesdon

(1930: 323a) assigns to the native base /ku/ 'to draw, sketch, design'.

Maspero's derivation is morphologically reasonable but semantically ques

tionable while Guesdon's, just the reverse, presupposes an unattested

intermediate form */kru/ 'sample, example'. Another case is a fom which

Maspero (461) represents as braka /pr!ak/, glosses as 'commere',33 and
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attributes to /p!ak/ 'word, speech' « Skt/P vakya). This corresponds to

the form which Guesdon (1258b) represents as bra'ka /preak/, likewise

glosses as 'commere', but refers to /reak/, a substandard variant of /r!'ak/

, attachment, affection, desire' « Skt/P raga). Thus Maspero accepted the

semantic link between 'gossip' and 'speech' while Guesdon accepted that be

tween 'crony' and 'affection'. The question, unresolved, is complicated by

the existence of a third form, mra'ka /mreak/ 'crony, close friend' (Gues

don 1930: l393a); this is the only form recognized by the VK (1962: 876a),

which marks it as archaic and implies that it is of native origin.

\.oJhile considering loan bases it is well to note that an important

number of loanwords in modern Khmer occur with the Indic prefixes /pra-/

and /sam N san N SClIJ-/. These are exemplified by /praman/ 'to estimate'

« Skt pram!Pa) and /sClIJkr!'am/ 'battle, war' « Skt saJ,Ilgrama). It is clear

that these are liable to be confused with the Khmer prefixes of the same

shape. It has been seen that Maspero (1915: 463) analyzed Khmer /prajut/

'combat' as /jut/ 'lutte' + Khmer /pra-/, even though Skt has prayuddha;

he did the same thing with /prot!.an/ 'gift: « Skt practana), /prateh/

'land, country' « Skt pradesa), and /praka/ 'way, manner' « Skt prakara)

(453, 455, 431). other cases are not so clear,. however. For example,

/pratUk/ 'to afflict' < /tUk/ 'grief' « p dukkha) and /pracat/ 'concern,

anxiety' < /cat/ 'heart/mind' « Skt/P citta) are both unattested in Skt

and P, and yet appear to contain Skt /pra-/ rather than Khmer /pro-/;

nothing in the meaning of either derivative suggests the combination of

loan bases with a native prefix. In these as well as a number of other

cases it seems likely that Indic affixes and bases have been combined on'

the model of other derivatives to create neologisms. Thus /samcao/ 'accom

plice', though not found in Skt or P so far as I know, can be clearly



construed as neo-Indic *samcora 'fellow-thief, -scoundrel' < Skt/P cora

'thief' + Skt/P /sam-/. Ambiguity of this kind is limited, fortunately,

and does not pose a serious problem in analysis. The overwhelming majority

of loan bases have affixes of native origin.

Yet here too the form of the resulting derivatives may s·imulate In-

dic derivatives: /sambCit/ 'oath', despite the appearance of the presylla

ble, is from /sbCit/ 'to vow' « Skt sapatha and/or P sapatha) and the in

fix /-VN-/ while /samnaok/ 'grief', despite the presyllable, is from /saok/

'to grieve' « Skt soka and/or P soka) and the infix /-Vmn-/.

Examples of loan bases with other native affixes are /ba.ntoh/ 'to

blame' « /toh/ 'sin, fault'), /ttimnUk! and /troniik/ 'sorrow' « /tUk/

'grief'), /sraoc/ '(to be) prominent' and /sra.laoe/ 'to protrude' « /rec/

'splendor, eminence' < Skt roca(na», /cUn16p/ 'avid or insistent demand'

and /lm6p/ '.(to be) voracious' « /16p/ '(to be) greedy' < Skt/p lobha),

and /ba.mphut/ 'imposture' and /ka.mphut/ 'to deceive' « /phut/ 'phantom,

illusion' < Skt/P bhuta).

2.3. Reconstructed Bases. All too often the apparent word base re-

curring in a set of derivatives is not referable to any known free form.

For example, the series /pra.n'aJ:;J/ 'joust, match, contest', /cbmo/ 'to fight,

battle', and / ca.mbatJ/ 'fighting, warfare' seems to point to a base */b00;j/

'to fight'. The series /pl~/ 'to replace', /ba.mlah/ 'replacement, spare

part', /ba.mnah/ 'to piece (a garment)', /ba.n1!h/ 'to change, alt.ernate',

as well as the ~omalous /p~/34 'to mend, patch' seems to point to */bah/

'to fix, repair'. The series /cUncUaj/ 'to shake, unsettle', /crnaj/ 'to

stir up', /qa.ncuaj/ 'to shake, stagger', /rlimcuaj/ '(to be) shaken up',

/samcUaj/ ,(to be) sha~en', and /sa.ncuaj/ 'to agitate' presupposes */cuaj/

'to shake'. Other series of the same degree of reliability are */lac/ 'to
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fear' > /bamlac/ 'to frighten', /klac/ 'fear', /baIJklac/ 'to strike fear

into', /kamlac/ ,(to be) afraid' and */ham/ 'to flow' > the anomalous

/h:!am/ 'to flow, gush, spurt', /ch:!am/ 'blood', /rham/ 'to now, run',

/lham/ 'to bleed, sweat'.

other cases are not so convincing. While possibly only a nominali

zation of /pteah/ 'to bar, bolt', the /pteah/ which is the common word for

'house' may be assignable to the pair /tmeah/ 'watch tower' and /tneah/

'hunter's shack', all three from a */teah/ 'to raise, erect', a variant

form of which is possibly to be seen in /qant:!a/ and /riint:!a/, both ~eaning

, scaffold'. The set /mne;p/ 'to harass', /qamne;p/ 'grief, sorrow', and

/kne;p/ 'disaffection, resentment' may be built on */neJl/ 'to afnict, an

noy'. A base */haj/ 'steam' is apparently to be seen in /camhaj/ '(warm)

exhalation, emanation', /kamhaj/ 'vapor, heat', and /krahaj/ ,(to be) hot,

scalding'.

In still other cases a paucity of evidence seems to be outweighed

by plausibility. Thus /qaIJkiij/ 'to sit' and /skuj/ 'to roost' appear to

warrant postulating */kiij ... kuj/ 'to sit, perch'; /samlB..P! !affection'

and /sralap! ,(to be) beloved' alone warrant */lW ,(to be) fond of';

/msaw/ 'powder, flour', /qamsaw/ 'meal', and /rUmsew/ 'gunpowder' warrant

*/saw N sew/ 'powder, dust'; /rha£/ 'rest, repose' and /riimhae/ 'idleness,

vacation' point convincingly to */ha£,/ '(to be) calm, inactive'.

Such reconstructed bases are isolated from the affixes with which

they are found and used as additiorial-"tools of analysis. These differ from

variant bases (section 2.4) in that the latter are altered counterparts of

surviving free forms. However, reconstructed bases may also exhibit

variants. Side by side with a */ coh/ 'to burn' manifested in / cloh/ 'to

(give) light', /cctnloh/ 'torch', and /chah/ 'to ignite, blaze' stands a
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*/ceh/ Ito burn l manifested in /cheh/ Ito name, bl;aze', /ba.ncheh/ Ito

set fire to l , and /pra.cheh/ 'wick, tinder'. Compare also the fonns */kiij

N kuj/ Ito sit ' and */saw N sew/ Ipowder , directly above. It is expected

that historical and comparative studies will confinn some if not many of

these reconstructed bases and their variants.

Only a small number of secondary bases have been reconstructed. One

such is */pl!aml '(to be) bright, brilliant', manifested in /ppliaml 'to

gleam, glitter' « /l!aml 'to flash').

In most cases what at first glance appears to be a reconstructable

secondary base is more plausibly accounted for on the basis of epenthesis.

Thus /ka.mpriIJ/ I (to be) gaunt, emaciatedI is best explained as * /ka.mriJ:J/,

< /riIJ/ ,(to be) dry, dried Upl with development of a /p/ bridge between

the /kVN-/ prefix and the base. In the same way /ka.nt~/ Ito stiffen,

harden I does not call for setting up a secondary */t~/ but only for

seeing the /t/ as a bridge between the prefix and the primary base /~/

,(to be) hard I.

A limited number of derivatives, finally, appear to be built upon

bases which m~ be reconstructed in more than one way. Such moot bases

represent an impasse which only further work can open. They fall into two

types. In one type the modern lexicon furnishes no clues to isolation of

the base; in the other, the lexicon furnishes more than one clue, that is

to say indices to more than one manner of isolation. An instance of the

first type is the secondary base /ply/ Ito shine, be bright' (> /ba.mplY/

'to light, illuminate I and /pUnly/ Ilight ,). Both members of the complex

initial of /ply/ may serve as affixes and the modern lexicon contains no

such primary bases as * /py/, */by/ or */ly/ to which it might be referred.

On the basis of present knowledge, one of these possibilities is as good



as the others; analysis must therefore be held in abeyance for want of

data. The second type of moot base is exemplified by Irbbtl 'to slip,

give way, cave in, break up'. This may contain either an Ir-I prefix or a

I-b-I infix. It has been attributed with equal plausibility to Ibbtl 'to

slide' (Guesdon 1930: 1453a) and to lrutl 'to glide, slide' (Maspero 1915:

465a and note). Again analysis must be deferred, though this time not for

w~t of possibilities. The cases of lkUmru/ and Ipr!ak, preak/ cited in

section 2.2 are further examples. It should be emphasized in this connec-

tion that derivatives by prefixation may have the same overt form as

derivatives by infixation: /lbaak/ 'opening' < /baakl 'to open' + 11-1

and /lbaak/ 'elevatioIl' < Il~kl 'to lift' + I-b-I .

2.4. Variant Bases. Different derivatives from the same base may

show variations which are not explainable in terms of the morphophonemic

alternations mentioned in Chapter II, section 5.2. In this study registral

change of syllable nuclei under the influence of affixes is considered a

regular possibility calling for no further connncnt, whereas change of

other kinds is held to be random variation meriting special treatment. In

my data about 15 percent of all primary bases show some kind of variabil

ity which cannot be accounted for as morphophonemic. For example, the com

mon la N e/ variation already seen in the reconstructed base */saw N sewl

'powder, dust' is manifested in one direction in Idacl '(to be) ultimate,

absolute' > Isaecl (formerly also Isdae/) 'chief, king' and in the other

direction in Irecl ,(to be) worn' > Israel ,(to be) ended, done'. Most

such variation is imputable to the conditions preceding and accompanying

the development of the Stan<:fard language.

A priori, variation of this kind can be put down in the first place

to dialect mixture. Phnom-Penh, founded in 1434,35 has for five centuries
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attracted speakers of most of the Khmer dialects by reason of its role as

royal capital. To the lure of the Court has been added that of the focu.s

of government and administration, ecclesiastical authority, education and,

in recent years, military advancement and economic opportunity. l-foreover,

the coexistence of different dialects in the capital region was favored

by the poor state of communications including a high rate of illiteracy

which obtained down to about 1945; by the presence in the capital of large

Vietnamese and Chinese minorities, which today represent 30 percent and 28

percent respectively of the city's population; by the prestige of the

Battambang dialect; and by the absence until 1950 or thereabouts of

national-level standardizing controls and a system of compulsory education.

A certain amount of random variation may be put down, in the second

place, to ambiguities arising from the phenomenon of register. Ie, bl are

easily mistaken for Ie, 0/. Loss of registral contrast in the seven pairs

of ambivalent nuclei has been mentioned in Chapter II, sections 3 and 5.2;

in the latter section the question of registral assimilation in'dissylla-
\". -.,"

bles has also been noted.

In the third place, other variations can be ascribed to scholarly

or monkish reinterpretation of orthographic forms. 37 still others have

probably come about as a result of intervals of space or time between the

creation of derivatives from the same base. The incorporation into the

Standard of derivatives formed independently in the outer dialects appears

quite likely. A loss of consciousness of the etymological link between de-

rivatives of the same base, as noted in Greek by Atkinson (1952: 157), has

probably isolated such derivatives from one another and favored divergence.

However, variation is not necessarily limited to derivational bases.

Comparison of free monosyllables yields a fairly high number of pairs or
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sets which are for the most part lexically distinct but seem to show a

more than fortuitous similarity of form and meaning. Typical of these

are:

/pen! 'to coil'

/beh/ 'to prick, stab'

/mul/ ,( to be) round'

/teah/ 'to oppose'

/tan! 'to excite'

/cek/ 'pain'

/k1.ah/ 'to rake, scrape'

/koah/ 'to clear (ground)'

/riit/ 'to run (away)'

/riilJ/ ,(to be) brilliant'

/lup/ 'to cover, mask'

/hb/ 'to now'

/pen/ 'to sit with the legs
crossed under the body'

/baohl 'to drive (into the
ground), plant'

/mUal/ 'to twist'

/tah/ 'obstacle'

/taan/ 'to awaken'

/cak/ 'internal pain'

/kaeh/ 'to scrape out'

/kaoh/ 'to scrape, smooth'

/rut/ 'to slide, glide'

/rYarJ/ '(to be) bright, splen
did'

/lCip/ ,( to be) turgid'

/hU! 'to blow'

The frequency of such sets warrants the assumption that we are concerned

with deviant renexes of common proto-forms and with dialect mixture.

While both members of a pair may have the same or nearly the same meaning
-'

(for example, /surJ/ 'to erect' : /sarJ/ 'to erect'), more often than not

they show specialization. It is tempting to regard the putative relation-

ship between the members of such pairs as having only historical relevance

and to consider each as a separate lexeme; this in effect is the position

taken here. That this position is not without disadvantages, however, is

seen as soon as examination of free forms is expanded to take in bases as

they appear in derivation.
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Hindering elegant treatment of affixation in modern Khmer is the

circumstance that many variarit- bases appear only in derivatives. Here the

base may show quantitative or qualitative variations (or both) in the syl

lable nucleus, variations in the final, and occasionally variations in the

initial. Because of these variations, the formal and semantic link between

such bases and known free forms is easily forgotten and not easily re

traced.

Quantitative variations include the lengthening of the nuclei of

short bases and the shortening of long bases. Since there are only 7 short

ened nuclei (/a, u, 0, a; ea, ua, oaf), variations of this type are limited.

They may be formulated according to the two registers as /ia N ea, ia N oa,

:> N U (ua), 6 N ua/ and as /a N a, 0 NO, a N a/. Of these /a N aI and /a

N a/ are by far the mos t common. Lengthening of short nuclei is exemplified

by /bat/ 'to bend' > /prabat/ 'curve, bend, bay' and /qan! 'to diminish,

fall away' > /lqan! 'to slope'. Shortening of long nuclei is exemplified

by /dap/ ,(to be) close' > /kdap/ 'to close, clench' and /r!ap/ 'to pre

pare' > /srap/ '(to be) ready'.

Qualitative variations involve changes either in the openness or in

the advancement of syllable nuclei, or both. Increased closure is seen in

/dak/ 'to draw out' > /sdbk/ ,(to be) extended' and /rE/ 'to turn' > /cre/

,(to be) bending, winding'. Increased openness is seen in /reh/ 'to pierce'

> /trar.h/ 'to think through' and /lerJ/ 'to play' > /banlErJ/ 'diversion'.

Backing is seen in /pen! I to coil' > /tpYnl 'to intertwine' and /lah/

'more' > /cluah/ 'to exceed'. Fronting is seen in /dY'rJ/ 'to know' > /sdaEJ;)/

I (to be) well-known' and /wfl/ 'to turn, change direction' > /krawar.l!

'to move aimlessly'.

Simultaneous quantitative and qualitative variations are illustrated
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by the following:

Lengthening and raising: /r'6at/ Ito scatter I > /pr!at/ Ito radiate I

and /leak/ Ito cover, hide I > /slJ..ak/ Ito don or wear a lower gar

ment l •

Lengthening and lowering: /d"6t/ Ito burn' > /sa.ndaot/ I (to be) burnt,

hardened by fire' and /kUm/ Iclump I > / ca.IJkaom! Iclump, cluster I •

Shortening and raising: /loTJ/ Ito cross I > /prol'6TJ/ 'expanse I and

/haok/ Ito perforate ' > /ca.~h"6k/ Ihole, pit'.

Shortening and lowering: /baoh/ Ito ginI > /qambCih/ 'spun cotton I and

/liap/ Ito coat, smear I > /lbiip/ Imud I•

Despite what has been said regarding the tendency of free variants

to develop specialized meanings, variant bases in derivatives mayor may

not follow the same semantic line as the free forms to which they seem to

correspond. In a set of derivatives containing variants of the same base

the lines of meaning assignable to each derivational base may cross. Thus

the form /pra.laeh/ Ito separate or pick off one by one l contains variant

base /-laeh/ which, by reason of the frontness of its nucleus, is assumed

to stand close to /leah/ 'to cut in two, divide'. This /leah/ also has a

back variant, -;-laoh/, which has developed the specialized meaning of 'to

separate, come off or out I • The meani..l'lg of /pra.laelli makes it referable

to this /-laoh/ rather than to /leah/. With it are to be compared /pra.laoh

N proliiah/ I(to be) separated I, / canlaoh N ccml"6h N ca.nliih N cralaoh/ Ise

paration, gap I , /banlah/ Ito separate, remove I, and /tlaoh/ Ito burgeon l •

On the other hand, the form /klaoh/ Ito pierce the septum of (a bull or

buffalo)' appears much closer in Jneaning to /leah/, the distinctive value

of which is seen in /pleElh/ Ito cut in two, dissect I, /ba.nlBh/ Ito cut up',
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Iklahl ,(to be) in pieces, in (several) parts', and Ikc:tnl~1 'part, half'.

But the form Ilbah/ again' shows crossing of the semantic lines and means

both 'division, strophe, paragraph' (/leah/) and 'young plant, shoot'

(/-laoh/) •

A similar case is IpoTjI 'to swell, be distended or openI, which is

also the common term for 'egg, tumor; to lay'. This yields /bampoTjI 'to

inflate' and IqampolJI 'tube, pipe'. A free variaTlt of IporJI seems to be

IpaTJI ,(to swell with desire » to hope, wish', which exhibits the variant

I-PBrJI in the derivative /banmBrJI 'desire, will'. A third free variant is

IpiirJI '(to be) swollen' , with bound variants I -porJ, -paor.; , -baOrJI seen in

IlciimpiiIJl 'to protrude, be convex', 11Umpiir.l, liimpoIJI 'bud, shoot', lsa.mp6r~/

, (to be) puffed, full, baggy', /ka.mpaOIJI '(to be) bloated, fat', and

IsbaOrJI 'sack, bag'.

A special problem is posed by bases in which initial Iql appears to

alternate with Ih/ or zero. Preservation of base-initial Iql is seen in

numerous cases such as Iqlapl 'to close, squeeze' > Ipqlapl 'to screw up

(the eyes or lips)' and /qacl ,(to be) bold, able' > Iqa.mnacl 'power, abil

ity'. Possible examples of its loss or replacement are Iqlapl 'to close,

squeeze' : Iklapl 'to nip, grip (as with tongs)', Iqlak/ 'to grip, en

close' : Iklakl 'to grip, hold (under the arm)', Iqapl 'connection'

Ikap/ '(to be) connected, related', Iqa.k/ 'to stuff, cram' : Icak N cok/

'to stop, plug up', and Iqa.k/ 'to vex, pain' : IcCikl 'internal pain'.

Of particular interest is the set Iqatl 'to tend, clean' > Isqatl

,(to be) clean, neat' > Isa.mqat N samnatl '(act of) cleaning, (state of)

being clean', which has numerous parallels. The form Isa.mqatl is a regular

derivative of Isqatl by infixation of I-VN-I, which is restricted to sub

dissyllabic bases. The form Isa.mnat/, on the other hand, appears -to be a
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regular derivative of */satl by infixation of I-Vnm-I, which is restric-

ted to monosyllabic bases. Not enough data have been collected to decide

whether this *Isatl and Iqatl as well as the foregoing Iq"iap/ and Ild.apl

and the other pairs are dialectal variants or whether they involve replace-

ment of base-initial Iql by a prefix and the transitional forms Isqatl,

*Ikq"iap/, *Ikqlak/, *Ikqapl, *I cqak/, and *I cqiik/. The nonexistence of

*/sat/ argues in favor of dialectal influence, as does the semantic spe-

cialization of the other pairs.

Yet the possibility of a relationship between /r!aj N l!aj/ and

I-p!aj/, both meaning 'to scatter, disperse; to divide, distribute', il-

lustrates great interest of the problem. Base Ir!aj N l!aj/ is manifested

in Itl!ajl 'to breach', ItUml!ajl 'to stave in', Itrajl 'to prune, trim,

clear a trail', /damrajl idebris cut with a machete', /kl!aj/ 'to scatter i ,

Irr!ajl 'to lie pell-mell', lrUml!aj/ Ito scatter, sow', Israjl 'to undo,

explain', I samrajl 'to release; solution'. Base I -p!aj/ is manifested in

/qamp!ajl ,(to be) scattered (here and there)', Irp!aj/ ,(to be) lying

helter-skelter', Isp!ajl 'to wear or carry crosswise over the shoulder',

Isamp!ajl 'burden carried crosswise over the shoulder', Iph!aj/ -to spill

over, spring up; to blow, exhale' and its registral doublet Iphajl 'to

spurt, go at a gallop', lriirnph!ajl ,(to be) refreshing (of wind)'. P.. di-

lemma of the type ~entioned in section 2.3 is created by other deriva-

tives with initial Ipr, pl/,) since initial Ipl may be a prefix while post

initial Ir, II may be infixes. Moot derivatives include Ipr!aj/ 'to scat

ter, spark, flash', Ippr5..aj/ 'to scatter, radiate', /prajl 'to disperse,

separate, crack', and Ipl!ajl 'to diffuse, glow'. Rather than postulating

an additional */q"iajl from which both Ir!aj N l!ajl and I-p!ajl derive,

it seems preferable for the time being to accept two separate bases which
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are probably ultimately related but whose relationship cannot be demon

strated until. more is !mown of the behavior of base-initial Iq/.

Alternation between initial Iq/ and Ihl is presumably to be seen jn

Iqol 'to flow, run; watercourse, creek' and /hoi 'to run, flow, drain';

in Iqa.ll ,(to be) full, sated' and /hall 'to bulge, swell'; and in Iqual/

'to stifle, smother' and I chuall 'to suffocate, asphyxiate'. The validity

of these comparisons seems to receive support from the substitution seen

in the possible derivation /huatl ,(to be) dry' > ISClIllIJuatl 'drought',

which calls to mind I sa.mqat N sa.mnat/, mentioned above.



CHAPTER. IV

SIMPLE PREFlXATION

1. General. The prefixational subsystem of modern Khmer is divis

ible into two series, namely the simple prefixes and the rhotacized pre

fixes. Between these series a certain relationship is discernible. At the

same time, each series has a sufficient number of characteristic func

tions to make it seem inadvisable for the present to emphasize their sim

ilarities. It would be equa.lly premature to attempt; to draw any sharp

distinctions between them. The total number of derive.!:.ives by prefixation

on which this and the next chapter are based is shown in Table VIII.

Eight simple prefixes have been identified: /R-, p-, t-, c-, k-,

s-, L-, m-/. The symbol /R-/ stands for the reduplication of base ini

tials, while /L-/ represents /r- N 1-/; in addition, /m-/ includes the

important allomorph /qaN-/, which has the shape of a CVN- presyllable. 38

The functions of some of the prefixes are fairly-plain; those of

others are still in doubt. The four stop prefixes other than /R-/ in par

ticular show functional duplication vmich is carried over into the rhota

cized prefixes. 39

2. Prefix /R-/. Manifested as the reduplication (gemination) of

the initial consonant of primary and secondary word bases, prefix /R-/

has allomorphs corresponding to all of the consonant inventory but /j,

h/. The unanalyzed form /qqat/ 'great hawk', which is the only case of

geminate /q/ in my data, may require a further qualification of this

statement. Because infix */-q-/ is treated here as an unproved possibili

ty and since there is no prefix */q-/ other than /R-/, this item is pro

visionally accepted as a frequentative of onomatopoeic type comparable



Simple Rhotacized

64

R- 128

p- 128 prV- III

t- 52 trV- 17

c- 59 crV- 16

k- 71 krV- 19

s- 74 srV- 24

m- 101

L- 125

Total 738 187

Grand total: 925

TABLE VIII: TarAL DERIVATIVES BY PREFIXATION.
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with /ppe/ 'goat', /mmi/ 'seventh year of the duodenary cycle: the Horse',

/rmne/ 'eighth year of the duodenary cycle: the Goat (Sheep) 1,40 and /ccak/

'Blllall house gecko I •

/R-/ is presented first in this study in consideration of the fact

that it is capable of assuming the same form as all of the other simple

prefixes. Insofar as my analysis indicates, this formal duplication is not

great: I have only 2 cases of prefix /p-/ before labials, and only a few

cases of /L-/ before liquids. Elsewhere the first element of geminate Itt,

cc, kk, ss, mm/ is interpreted as /R-/.

/R-/ is one of the two most cammon simple prefixes in my data and,

as has been said, occurs with primary and secondary bases alike: /rjiik/

Ito shake I > /lJJiliik/ Ito wag, rattle', /pr6rJ/ 'to beam, glow I > /ppr6fJ/ 'to

gleam, sparkle'.

Essentially, the function of /R-/ is to form derivatives having a

frequentative aspect. These develop a number of nuances, some of which de

part from the pure frequentative idea and occasionally seem to cross into

the domain of other affixes.

Maspero (1915: 224) separates reduplication from prefixation but

notes the formation of frequentative derivatives from secondary as well as

primary bases. Viewing the language through the writing system as he did,

he excluded geminate /ww, jj, rr/ and the so-called aspirated initials. I

have no case of /jj/, as has been stated, but such forms as /wwek/ Ito

teeter', /rriiah/ I (to be) quick I, and /ppho/ I(~o be) velvety' are not

uncommon in my data. Gehr (1951: 77), who closely follows Maspero, also

separated reduplication fram prefixation and made similar restrictions

based on the writing system. Jacob (1963: 64-:-5) speaks of the "reduplica

tive prefix" and recognizes geminate /p, b, m, t, d, c, 31, k, JJ, s, r, 1/
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but not geminate In, q, w, j/. Examples of Iqq, wwl in rrI:f analysis have

been given; for Inn! I have the sale case of Innal 'who?' Huffman (1967:

72-5) recognizes geminate Ip, b, m, t, d, n, c, p, k, ~, q, s, r, 1/ but

not Iw, j/. In the Takeo dialect he describes, however, Iq, r, 1/ are said

to occur only before base-in!tial 11/.41 The prefix functions Huffman re-

cognizes are those of indicating repetitive or continuous action, intensi-

fication, repetition with intensification, and attribution. He observes,

moreover, that "some lexemes have repetitive or distributive meaning, but

their undarlying forms never occur without a reduplicative prefix" (73).

Jacob (1968: 178-9) notes and exemplifies reduplication, and states that

it "adds the idea of repetition or intensification to the meaning of the

partner word. II

2.1. Frequentative /R-I. In the following cases reduplication

yields derivatives which share the notion of relatively rapid repetitive

movement:

IpUh/ 'to boil'

/baoh/ 'to stroke'

/bak/ Ito scrape'

Itaw IV datil 'to burn'

Icek! 'to bite, peck'

Ipeak/ 'to move, shake'

I~ll 'to move, shake,42

Ikajl 'to scrape, dig'

IfJl1k/ 'to toss, shake'

Isipl 'to spread'

IppUh/ Ito seethe, foam, froth'.

/bbaoh/ 'to rub rapidly and light-

ly, shine, polish'.

/bbak/ 'to stir up, reil'.

Ittawl 'to blaze, flame'.

I ccak/ 'to peck or pick at'.

INleek/ 'to shiver, shudder'.

IJfllol 'to tremble, quake'.

/kkajl 'to scratch, scrape out'.

IfJrji1k/ 'to rattle, wag'.

Isolpl 'to ravel (tease) out'.



I satl Ito pick out, preenI

I sol! Ito stick (as a pin)

into'

Issatl Ito pick, pluck (a bird) I.

I ss~l! Ito nuff up ~ 43 raise the

nap of'.
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2.2. Repetitive /R-I. In the following cases reduplication yields

derivatives which share the notion of steady repetitive, alternating or

sequential movement:

Ipeak/ 'to rest on top of'

Ipun/ 'to heap'

Ipr1.ejl 'to scatter, beam'

Ipr1.atl 'to spread'

Ipr!.ell Ito shine'

Ipracl Ito blink l

Ipr6rJI Ito shine I

IplYm! ' (to be) dim, vague I

/baoh/ Ito stroke, sweep I

/ba.tl Ito' turn, bend'

/bak/ 'to scrape I

Itul/ Ito hold to the head'

(VB I -tual!)

Itlajl Iprice, cost l

I caek/ Ito d1vide up, take

sides I (VB l-cek/1

Iclk! Ito prick'

Ip~ak/ 'to place one on top of

the other, stack l •

Ippun/ 'to heap up (repeatedly),

amasa' •

Ippclajl 'to diffuse, glow l •

Ippr!.atl Ito Shine, gleam ' •

Ippr{all 'to sparkle, glitter ' •

IpPNCI Ito twinkle, nicker'.

Ipprc,"tJI 'to gleam, glisten'.

IpplYm! I(to be) hard to see'.

Ibbaoh/ 'to sweep, brush; to pat,

pet'.

/bootl ,(to be) sinuous I•

/bbak/ Ito skim, stroke, caress'.

Ittuell Ito receive, accept ' •

Ittlajl 'to bargain, haggle'.

Icc&k/ Ito oppose, protest, dis

pute l •..

Icc8.k/ Ito goad, drive, provoke l •



/caj/ 'to spend'

/crak/ 'way, channel'

/kal/ 'to move slightly'

/wek/ 'to open, spread'

/r{a~/ 'to continue'

/lua~/ 'to stroke'

/ sat/ 'to float'

/sat/ 'to pick, preen'

/srak/ 'to leak'

/ccaj/ 'to squander'.

/ccrak/ 'to run, flow'.

/kkBl/ 'to edge forward, creep'.

/\~k/ 'to teeter, sway'.

/rr{a~/ Ito keep on (doing)'.

/llua~/ 'to caress, wheedle'.

/ssat/ 'to flutter, drift'.

/ssat/ 'to preen, primp'.

/ssrak/ 'to seep out'.
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2.3. Intensive /R-/. In the following cases reduplication yields

derivatives which share the notion of figurative repetition as connoting

intensity or deliberate, laborious or energetic movement:

*/-pl{arn/ 'to gleam'

/phb/ '(to be) smooth'

/rnul/ ,(to be) round, full,

solid' (VB /_mua/44)

/t{ap/ ,(to be) low, short'

/te/ '(negation marker)'

/tflk/ 'water, liquid'

/tah/ 'obstacle'

/dael/ ,(to be) constant,

similar' .

/dap/ 'to enter, pass into'

(VB /-dap/)

/dak/ 'to put down, place'

/ppllarn/ ,(to be) dazzling'.

/pphb/ '(to be) sleek, velvety'.

/mrnua/ ,(to be) physically corn-

pact, stocky'.

/ttlap/ 'to fall away, sink,

sag, droop'.

/tte/ ,(to be) free, bare, void'.

/ttyk/ ,(to be) wet, soaked'.

/ttah/ 'to block, thwart'.

/ddael/ l(tc be) the same'.

/ddap/ 'to go deeply into'.

/ ddak/ 'to seat firmly'.



Idaam/ 'orig1.n, beginning'

Idaoh/ 'to free, release'

/na! 'what? which? who?'

Icel I (to be) long in time'

Icep! 'to go (come) out'

IcW 'to leave, go away'

IcYe ... c!31 'to believe'

Ichlapl 'intense pain'

Ikatl ,( to be) solid, thick'

(VB I-kit/)

lru.ah/ ,( to be) quick'

lliw/ I (to be) alone, single'

Iddaam/ 'the very beginning'.

Iddaohl 'to untangle, straighten

out, clear up'.

/nna/ 'who?'

Icce/ 'to drag out, go on and on'.

Icc'e;p/ 'to stalk out'.

Icclkl 'to quit'.

IccYa ... cc!3/ 'to believe firmly'.

Icchlapl ,(to be) deeply pained or

affected' •

Ikkitl '(to be) dense, tight; to

hold fast'.

Irrnah/ ,(to be) quick'.

Illiwl ,(to be) all alone, all by

oneself'.
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/liaml ,(to be) long, extended' /ll!aml' (to be) extensive, far-

reaching' •

IsTrpI 'to spread'

Isr'tipl ,(to be) ready'

I ssapl 'to expand, swell up'.

Issrip ... ssr!ap/4S ,(to be) all

ready' •

2.4. Habitual /R-/o In the following cases reduplication yields

derivatives which share the notion of repetition as a manifestation of

habitual or characteristic action or manner:

Ipr!ajl 'to scatter, beam' Ippr1.ajl 'to beam, smile'.

/prftl ,(to be) strict, severe' Ipprft/' strict conduct, propriety I •

Ipr9m/ ,(to be) attractive' /pprarn/ ,(to be) charming, gracious'.



/pha&h/ I ashes'

lam! 'to roll up, envelop'

/triih/ 'to spoil, mar, ruin'

(VB / -truh/)

/tl8£/ ,(to be) rash, crude'

/ cat/ 'heart/mind, will'

/p!aj/ ,(to be) constant'

/pep/ 'to grit the teeth,

make a face'

/paj/ 'to Vie, compete'

/NmI 'smile'

/kwaJ;j/ ,(to be) bent, crippled'

/khoc/ 'to corrupt'

/l!am/ 'to name'

/18£/ 'to rave, be foolish'

/l'Jp/ 'to lurk, spy'

/ppha£h/ ,(to be) grey'.

Immu/ ,( to be) doubled up (under

a burden)'.

/ttruh/ ,(to be) cantankerous'.

Ittl~/ '(to be) dissolute'.

/ccat/ ,(to be) minded'.

/[JJli.ajl '(to be) unremitting'.

/WeP/ 'to look sour, be surly'.

/JlJl8j1 ,(to be) competitive'.

/mrYm/ 't~ smile, laugh'.

/kkW1;)/ ,(to be) dwarfed, stunted'.

/kkhbc/ ,(to be) wicked, depraved'.

/lllam/ ,(to be) daring; rogue'.

/118£/ 'to make an uproar, be reck-

less, carefree'.

/ll'Jp/ ,(to be) furtive'
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2.~. Distributive /R-I. In the following cases reduplication yields

derivatives which share the notion of spatial distribution:

/praj/ 'forest'

/pr!aj/ ,(to be) scattered

(VB / -pllaj/)

/C8£k/ 'to divide up' (VB

(VB /-cak!)

/ppraj/ 'to scour the forest (for

game), hunt'.

/ppliaj/ '(to be) varied, diverse'.

/ ccak/ 'to take opposing sides' •



Icr~hl 'to pick, cull'

ITJYtI I (to be) dark'

Ir!ajl ,(to be) scattered'

Iroetl ,(to be) scattered'

(VB I-nat/)

lrUtl 'to run (away)'

Il~1 'to play'

Iliiak/ 'to sell'

Ilotl 'to jump'

Iccr~hl 'to go here and there

picking or gathering'.

IlJrJYtI ,( to be) dark; shadows,

darkness' •

Irnajl '(to be) pell-mell'.

Imatl 'to lie at random, in

disorder' •

Irriitl 'to nee in confusion,

stampede'.

/ll~1 'to frolic, gambol'.

Illiiak/ 'to peddle; itinerant

trade'.

/llotl 'to jump (hop) about'.
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2.6. Diminutive /R-I. In the following cases reduplication yields

derivatives which share the notion of repetition as suggestive of rapidi

ty, lightness or slightness, or caution. In some cases the repetitive idea

is weakened or lost altogether; in others, the notion of stealth blends

into that of menace. In two cases (/kkUtl and. I~!~j/) diminution appears

to be employed euphemistically.

Ip!al 'to prey upon, attack'

IrnnJ 'poison'

*1-prW 'to skim, graze'

Ipram; 'to drift, noat'

..

Ipracl Ito blink'

Iplaotl 'to jump, bound'

Ipp1..al 'to stalk, creep up on'.

/ppul! '(to be) poisonous'.

Ipprmv' 'to skim over lightly'.

Ippram! I to bob (up and down),

noat along' •

Ippracl Ito wink, wince '.

Ipplaotl 'to leap back, giva a

st-art' •



/blatl 'to come near'

*I-m!ajl 'illusion, delusionI

Imu/ 'to roll up, envelop'

Itr6ml 'to drop, sinkI

Iclpl 'to seize'

Iclkl Ito prick '

Ic~h/ 'to descend'

Icaom/ 'to surround I

I crok/ Ito cower'

I crak/ 'to insert I

(VB I -crok/)

/bbiatl 'to brush, graze; to

edge forward (cautiously) I •

Irrrm!aji 'nightmare; mental

anguish' •

Irrmu/ 'to crouch, walk furtively'.

Ittr6ml 'to flop, collapse ' •

Iccapl 'to catch, snatch'.

IccSk/ 'to prick, goad, spur'.

Icc~1 'to jump (drop) down from' •

Iccaom./ 'to encircle swiftly'.

Iccrok/ 'to skulk ' •

Iccrak/ 'to insinuate oneself,

meddle, interfere I •
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Ikaahl 'to move'

/kiitl Iprivate parts'

Ikh~pl ,(to be) curved, hook.ad l

(VB I -khap/)

IlJ!ajl 'mucus'

116tl Ito jump'

/l:>pl 'to lurk, spy'

IchCik/ 'to c~ off (by force)' Icchak/ 'to sweep down upon and

carry off'.

Ikkaah/ 'to bump slightly, touch'.

IkkU.tl 'buttocks'.

Ikkh5p ... kkhapl ,(to be) bent back

sharply, have a tight crook I•

IlJlJ!ajl Imucous matter' •

/ll6tl 'to jump suddenly, spring'.

Ill:>pl 'to (go here and there and)

spy' •

Isla ... sUal 'to walk a log (or I ssla ... ssUal 'to walk cautiously,

other narrow surface)' ease forward; to sneak'.

Islatl 'to creep' Issiatl 'to move with quick, light

movements'.



/saaj/ 'to raise, roll,

tuck Upl

/sok! 'to insert l (VB /-sak/)
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/ssaaj/ Ito tuck up (the sarong)

with a dextrous movement l •

/ssok ... ssak! Ito force onels way

into, penetrate abruptlyI .

2.7. Residue. The following appear to be /R-/ derivatives by ori-

gin but cannot be analyzed from data available in the modern language:

/ppi/ 'lips'. /tt!a/ ;shudder I •

/pp!ep/ Ito lie prone I • /nn!al/ Ito wallow'.

/ppul Ibrazier , • /wkJ/ I(to be) glum'.

/ppok! IcloudI• /J1Jl-&a/ 'hammer'.

/ppqok/ Ito pant I • /fJTJ!aw/ I (to be) over-

/bbOq/ Ito tingle I•

/mmih/ Ibody hair l •

/rrJIf'I:)fJ/ lmidge, gnat'.

bearing' •

/TJfJiil/ I (to be) dim'.

/kkriw/ 'rheumatism'.

/kkrYk/ Inoise, ruckus I •

3. Prefix /p-/. As a simple prefix, /p-/ forms a consonant cluster

with the initial of the word bases with which it occurs and does not alter

nate with other allomorphs (Chapter II, section 5.3, and Table II). It is

one of the two most common simple prefixes in my data (Table VIII). It oc

curs only with primary bases, and stands before all base-initials except

the labial stops, the semivowels, and /n!.

The main functions of prefix /p-/ are to mark the causative aspect

and a factive aspect; the latter includes what may be called a similative

aspect. These three functions appear to blend into one another and are not

always clearly separable. Minor functions are to form resultative, agen

tival, and instrumental derivatives.
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Maspero (1915: 201, 220-1) recognizes prefix Ip-I, represents its

function as ngeneral ll on the one hand, and on the other sees in it a ten-

dency to form the causative. Gehr (1951: 69) simply identifies it as a

causative prefix. Jacob (1963: 69) includes it among several prefixes ex

pressing the causative. Huffman (1967: 69-70) specifies its functions as

causation, specialization, verbalization, nominalization, and the deriving

of adjectives from prepositions. Jacob (1968b: 179) again identifies it as

marld..ng the causative.

3.1. Factive Ip-I. In the following cases Ip-I yields derivatives

which share the notion of a conscious, deliberate or emphatic accomplish

ment of the base idea by a subject. In the sentence /mdaj p~bt kbn! the

Ip-I prefix indicates that the subject (/mdajl 'mother') initiates accom

plishment of the base (/~utl 'to bathe, take a bath') by the object (lkbn!

'child'). The idea conveyed is that 'the mother causes the child to bathe'

in any 9f three senses: (a) the mother herself may bathe the child, (b)

the mother may have someone else bathe the child, or (c) the mother may

have the child bathe itself. This is a typical causative construction. The

factive46 Ip-I in question here also involves causation but only in the

sense of realizing the notion of the base: 116t/' to jump, leap' > Iplaotl

'to make a leaping movement', i.e. 'to spring, pounce'. This factive force

is most apparent when the base haa nominal meaning: It)jatl 'rap, sharp

blow' > Iptoatl 'to give a rap'. When the base has verbal meaning the de

rivative often has similative overtones: IratI 'to run' > Ipr'fi.tl 'to

move as if running';t i.e. '(to be) fast, quick'.

Iteah/ 'opposition'

ItUpI 'to close, block'

Ipteahl 'to oppose, resist'.

Iptupl 'to block, as it were: to

hold up, sustain'.



Itrtk/ 'to keep'

Itoatl 'rap, sharp blowI

It:6an/ 'to reach, hit'

I dJm/ 'to plant I

IdIk/ Ito set, lay'

I daam/ Ibeginning'

Idol Ito trade, barter'

I dIJm/ ! cake, lump, block'

Idaoh/ 'to free'

I cipl 1to pinchI

Ic&1 'to scold'

Icetl Iheart/mind,

IcUm/ Ito encompass'

IcUal Iline, row, furrowI

Ic'6rJI lend, tip'

7,
Iptlik/ 'to plsce in keeping: to

deposit, load'.

Ipt'r)atl Ito give a rap, tap, sl~p'.

IptOan/ 'to hit (assail) on moral

or other grounds: to reproach'.

Ipab1/ 'to implant, inculcate'.

Ipdl.kl 'to give a setting to: to

place, locate'.

Ipdasm! 'to make a beginning: to

begin'.

IpQol 'to make a trade, as it were:

to change, switch, replace'.

Ipd&11/ 'to make into a block: to

lump, mass, group I •

Ipdaoh/ 'to free, as it were: to

ease, relieve, unburden'.

Ipcipl 'to make a pinching move

ment: to purse, pucker'.

Ipc&1 'to scold, in effect: to

blame, censure I.

Ipcatl 'to put one's heart into:

to care for, take care of I.

IpcUm/ Ito encompass figuratively:

to take in, group, unite I.

IpcUal 'to make a row or furrow:

to plow'.

Ipc'fJrJI Ito put an end to: to endI •



/c5an/ I (recurrent) time'

/c~/ 'concern, solicitude'

/p~ek/ 'start, jerk'

/kap/ 'to strike down, fell'

/klt/ 'to cut, slice'

/ku/ 'couple, pair'

/kiim/ 'cluster, group ,

/laS.ep/ 'to join, unite I

/ko/ 'to heap up I

/lJ!a/ 'duty, office'
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/pcoan/ 'to frequent" visit

often' •

/pcO:iJ/ 'to have concern for, be

anxious about I •

/p~ak/ ' to give (awake witil) a

start: to awake'.

/pk~p/ I to act as if striking

dawn: to overturn, invert'.

/pk~t/ 'to make cutting" slicing

movements: to fight (with

bladed weapons) , •

/pku/ 'to fom a pair: to pair

(up, off), match, mate, couple'.

/pkUm/ 'to form a cluster or group:

to group, gather, assemble'.

/plaS.ep/ 'to form a union: to con

nect, link, match'.

/pko/ 'to go through the motions

of heaping up: to stack, amass'

/plJ!a/ 'to take responsibility, be

/riGIn/ 'warmth I

/r1..ap/ '(to be) nat, level'

responsible, for'.

/PTJli:m/ 'to warm up, keep warm'.

/prlap/ 'to equate: to liken, can

pare' •

/r'rJat/ 'to scatter' (VB / -nett) /pr1..et/ 'to disperse, radiate'.

/nej/ 'to scatter' /pr!ej/ 'to shoot, spurt I •



/rek/ 'to carry (on a

balance-pole), divide

up (a burden) ,

/r'Oap/ 'to count, number'

/raj/ 'line of separation,

part'

/r!Jm! 'to desire ardently'

(VB I-rim!)

/ra/ 'to call (to, upon)'

Imam! 'to join, meet'

I~at/ 'to pile, stack'

lrUap/ 'to contract'

lriiah/ 'vigor, life' (VB

/-r6h/)

Iroat/ 'to scatter'

/rn.t/ 'to run, speed'

116t/ 'to jump, dance' (VB

/-l!atl)

/leah/ 'to separate'

116tl 'to jump, dance' (VB
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/pr8£k/ '(to be) divided, split,

branching' •

/pr~1 'to tell, recount'.

/prajl 'to come apart, give way'.

/pr'r4rn/ (a) 'to love, cherish: (to

be) beloved; (b) 'to itch: (to

be) unsettled, fidgety, fickle'.

/praa/ 'to appeal to: to have re

course to, use, employ'.

/pmam/ 'to move as if to join: to

grow closer, smaller, narrower'.

/pruat/ 'to pile up, as it were:

to accumulate, gather'.

/prUe~ 'to move as if contracting:

to curl, cockle, shrivel'.

/praoh/ 'to inject vigor into: to

feel strongly, have keen interest'.

/pr'6et/ 'to scatter, as it were: to

separate' •

/protl 'to move as if running: (to

be) fast, quick'.

/pliat/ 'to move as if dancing: to

flutter, quiver'.

/pl~ab/ 'to divide up, dismember'.

/platl 'to make a bounding motion:



/-liat/)

/l1ap/ 'to lay waste'

/laj/ ,(to be) prolonged'

/l!Jk/ 'to lift'

*/-liik/ 'to try, test'

/16t/ 'to jump'

/l~ap/ 'to recur, repeat'

/16t/ 'to jump, dance' (VB

/-loat/)

/lop/ ,(to be) furtive'

/1O:m/ 'to mix, muddle, confuse'

/sa! ,(to be) in heat l

/san/ 'peace, happiness I

/saj/ 'to scatter'

/s'Ym/ '(right) time, season,

to bounce, rebound'.

/plBJ'li Ito ravage, maltreat'.

/plaj/ I(to be) as if prolonged:

(to be) in excess'.

/plaak/ 'to make a lifting move

ment: to walk with a buoyant,

springy step'.

/plii9k/ 'to try, test, sample ' •

/ploot/ Ito make a leaping move

ment: to spring, pounce'.

/pl5apl Ito move repetitively or

spasmodically'.

/ploot/ Ito give a jumping or

dancing movement: to slip,

glide, elude'.

/p1cJ:p/ Ito assume a furtive pos

ture : to crouch, cower, huddle'.

/pllim/ (a) 'to meddle, interfere;

(b) 'to muddle one's identity:

to disguise oneself'.

/psa! I(to be) as if in heat: to

have a (burning) desire'.

/psan/ 'to enjoy peace or happi-

ness' •

/psaj/ ; to move as if scattering:

to spill, overrun I•

/psYml 'to act in good time: (to
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due course'

/hapl 'to pant'

/hajl 'to rise'

!~I 'to raise, erect'

(VB I -SCUJ/)

/hael/ 'to swim'

/hamn/ ,(to be) swollen'

I sak! 'to wear down, use'

be) leisurely, opportune'.

Ipsakl 'to subject to wearing

action: to break in, temper'.

IpSflrJI 'to raise oneself, as it

were: to rise (in the air)'.

Iphae1/ 'to move as if awimming:

to surge, sweep, rush'.

Iph~m/ ,(to be) as if swollen:

(to be) pregnant'.

Iph~jl 'to make a rising movement:

to rise'.

Iphapl 'to act as if out of breath:

to throb , palpitate'.

3.2. Causative Ip-I. In the following cases Ip-I yields deriva

tives whiCh share the notion of initiation by the subject of accomplish

ment of the base by the object: /bamraa pte taq/ 'the servant causes the

table to tilt', i.e. 'the servant tilts the table'.

IrrroJ.I ,(to be) grouped, massed, Ipmol/' to bring together, assem-

all together' ble, unite, nmster'.

It~1 ,(to be) sloping' Iptel 'to tilt, cant'.

ItYmi ,(to be) abreast, in Ipttml 'to yoke, align'.

line'

lUI 'to lie on (top of)'

ItiU/ 'to hold up (as a wall) ,

Ito9p1 ,(to be) up against,

close to'

Iptal 'to lay down, deposit'.

Iptiil/ 'to prop (a post) up

against (a w,Bll)'.

Iptoepl 'to drive back against,

hold at baf'.



/t'6al/ '(to be) held, blocked' /pt'6al/ 'to hold, block'.

/W3k/ 'to lie down' /paek/ Ito lay to rest, put to

bed'.

/dAc/ ,(to be) final, ultimate' /pdic/ 'to finish, end'.

/~/ 'to mow' /p~/ 'to inform of'.

/aet/ 'to stick, clingI /pdat/ Ito join, attach'.

/~ac/ ' (to be) touching' /p~ac/ 'to bring into contact'.

/emal/ 'to fall' /prmel/ Ito fell'.

/d'6h/ 'to sprout, grow' /pd5h/ 'to plant, transplant I •

/cRfl/ 'to go to, reach I /pd'fil/ 'to take or lead to'.

/caN '(to be) defeated' /pc!J1/ 'to defeat'.

/caJ./ 'to repent, mend one's /pcaJ./ 'to correct, punish' •
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ways'

/cft/ '(to be) near'

/ cill/ 'to clash, battIe'

/cofJP/ 'to cling'

/poah/ ,(to be) hatched, open'

/lciit/ '(t.o be) right, true'

/koap/ ,(to be) suited, fit'

/lrorJ/ I(to be) fixed, located'

/rJup/ 'to droop, sag'

/rJut/ 'to bathe oneself'

/'!Jiik/ 'to shake, vibrate'

/ql9TJ/ 'to slope, be sloping'

/q8£m/ ,(to be) sweet'

/r!ep/ ,(to be) flat, level I

/pctt/ 'to bring nearer t •

/pcUl/ 'to incite (animals) to

fight' •

/pcoap/ 'to stick, fasten, join'.

/pp"Ah/ 'to hatch'.

/pkUt/ 'to true up, adjust'.

/pkOap/ 'to adapt , fit'.

/p}rorJ/ 'to fix, locate'.

/prj'6p/ 'to nod (the head)'.

/P'!Jot/ 'to have (someone) bathe'.

/P'!Jok/ 'to agitate, brandish'.

/pql9TJ/ ' to tilt, incline'.

/pqa£m/ 'to sweeten'.

/pr!.ap/ 'to flatten, level'.
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Ir!an! 'to learn, study'

Ir!ell 'to spread'

Irel t to turn or change into'

Ir!ajl 'to scatter'

Irajl ,(to be) sharp'

Ir!gpl ,(to be) fiat, level'

IrfrrJI ,(to be) hard'

IrUr~/ ,(to be) bright' (VB

l-r6rJ/)

lriiah/ ,(to be) alive'

Ilyel 'to sink' (VB I-lec/)

/l&TJI 'to leave, depart'

1J:fm/ ,( to be) dim, shadowy'

Ilfcl 'to sink' (VB I-lie/)

Ilah/ 'to go over, be more'

Ipr!en! 'to teach, drill'.

Ipr!all 'to extend'.

Ipr8.£1 'to change, alter, convert' •

Iprajl 'to disperse'.

Iprajl 'to sharpen'.

Iprapl 'to level, smooth; to tame,

subdue' •

IprfeJl 'to harden, stiffen (one

self), strain, strive'.

Ipr6TJI 'to brighten'.

Iprah/ 'to save, rescue, revive'.

Iplecl 'to let sink (into obli

vion): to forget'.

IplaeTJI 'to alter, counterfeit,

disguise' .47

IplYm! 'to shroud, obscure t •

Iplecl 'to dip, immerse, submerge'.

Iplaeh/ 'to increase, magnify,

exaggerate' •

IsW 'to heal, mend' Ips'8hl 'to heal, cure, repair'.

Isak! 'to retire (from orders)' Ipsak/ 'to defrock, expel'.

Isaam/ ,(to be) damp, wet' Ipsasm/ 'to dampen, moisten, wet'.

I fii.m/ t to fit, be fitting' Ipsaml 'to fit, adapt, secure'.

3.3. Resu1tative Ip-I. A small nmnber of Ip-I derivatives with

nominal meanings in my corpus appear to denote the result of accomplish

ment of verbal bases:



Imu/ Ito roll up I

*I -t~ah/ Ito raise (above

ground level), erect ,48

IcUl! 'to stitch I

IpaJJl 'to open wide I

Ikoam/ Ito hold together'

Ir1.afJI ,(to be) continuous,

contiguous '

/rYtl ,(to be) tight'

Ir&ajl '(to be) weary, numb'

/lefJI 'to play (on an instru-

ment l

Ipmbl ' roll, ball, clew I•

Ipteahl 'house, dwelling'.

Ipcw.1 Istitched matting ' •

IppaeJJl Ithe open mouth, maw'.

Ipk~am/ Ithat which is held to-

gether (on a string): strand

of beads l •

Ipr!afJI Ivicinity, environs'.

IprYtl 'tension, rigor, severity'.

Ipruejl weariness, dejection'.

IplefJl 'music I.
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3.4. Agentival.-Instrmnental. Ip-I. An even smaller number of Ip-I

derivatives with nominal. meanings in my corpus appear to denote the agent

or instrument which accomplishes the verbal base:

IrefJI Ito sift'

Inajl 'to spread' (VB i'iya

Irajl > rai lr!Jj/)

lrUmI Ito envelop I

Il~1 'to play (on an instru-

ment'

116tl 'to jump, dance' (VB

I-lit/)

IpraefJI 'sifter, sieve'.

Iprajl Ithat which stretches out:

forest' •

IprUm/ 'the enveloper: border'.

IpleTJI 'musical instru.uent'.

Iplatl 'that which leaps or dances:

fan, punkah'.
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4. Prefix It-I. As a simple prefix, It-I forms a consonant cluster

with the initial of the word bases with which it occurs and does not alter

nate with other allomorphs (Chapter II, section 5.3, and Table II). It is

the least cammon of the simple prefixes in my data (Table VIII). It occurs

only with primary bases, and stands before base-initial Ip, b, k, lJ, q, w,

r, 1, hi but not before dentals, palatals, or 1m, j, s/.

The essential function of prefix It-I is to add an intensive aspect

to the predication of the word base. Sometimes this function simply in

creases the force or emphasis of the base, introduces a purposive mance,

or connotes a certain specialization of meaning. At other times the prefix

seems to acquire directional overtones from the base;49 in these cases in

tensification or specialization usually remain but purposive associations

are weakened or lost. Some alternation with prefixes Ik-I am Is-I is to

be noted.

Maspero (1915: 201, 221) recognizes It-I but specifies that it occurs

only before base-initial Ik, r, hi and suggests that it has a tendency to

form substantives. Gehr (1951: 69, 73), following Maapero, states that it

i~J],seg j,n forming nouns, though he gives examples of verbal It-I deriva

tives; he also reports occasional alternation with Ik-I. Jacob (1963: 65,

68-9) recognizes a It-I prefix distinct from the It-I allomorph of IR-I

but does not specify its function. Gorgonijev (1966: 55) states that It-I

is found "primarily in the formation of verbs, It and gives a few examples.

Huffman (1967: 72) finds that It-I marks causation and attribution, and

gives one example of each. Jacob (1968b) does not appear to mention it at

all.

4.1. Intensive It-I. In the following cases It-I yields derivatives
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wirl.ch share the notion of increased force or emphasis emanating from the

base itself or from the manner in which the base idea is accomplished; in

some cases intensification narrows the meaning of the base.

Ip1atl 'to hit, strike'

Ipecl 'to take Clitlay, remove'

Ipen/ 'to wind, twist, fold'

(VB !-pYn!)

Itp1atl Ito strike, attack'.

Itpecl 'to card (cotton)'.

ItpYn! 'to entwine, cross or

fold over'.

lputl 'to press, squeeze, wring I Itputl Ito twist, wring'.

Ipoan/ 'to encircle, gird'

(VB l-pi1n/)

Iklapl Ito grip, pinch I

Ikatl 'to cut'

/kan/ 'to head (bear) toward'

Iw!.atl 'to desire, crave'

Inajl 'to beat, strike'

Iriapl ,(to be) flat, level'

Ir!apl 'to arrange, order'

*I-retl 'to slope'

lreh/ 'to think, reflect'

(VB I-reh/)

Ir!ajl Ito spread, cut open'

ItpUn/ 'to gird oneself with; to

encircle one's head with'.

Itkiapl 'to hold or pick up (with

tongs, chopsticks) I.

Itkatl '(physical) pain'.

Itkan! Ito betake oneself to'.

Itwatl I(to be) eager, anxious, in

a hurry'. Compare I swatl Ito

strive, endeavor I •

Itwajl Ito invoke a deity or spirit

by clapping: to worship, make an

offeringI •

Itr!apl Ito bring down (prey), cap-

ture by pouncing upon, fell'.

Itrlapl I(to be) packed, dense'.

Itretl I (to be) sloping, inclined I.

Itraehl Ito think out, reflect

upon l •

Itrajl Ito cut, prune; to clear a



flap N rap/ Ito plunder I

/rYmi ledge, side I (VB I-rim!)

/r~h/ Ito pick, choose I

/rUh/ Ito wreck, demolish I

/rbw/ ,(to be) good, well I

/r'1aj/ 'to scatter, break upl

(VB /-liaj/)

/liih/ Ito pass through I

/lao/ Ito bluster I

/l'Oap/ 'to repeat'

/l~/ 'to choke, drown'

/ha.p/ Ito pant, be out of

breath'

trail (with a machete) I.

/trap/ Ito suck (flowers), gather

honey'. Compare /krap/, same

meaning.

/tr8m./ I(to be) flush, abreast I.

/tr~h/ I (to be) willful, capri-

cious l •

/triih/ Ito spoil, damage, ruin'.

/trbw/ '(to be) good, right, pro

per, accurate'.

/tl'1aj/ 'to break (up, down, in,

through, open, off)'.

/tliih/ 'to pierce, perforate ' •

Compare /kloh/ 'to pierce the

septum of (a bull or buffalo) I.

/tlao/ I(to be) blustering, rowdy,

uncouth'. Compare /klao/, same

meaning.

/tloap/ Ito accustom, familiarize,

get used to' •

/t1li.tJ/ Ito have the ears choked:

(to be) deaf l •

/thap/ 'to choke, stifle, smo~~erl.
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4.2. Directional /t-/. In the following cases /t-/ yields deriva

tives which, without suffering any loss of emphasis or specialization,
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manifest their intensive force as directionality acquired from the base:

DIRECTION OUTWARD

*/-qbp/ 'to groan'

Irel 'to turn'

Ile~1 'to let go, release'

116tl 'to jump, leap'

/leah! 'to sprout' (VB

I -liiah/'O)

I+"'o'~ I 't "1 1 . ,"":1 UJJ 0 WB.J. , comp 8J.l1 •

Itra&1 'to turn aside, go off

course; (to be) crooked'. Com

pare IsraE,l ,(to be) misled'.

Itlat!l,11 ' to give off, emit'.

Itlaotl 'to jut, project'. Com

... pare /klaotl, same meaning.

Itlaoh/ 'to swell, grow, be vigor

ous'. Compare Iklaohl '(to be)

young, vigorous'.

DIRECTION UPWARD

Ipiik/ 'hook' Itpiik/ 'to hook, grapple'.

Ika&rJI ,(to be) showy, preten- Itka&1J/' (to be) grand, noble,

tious, genteel' eminent, glorious'.

Ikoahl 'to lift' Itkoah/ 'to dig up, unearth'.

Iml/ 'to hold up' Itkall 'to hold up (right) , make

lrUm/ 'to wind or roll'

lrUatl 'to pile, stack'

lrUacl 'to came to an end'

/la&1 'to mix'

fast; to raise'.

ItrUm/ 'to pile up, amass'.

ItrUatl 'to place upon (over) '.

Itmacl ,(to be) finished up, done'.

Itla&1 ,(to be) mixed up, confused,

mad'. Compare Ikla&I ,(to be)

disordered, incoherent'.



/lak/ 'to lift, raise' /tlak/ 'to rise (to one's feet)'

DIRECTION DCMNWARD
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/blat/ 'to press, squeeze'

/bat/ 'to shut, close'

/kap/ 'to strike down, fell'

/w1aj/ 'to beat, hammer'

/r!ap/ ,(to be) flat, level'

/rel/ 'to spread I

*/ ~r6m/ 'to go down'

/l!.ak/ 'to leave, separate'

(VB /-l~ak/)

/tblat/ 'to hold (under the arm,

in tongs) '. Compare /kblat/

'to hold (under the arm)'.

/tbat/ 'to squeeze'.

/tkap/ 'to topple, overturn'.

/tw!.aj/ 'anvil'. Compare /kwiaj/,

same meaning.

/tr!.ap/ 'to bring down (prey),

capture by pouncing upon, fell'.

/trel/ 'to sprawl, collapse'.

/tr6ml 'to sink, drop; to squat'.

/tleak/ 'to drop, fall'.

5. Prefix /c-/. As a simple prefix, /c-/ forms a consonant cluster

with the initial of the word bases with which it occurs and does not alter

nate with other allomorphs. It is next to the least common of the simple

prefixes in my data (Table VIII). It occurs only with primary bases, and

stands before base-initial /b, m, d, J1, k, IJ, q, w, r, 1, hi; in rrry data

it is not found before the palatals or /p, t, n, j, s/.

The essential function of /c-/ appears t.o be to add a restrictive

aspect to the idea of the word base. The restriction in question is mani

fested either as a marked narrowing of the semantic range (specialization)

of the base or through the development of figurative senses not originally

associated with the base (metaphor). Certain /c-/ derivatives acquire a
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durative or repetitive nuance which is almost certainly incidental to spe

cialization: /botl 'to slide' > Icbotl 'to stroke, caress', llian/ 'to

sound' > Iclian/ 'to babble '. other Ic-I derivatives take on an attributive

nuance which impinges upon the domain of /1-1 perfectives: lru.ap/ 'to

shrivel' > IcrUap/ ~ (to be) shriveled', 11Upl 'to cover over' > Iclupl

,(to be) shadowy, dim'; this likewise seems to be incidental to speciali

zation. A few Ic-I derivatives have only nominalized meanings, a circum

stance which again is incidental.

Maspero (1915: 194, 200, 221) recognizes a Ic-I prefix, indicates

that it is usualq found before base-initial /b, k, q, w, r, 1/, and indi

cates that it shows a tendency to form substantives. Gehr (1951: 69, 72),

following l1aspero, also notes that it is used in forming nouns, though he

gives several examples of verbal derivatives. Jacob (1963: 65, 69) recog

nizes a Ic-I prefix but does not identify its function. Gorgonijev (1966:

54, 55) remarks that it forms (a) derivatives of the same part of speech

as the base but with different meanings or, not infrequently, different

shades of meaning, and (b) derivatives of different parts of speech from

the base. Huffman (1967: 72) identifies the function of Ic-I as one of

marking specialization and causation. Jacob (1968b: 179) notes that like

Ik-, s-I it restricts the meaning of the base and forms "words of lower

frequency. II

*1-baTJI 'to fight'

/botl 'to slide, glide'

/baol/ 'to speed, run '

/baoh! 'to fix or drive in'

Icbar;/ 'to fight, combat'.

Icbotl 'to stroke, caress'.

Icbao11 ,(to be) hurried, done

in haste'.

Icbaob/ 'post, pile, stake; pin'.



/ba:tJI 'elder sibling'

lmull ,(to be) massed, compact'

laep/ 'to hunt, drive from

cover'

/Katl 'to stick' (VB I-kit/)

/ki.ah/ 'to scrape, wipe'

/kS'IJ1 'to extend laterally'

lk1.ahl 'to scrape, pick' (VB

I-kaah/)

/kUp1 'to meet, join'

I~~jl 'to rise, stand'

I~iik/ 'to lean, S'tlay' (VB

1-~6k/)

Iqanl 'to reduce, diminish'

Iw!all 'to turn, spin, cut in

a circle'

IW&~I ,( to be) long'

Iwfl/ 'to turn, spin' (VB

l-wel/)

Iw!ajl 'to plait, roll'

Ir!apl '(to be) flat, even'

Ir!ewl 'to proceed warily'
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Icba:tJI '(to be) elder'.

Icmbll 'to wrap, pack, bundle'.

Icaep/ 'clitoris'.

Icldtl ,( to be) stuck fast'.

Ick1.ahl 'to scrape out, wipe off'.

IckaIJl 'to extend the arms lat-

erally; to crucify'.

Ickaahl 'to pick up with tongs

or chopsticks'.

IckUpl 'to stick, cling'.

I~aajl 'to get up, rise to one I s

feet '.

1~6kl 'to lean over, contemplate;

to crane the neck (to see)l.

Icqa.nl ,(to be) sated, appeased'.

I mal/ 'to go aro\Uld (and aro\Uld),

circle; to hollow out'.

lCilM-~1 'to make a wide detour (in

order to avoid)'.

IcwM-l/ 'to whirl; to come and go'.

/cwajl 'to weave (basketry), wind

into a ball' •

I crlapl ,(to be) calm, silent'.

I cr!awl I to grope, feel one I s

way' •



Ir!awl 'to thin, lessen'

(VB l-r:!aj/5l )

Ir:!al/ 'to lean, slope'

Ir&1 'to turn, be turned'

(VB I-reI)

Iral/ 'to slope, spread'

/r&TJI 'to plait split bamboo

or wattle siding'

Ir&~/ 'to sift (rice)'

1r!3p1 'to natten, unsettle'

Irajl 'to hurt'

Iroah/ 'to scrape, graze'

/rft/ 'to stretch'

Irfl! 'to wear down, dull'

lrah/ 'to pick, cull'

lrUmI 'to wrap'

lrii;1/ ,(to be) squat, thick-

set'

Irlihl 'to drop'

lrU3p/ 'to join, bring

together'

lroap/ 'to shrivel'

/l'liah/ 'to stretch out, sur

pass' (VB I -rUah/)
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/cr!aj/ '(to be) watery, watered

down, limp'.

Icrrel/ ,(to be) sloping, shelving'.

Icrel 'to slope, be askew'.

Icrel! ,(to be) sloping'.

Icr&TJI 'to retain (a riverbank)

with bamboo aiding'.

/cra&TJ/ 'sifter, sieve'.

Icrapl ,(to be) cowed, nustered'.

/crajl ,(to be) piercing, shrill'.

/crrih/ 'to scrape or thin down; to

skin'.

Icrftl '(to be) drawn, wasted'.

Icryl/ 'low spirits, despair'.

Icr'h/ 'to choose, select'.

/crUmI '(to be) covered up'.

IcriiJV 'chopping block'.

IcrUh/ 'to fall, nop '.

Icroap/ 'to unite with, permeate'.

Icroep/ '(to be) shriveled,

shrunken, gnarled'.

I crUah! 'to exceed; eJccess'.



/r6ml 'to mass, swarm'

/rut/ 'to glide, swing, swish'

/riiah/ ,(to be) alive'

/l!am/ 'to make longer'

/l!an! 'to (re)sound'

l1!ak/ 'to leave'

/leah/ 'to break up (into

parts)' (VB /-l!ah/)

/l!at/ 'to spread' (VB /-15at/)

/leak/ 'to scratch, cut'

/19/ '(to be) on, over'

/liip/ 'to cov er over, shade'

/lliah/ 'to stretch out, sur-

pass'

/leah/ 'to shoot forth,

emerge' (VB /-lUll/)

/lop/ 'to sneak, lurk'

/lo~/ 'to cross, pass'

/h!.am/ 'to now, gush'

/cr6m/ 'to mass, crowd, mob'.

/ crot/ 'to cut with a sickle,

reap' •

/crah/ ,(to be) vivid, bright '.

/c1!am/ 'to prolong, extend'.

/cl!an/ 'to babble, prattle'.

/c1!ak/ 'to leave, forsake'.

/ cl!ah/ ,( to be) discriminating,

analytical, perspicacious'.

/c1at/ ,(to be) detached, dis-

tracted; diversion'.

/c11k/ 'to carve, chisel'.

/c19/ 'to place on top of'.

/ c1iip/ ,(to be) shadowy, dim'.

/c1uah/ 'to exceed; excess'.

/c1oh/ 'to shine, reflect f •

/c1op/ 'to spy'.

/c1rJ.rJ/ 'to cross; to transmit'.

/ ch!am/ 'blood'.
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6. Prefix /k-/. As a simple prefix, /k-/ forms a consonant cluster

with the initial of the word bases with which it occurs and. does not alter

nate with other allornorphs.It is one of the least common of the simple

prefixes in my data (Table VIII). It occurs only with primary bases, and

stands before all base initials except the two ve1ars and /j/.
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The primary function of Ik-I is to intensify the predication of the

base. Through association with bases designating movement in certain direc

tions, it has acquired secondary directional overtones52 reminiscent of

It-, s-I. Of particular interest is the development of concrete direction-

ality into figurative directionality with fairly explicit negative Inlances.

Some alternation with It-, s-I is to be observed. Specialization is common

but appears to be incidental to intensification and directionality.

Maspero (1915: 194, 199, 220) recognizes a Ik-I prefix, indicates

that its distribution is "general" (unrestricted), and states that it

shows a tendency to form adjectives or participles. Gehr (1951: 69, 72),

following Maspero, also notes that it is used in forming adjectives or

participles. Jacob (1963: 65, 69) identifies the function of /k-I as one

of forming attributive verbs. Gorgonijev (1966: 54-5) notes that it forms

adjectives, nouns, and verbs. Huffman (1967: 70-1) finds that it marks

SPecialization, negation, causation, and nominalization. Jacob (1968b:

179) notes that like Ic-, s-I it restricts the meaning of the base and

forms "words of lower frequency.1I

6.1. Intensive Ik-I. In the following cases Ik-I yields derivatives

which share the notion of increased force or emphasis emanating from the

base itself or from the manner in which the base idea is accomplished

Ibacl 'to take trouble'

/b'8rJI 'to cover'

lmae11 'to twist'

Ic~apl 'to stick, cling'

Icoem! ,(to be) discolored'

Ikbacl 'to decorate, put the

finishing touches on, carve'.

Ikb~1 'to veil, mask, screen'.

IkmUel/ 'to twist, wring'.

/kcoepl 'to hold fast, be secure'.

/kcoam! ,(to be) dark (with water):

(to be) soaked, drenched'.



/qat/ ,(to be) little, tiny'

(VB /-qat/)

/w!aj/ 'to beat, lash'

flap ,., rap/ 'to plunder'

/kqat/ 'a kind of very small

mosquito; a small frog; an

undersized cormorant'.

/kwaj/ '(to be) distressing, tor-

turesome' •

/kr~/ 'to suck (flowers), gather

honey'. Compare /trap/, same

meaning.
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/raj/ ,(to be) painful, dif'fi- /kraj/' (to be) arduous, dis-

cult' (VB /-raj/) agreeable, painful'.

/18£/ 'to mix, be disorderly' /kl8£/' (to be) untidy, desul-

tory, incoherent'. Canpare

/liat/ 'to spread, display'

(VB / -loat/)

*/-lac/ 'to fear'

/leah/ 'to separate'

/l6t/ 'to jump'

/ean! 'peace, happiness'

/ san! 'manent'

A.~I ' ,/1l""Il anger

/tl8£/ ,( to be) mixed up' •

/kla.t/ 'to open (the eyes, mouth,

legs) wide'.

/klac/ 'to fear, dread, be afraid'.

/klah/ ,(to be) separated into

units, several, some'.

/klaot/ '(of eyes) to start from

their sockets, protrude'.

/ksan/ ,(to be) peaceful, pros-

perous' •

/ksan! 'instant, split second'.

/khYr.J/ 'to flare up, fly into a

passion' •
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6.2. Directional Ik-I. In the following cases Ik-I yields deriva

tives which, without suffering any loss of emphasis or specialization,

manifest their intensive force as directionality acquired in the majority

of cases from the base:

DIRECTION UfllARD AND/oR OOTWARD

Ipacl 'to jut, project'

(VB I-pecl)

Iptihl 'to boil' (VB I -pul)

Ipol 'to hold or carry (in

the arms)

/bBLI 'to turn, change course'

Ito'lJl 'stem, stalk'

Icajl 'to distribute'

Ic~en/ 'to stand on; layer,

level, story'.

Iwl/ 'to turn, veer' (VB

I-will/)

llial 'to (take) leave'

Inejl 'to spread' (VB I-l!ej/)

llietl '(to be) spread out'

Ilecl 'to come out, emerge'

Ikpecl 'to shoot, squirt, send

out, emit'.

Ikpu! 'to swirl and eject (water

from the mouth), spurt out'.

/kpol 'part from which other parts

branch out: stem- or stern-post

of a boat; spathe (of coconut

or areca), cluster (of bananas)' •

IkbtJE,1 'to tum to one side, bend'.

Ikto'lJl 'crosspiece, beam'.

Ikcajl ' to strew, scatter'.

Ikc5an/ 'to rise in tiers'.

Ikwall '(to be) distracted, pre

occupied'.

Ikliel '(to be) absent, far away;

to go away from, forsake'.

Ikllajl 'to scatter, disseminate'.

lilletl '(to be) widely separated,

at a distance; to make off'.

/klecl 'to send (turn, order) out,

dislodge' •



/ saj/ 'to spread' /ksaj/ ,(to be) widespread,

connnon' •

DIRECTION DCWNWARD AND/OR INWARD
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/blatt 'to press, squeeze'

/baE,/ 'to turn, change course'

;batt 'to shut, close'

/kblat/ 'to hold under the arm

or between the legs'. Compare

/tblat/ 'to hold under the

arm; •

/JibaE,/ 'drop-off, brink'.

/kbat/ 'to cover (stop up, plug)

a wound'.

close to'

/batl I to cut'

Iteah/ 'to hit'

ItiJ.p/ 'to keep'

/toapl ,(to be) up against,

/kbat/ I to cut into, chafe, rub'.

/kteah/ '(of waves) to beat, break'.

/ktup/ 'to hold back, prevent'.

/ktOap/ 'to capture (an animal,

insect) by covering; patch

(over a hole) '.

/t'Oat/ 'to hit sharply, rap' !ktOat/ 'to bounce; to shudder'.

lteahl 'to oppose' (VB /-toah/) !ktOah/ 'to obstruct, fasten'.

Idip/ 'to pierce' (VB I -da/) Ikda/ 'to drill, bore'.

ldapl 'to close, clench' (VB Ikdapl 'to make a fist; to grip,

I -cmp/) hold in the fist'.

I cipl 'to pinch' Ikcipl 'to shrink, contract'.

lwiajl 'to beat, hammer' lkw1..aj/ 'anvil'. Compare Itwl.aj/,

Imal/ 'plain, lowland'

same meaning.

/Mall 'to drive (cattle) down

to the grasslands: to graze'.



/r!ap/ I (to be) nat, even'

/rUap/ Ito contract I

/ro~/ Ito shelter, protect I

/l1ip/ Ito cover, hide'

/lUb/ Ito pass through'

/k:rap/ Ito lower oneself by squat

ting or crouching, drop to the

ground in obeisance I •

/krUap/ Ito shrink, curl up; to

crouch, gather oneself in l •.

/kro~/ 'to hold sway over, reignI •

/kllip/ I lid, hatch I •

/kloh/ Ito pierce the septum (of

a bull or buffalo)'.
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6.3. Negative /k-/. In the following cases /k-/ yields derivatives

which manifest their intensive force as abstract outward or downward direc-

tionality having fairly clear associations with deficiency, contrariety,

or abnormality:

/ba£k! Ito break l (VB /-baeh/)

/bat/ Ito bend, turn I

/m!an/ Ito be (found), exist;

to have l

/mual/ Ito twist l (VB /_mUa/54)

/mual/ Ito twist I

Irrm/ Ito roll I

/mul/ I (to be) circular or

globular I

/t!ap/ Ito pull, tug l

/ cmal/ Ito .fall, drop'

/kbaeh/ I (to be) battered'.

/kbat/ 'treachery, deceit , •53

/km!an/ I (to be) missing, absent;

to lack, have not l •

/krm1a/ lkind of worm that eats

through cloth and paper I •

/kmUal/ Ito distort I •

/kmb/ I (to be) curled, cockled ' •

/lanbl/ Ito have the form of an

irregular cone I.

/kt:!ap/ I (to be) enlarged, rough

ly used (vagina)'.

/kclUal/ 'dejection, melancholy I



*I -nep/ 'to afflict, annoy'

Icajl 'to distribute, spend'

IJ1eak/ 'to move, shake'

Iw!an! I(to be) twisting'

Iweahl 'to slash, cleave'

lwiirJl 'circle, curve I

Ir1.awl 'to d:iIni.nish'

Ir1.aTJI '(body) build, form'

Ir!all 'to spread'

lriiahl Ito sound, cry'

Il!an/ 'to (make a) sound'

Ilf,TJI 'to leave, depart I

Il!ajl 'to mix'

Iknep/ 'resentment, aversion'.

Ikcajl 'to squander, fritter

away' •

/kJIBk1 I to disturb, agi. tate' •

Ikwian! I(to be) crooked, con-

torted ' •

Ikw~1 'loss; lack, shortage'.

I~I '(to be) bent, crippled ' •

Ikn.awl 'to geld'.

IkriaTJI ,(to be) unshapely, mis-

shapen, deformed'.

Ikrall '(to be) swollen, disten-

dedi.

11,...r.ahl Hll eli t 'A.L U. ... omen; sas er •

lilian! 'rumbling in the belly:

hunger, appetite'.

IklB£TJI Ito falsify, misrepresent'.

Iklajl 'mixture, adulteration, de-

generation' •
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7. Prefix Is-I. As a simple prefix, Is-I forms a consonant cluster

with the initial of the word bases with which it occurs and does not alter-

nate with other allomorphs. It is one of the more unconunon of the simple

prefixes in my data (Table VIII). It occurs only ",'"i.th primary bases, and

in my data stands before all base initials except I c, j, B, hi.

The primary function of Is-I appears to be to add an augmentative

aspect to the base, though in some cases the augmentative nuance is weak
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and tantamount to intensification. The development of secondary direction

al associations is marked and includes such nuances as disjunction, oppo

sition, motion upward, and motion downward.

Maspero (191,: 194, 202, 221) recognizes an Is-I prefix, notes that

it, is very rare and hardly ever found before base initials other than Id,

q/, and states that it has a tendency to form substantives. Gehr (19,1:

69, 14), following Maspero, indicates that it is used in forming nouns,

though he gives examples of verbal derivatives. Jacob (1963: 6,) accepts

an Is-I prefix but does not identify its function. Gorgonijev (1966: ,,)

takes note of it but likewise does not comment on its function. Huffman

(1961: 71-2) specifies its functions as specialization and attribution.

Jacob (1968b: 119) states that like Ic-, k-I it restricts the meaning of

the base and foms "words of lower frequency.1I

1.1. Augmentative Is-I. In the following cases Is-I yields deriva

tives which share the notion of augmenting the idea of the word base:

IpaOfJI Ito swell, filII

(VB I -baOIJ/)

It!al 'to resound '

Ipoapl 'to speed, repeat I

*1-komi I (to be) slender'

Ir!.epl Ito dress, adorn I

I sbaoIJl Ithat which is made big

ger by filling: bladder, pouch,

bag l •

Ist!al I (to be) keen, shrill i •

Ispapl 'to tremble, quiver'~

I skoml I (to be) puny, skinny'.

Isr1.apl I(to be) bedizened,

decked out in one's finery'.

lroYJI Ito cover, be long enough IsroYJI 'to make longer, adjust

to cover' (VB I -riiJ;)/) the length of'.

Inepl Ito even, equalize' Isra.pl I (to be) alike, similar ' •

(VB I-rop/)



Ilupl 'to cover, shade'

(VB I-rup/)

Israpl 'to cool off, refresh

oneself' •
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7.2. Intensive Is-I. In the following cases Is-I yields deriva-

tives which share the notion of increased force or emphasis emanating

from the base of manner of accomplishment of the base idea:

Ikakl 'to harden'

I~eapl ,(to be) dead'

Iqatl 'to tend, care for'

Iqakl 'to gulp'

-;<-I-rekl 'to dry'

Iriapl 'to prepare' (VB

I-reap/)

Iruacl 'to come to an end or

point' (VB l-rec/55)

Ir6ml 'to surround'

Iruahl ,(to be) alive'

Il§ml '(to be) dim, faint'

Iskakl 'to harden up, get all

dried up, wi ther' •

I~apl 'utterly lifeless place:

wilderness, desert'.

Isqatl ,(to be) well tended: (to

be) clean, neat'.

Isqakl ,(to be) hoarse'.

Isrekl '(to be) parched, thirsty'.

Israpl '(to be) all ready, all

done, permanent'.

Israel '(to be) finished, com-

plete 1.

Israoml 'to cover all around, en-

velop: pod, husk; case, sheath'.

Israhl '(to be) fresh, animated'.

Isl~~ / '(to be) h lfh t d'ylIlf a ear e ,

lukewarm' .

7.3. Directional Is-I. In the follo~~ng cases Is-I yields deriva-

tives seeming to share the notion of directionality. These show four nuan-

ces which appear to be referable for the most part to the base: (a) out-

ward motion, blending into disjunction or dissociation, (b) contrary
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motion or location, (c) motion or location outward and over, and (d) mo

tion or location outward and downward.

OUTWARD MarrON

Iputl 'to press, squeeze'

Iteakl 'to snare, catch'

Id~1 'to know, recognize'

(VB I -daeIJ/)

It'YIJl ,(to be) tight'

Idakl 'to stretch' (VB I-dok/)

*I-kiapl 'to scrape'

IkB:tl 'to cut'

Ikoall 'to distinguish'

IweIJI ,(to be) long'

Irel 'to turn'

Iroat/-'to spread, disperse'

(VB I -rfat/)

Isputl 'to express, squeeze

out; sponge'.

Isteakl 'to move out and catch:

to cut off, intercept'.

IsdaeIJI ,(to be) knovTn out of

many: (to be) well-known'.

IsdYn.1 ,(to be) stretched out,

elongated' •

Isdokl ,(to be) stretched out,

extended, recumbent; stiff'.

Isklapl 'to scrape but remain

separate: to graze'.

IskB:tl 'to reach out and cut: to

cut across, intersect'.

Iskoall Ito distinguish out of

many, out of mind: to know'.

I svTaeIJI 'to go out a long dis

tance, explore'.

Israel Ito turn out of course: to

take a wrong turn, go astray'.

Isratl 'to have one's garments

off, be bare, unclothed'.



/r!aj/ Ito scatter, separate'

Irlall 'to stretch, incline to'

/nal/ ,(to be) spread thin'

Iroah/ 'to scrape, dig'

Irnac/ 'to come to an end or

point'

/rutl 'to slide, run'

Ir6c/ I(to be) bright,

gleaming'

lror:/ Ito give cover, shield'
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/srajl 'to undo, unfasten'.

/sral/ 'to favor out of many:

to pick, choose ' •

/srall ,(to be) light, insub

stantial' •

/ srIDv' Ito dig out, excavate'.

/sruac/ 'to have an edge or point

that vanishes away (to nothing):

(to be) sharp, pointed, acute'.

I srotl 'to slide BMay, run off I •

/sraocl 'to shine out, stand out,

be conspicuous'.

/sra;!JI 'to deliver frem danger,

(VB I -rtir.!/) rescue' •

Ill§ah/ 'to separate' (VB I-leh/) Islaehl 'to break off, interrupt'.

CONTRARY MarION

/blat/ 'to press'

It!ap/ ,(to be) close'

/teahl 'to oppose'

ItYml ,(to be) abreast, in

line'

/t~apl ,(to be) facing'

It5ap/ ,(to be) facing' (VB

I-top/)

I sbiatl 'to rub against (as 'two

friction sticks)'.

Ist!apl Ito get close up against:

to mate, copulate'.

Isteahl Ito face up to, confront;

to stop up tight I •

/ stYml 'to stand side by side; to

make two things even or flush'.

Ist5apl 'to lean against'.

/stopl 'to shore up, sustain'.



/~oap/ 'to die' (VB /-~!ap/)

/dap/ 'to follow' (VB I-dip/)

/qakl/ 'to frolic'

/qap/ ,(to be) dark'

/sd'Ap/ 'to follow closely (with

the ear): to hear, obey'.

/ SlJap/ 'to come close to dying:

to yawn'.

/sqakl/ ,(to be) virtually fro

licking: (to be) in agitated

motion' •

/sq1J.p/ ,(to be) nearly dark: (to

be) dim, cloudy, murky'.

MarION (OUTWARD AND) OVER
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/p!an/ 'to climb (up onto)'

*/-p!aj/ 'to divide, distrib

ute'

/t~~/ 'stem, stalk' (VB /-t~/)

/dic/ ,(to be) ultimate, ab

solute' (VB /-aec/)

/dak~/ 'this, that'

/p&P/ 'to grin, grimace'

*/-ki1j ... -kuj/ 'to sit, squat'

/sp!an/ 'that which one climbs

up to and over: bridge, gang

plank' •

/sp!aj/ 'to distribute crosswise

over the shoulder, sling across

the back'.

/ st'W'J/ 'to carry (seedlings) up

and over: to transplant (rice)'.

/ sitac/ 'supreme (topmost and over

lying) lord: chief, king'.

/sdak~/ 'supreme one, he who is

supreme (term used in referring

to or addressing the King)'.

/ SJ'lep/ 'to twist the mouth (against

itself), make a. wry face' •

/skuj/ 'to sit athwart, perch,

roost' •



Ileakl 'to cover, hide'

(VB I-l:!ak/)

Ileakl Ito scratch, score'

Ilupl 'to cover, shade'
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Isllakl 'to cover (hide) the body:

to put on (wear) a lower garment'.

Islakl 'scar, (old) wound'.

Islopl Ito cover over, overhang'.

l-rarrON (OUTIlARD AND) DONIMARD

Imuall 'to twist, screw'

ItoIJI 'source, origin' (VB

l-tfuJ/)

ItoIJI 'stem, stalk'

Iryll 'to wear, abrade'

(VB I-rill)

Ilutl 'to drop, let fall'

(VB I-rut/)

Ir:!akl 1to flow, pour' (VB

l-rUk/)

Ismuall 'to twist down (in), spiral'.

IstuIJI 'to plumb the depths of,

take soundings, probe'.

IstoIJI 'stem that hangs down:

banana cluster'.

Isral/ '(to be) worn down, smooth,

polished, bright'.

Isrot N slot/ 'to fall down (apart):

to cave in, collapse'.

Israkl 'to flow down and out: to

drain, empty, leak'.

8. Prefix 1m-I. Modern Khmer has a set of nasal prefixes of the

shapes 1m-I and IqaN-I which yield three classes of derivatives: (a) de

rivatives having only the 1m-I prefix, (b) those having only the IqaN-I

prefix, and (c) those in which 1m-I alternates apparently optionally with

IqaN-I. With one exception, these formal differences seem to correspond

to no semantic differences and to reflect dialect mixture. The exception

is the strictly singularizing function of 1m-I (section 8.1), which how

ever appears to blend into particularizing and specializing functions

marked by 1m-I, IqaN-I or both.

Note that the forms of the two prefixes are not as different as
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they may seem. Prefix /m-/ forms a consonant cluster with the initial of

word bases with which it occurs (Table II); in this case a bridge sound

is usually interposed between it and the new postinitial (Chapter II,

section 2): /mreIJ/ [mOre:IJ, m8 re:IJ) 'soot', /mltip/ [mOltYP, m8 1"p) 'shad

ow'. The /m-/ prefix does not assimilate to the base initial. The /qaN-/

prefix, which has the shape of a CVN- presyllable (Chapter II, section

5), is essentially an assimilating nasal preceded by a prothetic vowel or

onglide. In the Standard language this prothetic vowel develops its own

initial /q/, which patterns with the OR: [8m_) > [?a.m_).56 The nasal as-

similates to following base initials in the same manner as other presyl-

lables (Table V) •

Together, /m-/ and /qaN-/ rank among the more common simple pre

fixes in my data (Table VIII). Aside from a few occurrences of singular

izing /m-/ with secondary bases, both-occur only with primary bases: /m-/

before base-initial /p, d, n, c, k, IJ, j, r, sf, /qaN-/ before the same

nine plus /b, t, q, w, 1/.

Their major function is to add an individualizing aspect to the no

tion of the base; this is divisible into (a) a singularizing function and

(b) a specializing function. Minor functions are the formation of resul

tative and of a small number of instrumental derivatives.

As to prefix /m-/, Maspero (1915: 195-6) affirms that none of the

nasals may serve as prefixes. He notes that a few forms such as /mctil/

'needle' appear to belie this statement but explains them away as "defor

mations" of forms such as /qancUl/ 'needle'. Gehr (1951: 75) says out

right that "prefixed 'm' is not permissible in the Khmer system," but re

fers to cases of an apparent /m-/ prefix in Khmer and Thai. Jacob (1963:
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65, 69) recognizes /m-/ and identifies its function as one of fonning

nominal derivatives of general meaning. Gorgonijev (1966: 55-6) also re

cognizes it, but says nothing regarding its function beyond pointing out

that it forms "a small group of nouns as well as isolated adjectives."

Huffman (1967: 76) accepts /m-/, but apparently only as an allomorph of

/~laj/ 'one l • Jacob (1968b: 177-9) does not refer to it.

None of the foregoing sources except Maspero as paraphrased above

suggests an allomorphic relationship between /m-/ and /qaN-/. Maspero him

self (1915: 155, 194, 198-9, 205, 220-1) accepts the equivalent of /qaN-/

but clearly implies that it is a reduction by aphaeresis of any of the

other CVN- prefixes except /bVN-/; he ascribes no particular function to

it. Gehr (1951: 69, 70) similarly admits /qaN-/ but does not consider its

function. Jacob (1963: 65, 69) recognizes it and notes that it forms nom

inal derivatives denoting utensils. Gorgonijev (1966) does not appear to

refer to it. Huffman (1967: 88) recognizes it, attributing to it a nomi

nalizing function. Jacob (1968b: 178) notes it but does not comment on

its function.

8.1. Singularizing /m-/. In the following cases /m-/ yields de

rivatives which share the notion of singularity in both the cardinal and

ordinal senses of the numeral "one." On the one hand, /m-/ marks the sin

gular number;57 on the other, it particularizes or individualizes the

base, adding to it associations of primacy or precedence. As has been

said, /m-/ as a strict singular marker does not alternate with /qaN-/ in

my data, and may stand before secondary bases.

/poan/ 'thousand'

*/-phej/ 'twenty'

/mpoan/ 'one thousand'.

/mphej/ '(one) twenty'.



/dom! 'cake, block, lump'

/~/ '(recurrent) time'

/m.r:n;,/ '(young, unmarried)

lady'

/neak/ Iperson l

/clh/ 'old person, elder'

/cap/ 'pinch, tuft'

/kal/ 'time I

/khBl;]/ 'side, quarter I

/~!a/ 'function, duty'

.. */-~aj/ 'day ,58

/jaIJ/ 'kind, sort; manner'

*/ -r!am/ ' digit I

/reak/ 'affection, love I

/roj/ 'hundred'
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/mdOm/ lone cake I •

/mdJ:J:rJ/ 'one time, once'.

/mn1.a~/ Iprimary (young) lady:

royal concubine, magnate's

daughter' •

/mneak/ 'one person, individual I.

/mcah N qa.mcah/ 'primary elder:

lord, prince, master'.

/mc'ep/ 'one pinch (of salt)'.

/qaJJkal/ '(particular) time:

time when; period, date l •

/mkhaIJl lone side, one hand I •

/ITfIJ!al 'particular function (of

women): the menses'.

IITfIJaj/ lone day, once I •

/mjar:/ 'one kind; one way I •

/mr!am N qamr!am/ '(individual)

finger or toe I •

Imreak/ '(object of one IS) parti

cular affection: close friend'.

/mroj/ 'one hundred ' •

8.2. Specializing 1m-I. In the following cases /m-/ yields deriva

tives which share the notion of specialization with reference to the word

bases on which they are built. The prefix is found only with primary

bases, and shows alternation with /LVN-/.

*/-p!aj/ 'to distribute' /qamp!ajl Ito strew, scatter,



Ip!ah/ ,(to be) much, many'

/p'frrJ/ 'to take refuge'

/piih/ 'to boil'

/teah/ 'to resist'

/t6l/ 'to beat, thrash'

/dap/ 'to follow closely'

(VB /-dap/)

/dak/ 'to put'

/cip/ 'pinch, contraction'

/ cun/ 'to bring, offer'

*/-cuaj/ 'to shake'

/c~ap/ 'to stick'

/ cat/ 'to stop, come to a

standstill'

/~ak/ 'to toss, jerk'

*/-1O.akl 'to move, stir'
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disperse'.

/qa.mp:!ah/ ,(to be) plentiful,

common'. Compare /rlimp:!ah/,

same meaning.

/qamp'frrJ/ 'to retreat into one's

mind: to meditate, be deep in

thought'. Compare /rU.mp'frrJ/,

same meaning.

/qampUh/ ,(to be) a-boil'.

/qanteah/ 'to struggle, fidget'.

/qant6l/ 'to thrash, fling one-

self about'.

/qand'ap/ 'to follow in time or

order: to come later, behind'.

/qandBk/ 'to lay down, position'.

/ qancip/ 'gulp, swallow'.

/qanClm/'to provide, produce'.

/qancuaj/ 'to agitate, stagger'.

Compare /rlimcUaj/, same mean

ing.

/qancoap/ 'to stick'.

/qa.mcat/ ,(to be) solid, fixed,

stationary' •

/~akl 'to waddle'.

/qCUJklakl ,(to be) alive or crawl

ing with'.



/ka1/ 'to move' (VB /-kae1/)

/kUt/ ,(to be) true, correct'

*/-kiij N -kuj/ 'to sit, squat'

/k~ah/ 'to remove'

/q1.aTJ/ 'to slope, lean'

/qae1/ 'to move, alternate'

/w&TJ/ ,(to be) long'

/wiirJ/ 'circle'

/~l/ ,(to be) preoccupied'

(VB / -woal/)

/rYt/ 'to squeeze, tighten'

/ru.t/ 'to run (away)'

/rliah/ ,(to be) alive'
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/qamkal N qWJka1 N qWJkael! 'to

budge; to bustle about'. Com

pare /rUmka1 N r\IrJk"'a1/, same

meaning.

/qCLTJkUt/ 'to correct: to crop,

dock (the tailor ears of an

animal) '.

/qWJkUj/ 'to sit down, take a

seat' •

/qCLTJkoah/ '(to be) stripped, bare'.

/qamq1.9TJ/ 'to have a leaning to

ward, be disposed to'. Compare

/riimqlaTJ/, same meaning.

/qamqael N qCLlJqael/ 'to stroke,

caress; to examine by touch,

feel' •

/qCLTJWeTJ/ 'to lag, loiter; to pro

long, drag out'.

/ qCLTJwiiJJ/ 'ring, ambit, cycle'.

Compare /rli.TJwlirJ/, same meaning.

/qCLlJwaal/ '(to be). anxious'.

/mrtt N qCLlJrYt/ 'to contract,

draw together'.

/mriit N qctlllriit/ 'to let go, free;

to abduct, ravish'.

/qamrUah/ 'to keep alive, feed'.



viscous'

/l6c/ ,(to be) sad'

/baE,IJ/ 'to break off'

/plil;)/ 'to swell, bulge'

/roIJ/ 'to cover, protect'

/l!am/ 'to fiare'

/leah/ 'to separate' (VB

/-lash/)

/laj/ ,(to be) drawn out,

/lYmI ,(to be) blurred'

/baoh/ 'to seed, gin'

/daoj/ 'to go by way of,

follow'

*/-neJl! 'to afflict, annoy'
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/qamroIJ/ 'to keep safe, safeguard'.

/qanliarn/ '(to be) flaming, vivid'.

/qcmlash/ ,(to be) cut off, lone-

ly, solitary'.

/qanlaj/ '(to be) ropy, sticky,

glutinous' •

/qanlYrn! '(to be) indistinct,

barely visible'.

/qanl6c/ '(to be) dejected, mel

ancholy'.

/ha.p/ ,(to be) out of breath' /map/' to heave, throb, quiver'.

8.3. Resultative /m-/. In the following cases /m-/ yields deriva

tives which show specialization and at the same time designate the result

of accomplishment of the base. Again the prefix is found only with prima

ry bases, and shows alternation with /LVN-/.

/p!a/ 'to kill for food' /qamp!a/ 'prey, remains (of a

carcass) '. Compare /rU.mp!a/,

same meaning.

/qampW:J/ 'tube, cylinder'. Com

pare /bctmplil;)/, sarne meaning.

/qambaelJ/ 'fragment, shard,

debris'.

/ qambaoh/ ,( spun) cotton'.

/mdaoj N qandaoj/ 'pursuit, con

tinuation, succession'.

/mneJl N qamneJl! 'affliction,



Icu! '(to be) sour, tart'

I~I 'to tie, (make) net'

Ika&h ,., Ireh/ 'to scrape,

scratch'

/klcl 'to break, splinter'

Ikoap ,., ld.apl 'to step on I

(VB l-kUp/)

lkUtl '(to be) true, correct'

lweah/ 'to split, cleave'

Iwfll 'to go around' (VB

I-wel/) •

Iw~n/ 'to do in turn, repay'

(VB I -woan/)

Iwoal/ 'to measure (capacity)'
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grief, annoyance'.

Imcu! 'juice of sour fruits used

as a condiment'.

Iqanc~1 'net, drag-net, seine'.

IqaJ;)kel 'dandruff, scurf'. Com

pare lIiir.Jka&l, same meaning.

IqaJ;)kacl '(small) fragment, parti

cle, scraps'. Compare lrUmkacl,

same meaning.

IqOJJkUpl 'trap, caltrop, pitfall'.

IqaJ;)kUtl 'that which has been

cropped or docked: stump (of

tail, tooth, leg)'.

Iq~wllah/ 'split, cleft, rift,

gash'. Compare' lriD;Jweah/, same

meaning.

IqalJW£ll 'coil (made from loose

ends of the sarong); ring-shaped

support for a legless jar'. Com

pare lriirJw~l/, same meaning.

I qaJ;)woan/ ' repayment, recompense,

reward; fee, rent; favor'. Com~

pare Ir\h;)wOan/, same meaning.

IqaJOwOall 'measure (of capacity)'.

Compare lriiJJwoal/, same mean

ing.



/r&k/ 'to carry (on a

balance-pole) ,

/r&~/ 'to attract, accumulate'

/1'/ '(to be located) on, over'

/lup/ 'to cover, shade'

*/-liik! 'to put in,. add to'

/lWJ/ 'to dig' (VB /-l:>~/)

/lo~/ 'to cross, pass' (VB

/-1ih;J/)

*/-saw N -sew/ 'to pulverize'

/saam/ ,(to be) damp, wet'

/hbp/ 'to eat'

/mr&k N qamr£k/ 'burden carried

on a balance-pole'.

/mr&~/ 'soot'.

/qanl'/ 'location, place'.

/mlup N qamlup/ 'shade, shadow'.

/qcmliik! 'vegetables put into

seasoned liquid dishes'.

/qa.nl:>~/ 'pit, trench (for trap

ping animals)'. Compare /riim

l~/, same meaning.

/ml~ N qa.mlWJ N qanl:>~/ 'passage

(of time), lapse, duration'.

/msaw N qa.msaw/ 'powder, dust;

flour, meal'.

/qansaam/ 'dew'.

/rrilibp/ '(prepared) food, fare'.
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8.4. Instrumental /m-/. In the following cases /m-/ yj.elds de

rivatives denoting the means by which the base idea is accomplished. Here

too the prefix is found only with primary bases, and shows alternation

with /LVN-/.

/baoh/ 'to sweep, brush,

clean'

/teak/ 'to snare'

/daot/ 'to skewer, impale'

/qa.mbaoh/ 'broom, whisk, duster'.

Compare /riimbaoh/, same meaning.

/qanteak/ 'snare; noose, slip

lmot'. Compare /riinteak/, same

meaning.

/qa.ndaot/ 'pale, stake'.



/cUl/ 'to sew, stitch'

/rut/ 'to catch (fish) in

a basket-net'

/ruh/ 'to smooth down, file'

/rliah/ ,( to be) alive , living'

/mciil N qanciil/ 'needle'.

/qa~rlit/ 'conical, hand-held

basket-net' •

/qa~ruh/ 'file, rasp'.

/qamrliah/ tlivelihood l •
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9. Prefix /1-/. Unlike most of the other simple prefixes, /L-/

manifests two allomorphs, /r-/ and /1-/. Both of these form consonant

clusters with the initial of the word bases with which they occur, /r-/

usually being realized [fo_], /1-/ usually being realized [1a_] • .59 /L-I

is one of the most common simple prefixes in my data (Table VIII). It oc-

curs only with primary bases, and stands before all base-initials except

/r/. The /1-/ allomorph, besides being less frequent than the /r-/ allo-

morph, does not occur before base-initial In, c, ~, sf. Elsewhere the two

are alternants and yield a good many doublets such as /rbaak N Ibaak/

I (to be) open' and Irhaek N lhaekl ,(to be) torn'. 60 Semantic differen

tiation of such doublets is exceptional, but is illustrated by /leak/ 'to

mark, scar' > (VB /-l{ak/) Irl{ak/ ,(to be) scratched, burned' : /lleakl

I (to be) scratched, ruled out, unlikely' and by /wg~1 ,(to be) long' >

/rwg~/ ,( to be) far away' : Ilwg~/ 'section of a building on separate

piling' •

The primary function of /1-/ is to add a perfective or completive

aspect to the notion of the base. This aspect is usually difficult to ex-

press in translation. The essential difference between /cuc/ 'to break,

bend, fold' and Ircuc/ 'to break, bend, fold' is that the former announ-

ces the action without reference to its completion while the latter

specifies that the action has been accomplished. Neither form carries
.J!
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any implication of tense or voice. A secondary function, which often ap

pears to be a weakened version of the first, is to add a specializing as

pect to the notion of the base.

Maspero (1915: 157, 194-5, 201-2, 220-1) accepts only the Ir-I al

lomorph of /1-1 but recognizes that it is "sometimes" replaced by 11-1,

which is specifically said to be never used as a prefix; he adds that it

occurs before another liquid but "does not appear to be used" before Ip,

b, t, d, s/. He does not mention its function. Gehr (1951: 69, 70), fol

lowing M~spero, accepts the Ir-I allomorph and treats 11-1 as a variant

of it; he repeats Maspero's remark that 11-1 is "never used in prefixion

••• except as a mutant" of Ir-I, then contradicts Maspero by saying that

the simple prefixes, including Ir-I, "are not pennissible with root

words beginning with a consonant of the same class ••• " He has nothing to

say of its function. Jacob (1963: 65, 69) recognizes both Ir-I and 11-1

and indicates that their function is to form attributive verbs. Gorgoni

jev (1966: 55) recognizes only the Ir-I allomorph and states that it

"usually serves to form reflexive verbs." Huffman (1967: 76) accepts Ir-I

but makes no mention of 11-1; he identifies its functions as attribution

(deriving adjectival verbs from transitive and intransitive verbs), the

derivation of intransitive verbs from transitive verbs, and naminaliza

tion (deriving nouns from transitive verbs). Jacob (1968b: 179) similar

ly recognizes Ir-I and does not mention 11-1; of the former she says

that it "often forms an attributive verb."

9.1. Perfective /1-1. In the following cases /1-1 yields deriva

tives which share the notion of completed action:

*I-p!ajl 'to distribute' Irp!ajl ,(to be) scattered'.



/peJl! ,( to be) full'

/pyl/ ,(to be) dim'

/baelJ/ 'to separate'

*/ -baeh/ 'to break'

/bah/ 'to shake, rebel'

(VB /-bah/)

/bat/ 'to cut, close, cover'

/baak/ 'to open'

/bot/ 'to slide, roll'

/baoc/ 'to break off, tear

out'

/baoh/ 'to cast, sow'

/bCit/ 'to turn, bend'

/mu/ 'to roll, wrap'

/t~lJ/ 'stem, stalk'

/d!p/ 'to bunch, clench'

(VB /-dlp/)
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/lpeN '(to be) full, replete'.

/rpyl tv Ipyl/ ,(to be) dim, over-

cast, murky'.

/rbaelJ/ '(to be) separate, spaced'.

/rbaeh/ 'to come loose'.

/rbBh/ ,(to be) in revolt; rebel'.

/rbet ... Ibat/ ,( to be) cut off,

closed; stoppage, closure'.

/rbaak ... Ibaak/ ,(to be) open,

ajar, dislocated (joint); mouth,

opening' •

/rbot ... Ibot/ 'to slip off'.

/rbaoc tv Ibaoc/ '(to be) loose,

detached' •

/rbaoh/ ,( to be) sparse, thinly

distributed' •

/rbCit tv lbCit/ '(to be) bent, twist

ed, askew; bend or section (of

a river), coil (of a snake)'.

/rmu ... lmu/ 'to roll up, coil;

roll, coil, pack'.

/rtolJ tv ltolJ/ ,(to be) slender,

tapering'.

/rdap/ 'fist'.



/dac/ 'to break'

/dom/ 'cake, lump, block'

*/ -dole! 'to stretch'

/daoh/ 'to free, loose'

/cuc/ 'to break, bend, fold'

/JJUk/ 'to shake'

/qlarJ/ ,(to be) sloping'

*/-qan/ 'to (leave a) mark'

/q!t/ '(to be) little'

(VB /-qat/)

/q?i.n/ 'to diminish' (VB

/-qan/)

/qaon/ 'to tilt, slope'

(VB /-qan/)

/qak/ 'to swallow, gorge'

(VB /-qiik/)

*/ -qClJJ/ 'to grind'

/Wf,k/ 'to spread, separate'

/Wf,JJ/ ,(to be) long'
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/rdac/ '(to be) apart, loose,

separate'.

/rdom/ ,(to be) bunched, clus

tered' •

/raok/ ,(to be) lying nat'.

/rdaoh N ldaoh/ '(to be) free,

rid, clear'.

/rcUc/ 'to break, bend, fold'.

/rIJuk N 1JJiik/ '(to be) sh~J, un~·

steady' .

/rql8J;) N lqlalJ/ ,(to be) sloping'.

/lqan/ 'mark, trace, track,

trail'.

/rqat N lqat/ 'termte ' •

/lqan! '(to be) small, thin (voice),

slender, fine'.

/lqan/ '(to be) tilted, slant-ed'.

/lq?i.k/ ,(to be) muddy, full of

sediment' •

/lqClJJ/ 'dust, powder'.

/lwEk/ 'separation, fork (in

road), crotch; gap, space'.

/rwElJ/ '(to be) at a distance,

far off', /lwElJ/ 'length or

section of a building (on



/w!.an/ ,( to be) rolled,

twistedI (VB / -w!rnI)

/wo1/ I(to be) diverted, pre

occupied' (VB /-wUal/)

/woan/ 'to ring, encircle'

*/-lilJ/ ,(to be) smooth, bare'

/liat/ 'to spread'

/laak/ 'to mark, scar'

(VB / -liak/)

/liaj/ 'to mix, melt'

/laek/ 'part, piece'

/leah/ 'to separate, break

up' (VB /_laeh/61)

/laa'fJ/ 'to rise'

/lup/ 'to efface'

/loat/ Ito skin I

/1am! 'to shake I
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separate piling)'.

/rw!rnI ,(to be) tangled up' •

/rwUal/ I (to be) busy, occupied I •

/rwoan/ I (to be) wound around,

coiled, rolledI •

/r1iJ:J/ '(to be) smooth, bare,

shiny, clean'.

/rl!at/ ,(to be) open, in (full)

b1oom ' •

/rl!ak/ I(to be) scratched, burned;

burn, scalded place I, /lleak/

I(to be) scratched, ruled out,

unlikely' •

/rl!aj N lliaj/ Ito mix, dissolve,

amalgamate; to melt, liquefyl.

/rl&k/ I (to be) meted out, appor-

tioned l •

/rla&h/ I(to be) apart, in pieces,

in confusion'.

/rlaB'fJ1 '(to be) raised, elevatedI.

/rlup .... llup/ ,(to be) obliterated,

worn away'.

/rloat/ Iskinned place, abrasion I •

/rlUm/ Ito crumble, collapse I •



/ltit/ Ito lower, dip I

/lUb/ Ito go through I

/luej/ Ito break down'

/ltieh/ Ito lessen, subtract'

/haek/ 'to tear, rip'

/hal Ito part, open,

separate'

/hat/ 'to pant, be tired'

(VB / _hat/62)

/ saem! I (to be) damp, wet I

(VB / -haem!)

/hot/ 'to draw, stretch'

/haok/ 'to pierce '

/rltit N lltit/ : (to be) out,

quench~d, extinguished'.

/rlUh/ Ito go (all the way)

through, go from one side to

the other'.

/rluej N ll~aj/ 'to decompose,

rot, decay'.

/rliieh/ 'to payoff (a debt),

except, omit, bar ' •

/rhaek N lhaek/ I (to be) torn,

ripped, tattered ' •

/rha N lhal ,(to be) open, de-

serted, abandonedl •

/lhat/ I(to be) tired out l •

/rhaam N lhaam! I (to be) damp;

dampness, moisture'.

/rhot N lhot/ ,(to be) drawn out

to full length; to extend all

the wayl.

/rhaok N lhaok/ ,(to be) pierced,

open (of ornamental work) I •
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9.2. Specializing /1-/. In the following cases /L-/ yields deriva-

tives which share the notion of specialization with reference to the word

bases on which they are built:

/baek/ Ito break, snap I /lbaek/ Ito shell (beans) I.



/b'Ac/ 'to take trouble'

/bmt/ 'to break, fracture'

/b~/ 'to cover, hide'

/bot/ 'to slide, roll'

/baoc/ 'to tear out'

/bCit/ 'to turn, bend'

/bak/ Ito skin, peel, husk'

/mUal/ 'to twist'

/t'YrJ/ I (to be) tight, hard'

/da£l/ I(to be) continuous'

/d'fim/ 'to beat, knock'

/ dak/ 'to pullout'

/ c!Jp/ 'to teem'

/cUrn/ Ito turn, ring'

/c6/ 'to flow, rise (of

the sea)'

/Jleak/ 'to shake, toss'

/paj/ 'to vie, race I

/klah/ 'to rub'

/lb~c/ 'to strive, endeavor; ef-

fort, exertion'.

/lbmc/ Iledge, cornice'.

/rbSQ/ 'to protect, escort'.

/rbot ... lbot/ Ito slip away,

escape' •

/rbaoc N lbaoc/ 'to preen'.

/lbCit/ 'to wind, slither'.

/rbak N lbak/ 'to peel, flake,

come off in scales'.

/rmual N lmual/ 'to writhe, con-

tort; muscular cramps'.

/rt~/63 '(to be) harsh, severe'.

/rda&l/ ,(to be) unceasing, con

stant' •

/rdffim/ 'to collide; jolt, shock,

collisionI•

/rdak/ 'to uproot, remove'.

/rc~/ 'to throng'.

/rcUm/ Ito encompass, unite'.

/rc6/ 'to throng; throng, mob,

concourse'.

/rJleak/ Ito fidget; to waddle'.

/rJlaj/ 'to make haste'.

/rki.ah/ 'to irritate; irritation,

inflannnation' •
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/~l/ 'to budge, move slight

ly' (VB /-ke1/)

/~~j/ 'to raise (the eyes),

hold up (the head)'

/~oap/ ,(to be) dead'

/qat/ ,(to be) little'

(VB /-qat/)

/qa/ 'to rejoice, gladden'

/ jUm/ 'to weep'

/lfa/ 'to open (up, out),

/li~/ 'to ravage, ruin'

/lf3c/ 'to appear, emerge'

/1&k/ 'part, piece'

/le~/ 'to let go, forsake'

/lao~/ 'to rise' (VB /-l~~/)

/lUp/ 'to efface'

/l'8:rn/ 'to shake'

/lnt/ 'to sprout, grow'

/liit/ 'to drop, lower'

/lliaj/ 'to break down'

/16c/ 'to burn'

/rkel/ ,(to be) rough, bumpy'.

/~~j/ ,(to be) proud, arrogant'.

/rTJoap/ 'to die out (down),

abate, subside'.

/rqat N 1qat/ ,(to be) slight,

minute, spare I.

/lqa/ ,(to be) good, fair, fine'.

/rjiim N ljUm! 'to droop, dangle'.

/rlia N ilia/ 'to extend, deploy;

to relax, unbend'.

/rlia~/ ,(to be) dissolute I.

/rlf3c N 11f3c/ 'to jut, protrude'.

/rlek/ 'to separate, detach'.

/r1e~/ 'to set apart, remove'.

/rlaa~/ Ito rise to one's feet,

stand up', /r1!J~/ 'to grub or

plow up, extirpate'.

/rliip N lliip/ 'to do away with,

abolish' •

/rliim/ 'to topple, overthrow'.

/r1ut/ 'to throw out new shoots'.

/rliit ... 11iit/ 'to have a miscar-

riage; miscarriage'.

/rluaj N lluaj/ 'to digest'.

/rl6c/ 'to light, kindle'.
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/lao/ ,( to be) disorderly'

/l~at/ 'to skin, peel'

/lo~/ 'to pass, cross'

/liiah/ 'to lessen, drop'

(VB /-l:>h/)

/ sat/ 'to float'

/sac/ 'to eject'

/saj/ 'to scatter'

/SOJJ/ 'to match, be the

mate to'

*/-hBE,/ ,(to be) inactive'

*/-ham/ 'to now'

*/-haaj/ 'to rise, revive'

/hli.p/ 'to pant, be out of

breath'

/hak/ 'to return'
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/rlao/ ,(to be) gay, dissolute'.

/rloat/ 'to skin, scrape, chafe'.

/rl:>~/ '(to be) excessive'.

/rl:>h/ 'to thin out; to fall

(down, in)'.

/rsat/ '(to be) adrift'.

/rsac/ 'to scatter, spread'.

/rsaj/ ,(to be) sparse, separated,

detached' •

/rsa~/ '(to be) in contact; to

join, follow closely'.

/rhBE, N lhBE,/ jidleness, leisure,

rest' •

/rham N lham! 'to ooze, exhuda'.

/rhaaj ... lhaaj/ ,(to be) refreshing'.

/rhap ... lhap/ ,(to be) winded, fotm-

dered (of a horse); to gape'.

/rhCik ... lhak! 'to parade (walk

out and come back), strut,

swagger' •



CHAPTER V

RHOTACIZED PREFIXES

1. General. The term rhotacized prefix refers to the common post

initial Irl distinguishing the five CrV- pres.yllables. These, as has been

seen, take the form of IprV-, trV-, crV-, krV-, srV-I, in which V repre

sents phonemically long CR 101 and OR la/. For additional formal particu

lars see Chapter II, sections 4 and 5.2.

Insofar as my data are representative of the language, the rhota

cized prefixes constitute the_~mallest group of affixes in Standard Khmer.

Derivatives in IprV-I account for nearly 70 percent of the total.

In ~J data the rhotacized prefixes occur with primary bases having

any initial except In, rl and with secondary bases having initial lpn,

pr, ph, cl, ch, kh/. However, occurrence of these prefixes vdth secondary

bases is uncommon. In addition to the few secondary IprV-I derivatives

listed hereafter, Guesdon (1930) gives 41 and the VK gives 53 items in

pra- followed by main syllables having initial clusters. Nearly all of

these appear to be derivatives created in and borrowed intact from San

skrit, such as prathabl (Skt prthivr) 'earth', prathama (Skt prathama)

'first. " and prabha (Skt prabha:) ,splendor I. With /trV-, crV-, krV-,

srV-I the number of subdissyllabic main syllables drops sharply. Of such

ItrV-I derivatives Guesdon lists 11, the VK only 4; of IcrV-I derivatives

Guesdon has only one, the VK none at all; of IkrV-I derivatives Guesdon

has 5, the VK only one; and of IsrV-I derivatives Guesdon has one while

the VK has 3. In all these cases base postinitials are restricted to /hI

after all five prefixes, to Ir, II after IprV-, trV-, krV-, srV-I, and

possibly to In, 'fJI after IprV-/: IpracIJat,.. pracnatl 'apoplexy' (Guesdon
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1930: l073a).

Comparison of the distribution of the rhotacized and corresponding

simple prefixes (except /R-/) yields mixed results. With bases having

labial initials prefix /p-/ is very rare, whereas /prV-/ is common. The

same can be said of /t-/ and /trV-/ with bases having dental initials. On

the other hand, both /c-, k-, s-/ and /crV-, krV-, srV-/ are rare before

palatals, velars, and spirants respectively. In addition, /crV-/ apparent

ly does ~ot occur before dentals and spirants, while /srV-/ apparently

does not occur before semivowels. With a few exceptions, the dictionaries

substantiate the evidence of my corpus. 64

Contrast between the rhotacized and simple prefixes of the same

class tends to be weak. Such alternating forms as /propr§t N ppr§t/ 'be

havior', /pramal N pmal/ 'to gather', /praqak N pqak/ 'an odoriferous

cheese-like preparation made from fish and meat (more often known in the

Standard as /prahok/), , /krahak N kahak N kohak/ 'to lie, prevaricate'

/praphaeh N pphaeh/ '(to be) grey', and even /baa san N prasan/ 'if' are

fairly common.

It appears that the essential function of the /r/ element of the

five rhotacized prefixes is to buffer the initial, as it were, and there

by reinforce their syllabicity. It has been shown that forms with initial

consonant clusters are often prosodically monosyllabic while phonetically

dissyllabic (Chapter II, sections 1 and 4). Hence without their postini

tial /r/ the rhotacized prefixes would be indistinguishable from the cor

responding simple prefixes. This suggests that the syllabicity of the rho

tacized prefixes is environmentally conditioiled, or at least was so at

one stage of the language. If this is true, they may be allomorphs of the
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corresponding simple prefixes. Apart from the clearly defined reciprocal

function of /prV-/, all five of the rhotacized prefixes show considera

ble duplication of the simple prefixes.

Maspero (1915: 197, 205-7, 221) accepts all five prefixes, and ob

serves that while /prV-/ is found before bases having any initial, /trV-,

crV-, krV-/ occur only before /p, b, m, w, 1, h/ and /srV-/ occurs only

before /p, b, t, d, c, k, 1/. He affirms that all of the rhotacized pre

fixes have a tendency to form reflexive and reciprocal derivatives. Gehr

(1951: 70), following Maspero, notes that apart from /R-/ the "simple

prefixes are not permissible with root-words beginning with a consonant

of the same class." He recognizes all five rhotacized prefixes and like

Maspero states that they denote the reflexive or reciprocity. He further

observes that "in Siamese the distinction between the simple prefix and

the 'r' form is scarcely felt; there is a tendency to insert 'r' after E

[/p/] and k in writing, whereas it is rarely audible in speech." Jacob

(1963: 65; 1968b: 178a and Huffman (1967: 77) similarly accept all five

of the prefixes.

2. Prefix /prV-/. The distinctive function of /prV-/ is to add a

reciprocal aspect to the predication of the base. Secondary functions du

plicate (a) prefix /R-/ before a few bases with labial initials and (b)

prefix /p-/ in its role of marking the factive, causative, and agentival

instrumental. A residue of /prV-/ derivatives which share the notion of

specialization is treated here as a subgroup of the factives.

Jacob (1963: 69) indicates that /prV-/ is an intensifier. Huffman

(1967: 78-80) finds that it marks reciprocity, causation, nominalization,

specialization, verbalization, and attribution. Jacob (1968b: 179) men

tions that it "gives the idea of reciprocity."
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2.1. Frequentative /prV-/. In the following cases /prV-/ yields

derivatives sharing a frequentative aspect:

/pun/ 'to heap'

/prfrt/ ,(to be) strict, severe'

/phaeh/ 'ashes'

/bat/ 'to turn, bend' (VB

/-bat/)

/prapun N ppun/ 'to heap up (re

peatedly), amass'.

/proprYt N ppr;Yt/ 'strict con

duct, propriety'.

/praphaeh N pphaeh/ '(to be)

grey' •

/probat/ 'bend, dog-leg; bay,

bight, cove'.

2.2. ReciErocal /prV-/. In the following cases /prV-/ yields de

rivatives sharing a reciprocal aspect. The strict reciprocal idea, con

noting interaction by two or more subjects on or against each other, is

in some cases weakened to connote mutual action by two or more subjects

in common. In the first case the reference is to action given and re

ceived, in the second case to action undertaken in cooperation.

/peak/ 'to rest on, lay

over'

/phot/ 'to abut on, be

flush with'.

/blat/ 'to press, squeeze'

/baek/ 'to break, separate'

/b~ 'to shoot, fire'

/t!ap/ 'to pull, tug'

/prapeak/ ,(to be) placed on top

of one another, be entwined'.

/praphot/ 'to graze, skim'.

/prablat/ .' to crowd or huddle

together; to touch, brush'.

/prabaek/ 'to fork, divide; fork,

confluence' •

/prab~/ 'to shoot at one another'.

/prot!ap/ 'to tussle'.



/teak/ 'to snare, hook'

/teah/ 'to hit, oppose'

/teh/ 'obstacle'

/tup/ Ito hold (back), ob

struct'

/tul/ 'to resist'

/dal/ 'to hit, pound'

/dati ,(to be) close, in

contact'

/doc/ ,(to be) alike'

/OOm! 'to beat, knock'

/cap/ 'to seize'

/caml 'to watch, wait'

/cak/ 'to pierce, stab'

/cak/ 'to peck, bite'

/cUl/ 'to fight, clash'

/ cuap/ 'to meet'
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/prateak/ 'to cross, intersect,

intertwine' •

/prateah/ 'to run into, meet by

chance; crash, collision'.

/pratah/ 'to get in each other's

way, interfere'.

/pratup/ 'to hold onto or cling

to one another'.

/pratul/ 'to face, confront; (to

be) opposite, in front'.

/pradal/ 'to box; boxing'.

/pradat/ ,(to be) close to one

another, touching'.

/pradoc/ ,(to be) alike, like one

another; to liken, compare'.

/pradam/ 'to beat, knock, against;

to collide'.

/pracap/ 'to grasp, clutch, one

another, be entwined'.

/prac~ 'to wait for one another'.

/procak/ 'to fight with bladed

weapons' •

/pracak/ 'to peck at one another,

fight (of birds)'.

/pracul/ ' to incite (two animals)

to fight; fight between animals'.

/pracuap/ 'to meet one another'.



/coap/ 'to stick, cling'

(VB / -cup/)

/c~/ 'to tie, fasten'

/chom/ ,(to be) facing'

/J1aj/ 'to vie'

/ktap/ 'to squeeze, grip'

/ktak/ 'to embrace'

/kap/ 'to cut, slice'

/kat/ ,(to be) close'

/kaaj/ 'to rest (the head)

on'

/kaoh/ 'to hold, keep'

/kap/ '(to be) related'

/kham/ 'to bite'

/qaon/ 'to bend, slope'

/w:faj/ 'to beat'

/le~/ 'to play' (VB / -le~/)
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/pracCip/ 'to stiok to one an-

other' •

/praca~/ 'to tie or fasten to-

gether' •

/prachom/ '(to be) face to face'.

/praJ1aj/ Ito vie with one another'.

/praklap/ 'to clasp one another;

to grip, hold fast, stick'.

/praktak/ 'to hug, hold, embrace

one another'.

/praldip/ 'to stab (at) one another'.

/prakat/ ,(to be) close to one

another, touching'.

/prakaaj/ 'to lean on one another'.

/prakaoh/ 'to stick together'.

/prakap/ ,(to be) interrelated; re-

lationship, connection'.

/prakham! 'to bite one another,

fight' •

/praqaon/ 'to converge'.

/prawiaj/ 'to exchange blows,

fight' •

/prale~/ 'to play together'.

2.3. Factive /prV-/. In the following cases /prV-/ yields deriva

tives sharing a factive aspect: 65



/pen! 'to coil, roll'

/peak/ 'to rest on, lay over'

/puan! 'to hide'

/poan/ 'to entwine'

/pno1/ 'omen'

/bac/ 'to scatter, strew'

/bak/ 'to break'

/bfu:J/ 'to hide, bury'

/bat/ Ito cover'

/teak/ 'to snare, hook'

/tar;/ 'to replace'

/tuk/ 'grief, affliction'

/tul/ 'to address (superior

beings)'

/tao~/ 'to cling, climb'

/toa1/ ,(to be) held fast'

/aep/ 'to hunt, chase'

/dak/ 'to set down'

/da.k/ 'to pullout of joint'

/ cip/ 'to pinch'

/caj/ 'to distribute'

/pra.pen/ 'to coil, roll'.

/pra.peak/ 'to place down on'.

/pra.puan! I to hide'.

/pra.p'6an/ I to entwine'.

/pra.pno1/ 'to augur, portend;

omen, augury' •

/pra.bac/ 'to scatter, strew' •

/pra.bak/ 'to break, smash' •

/pra.b~/ 'to hide'.

/pra.bat/ 'to cover over (up)'.

/pra.teak/ 'to hook, catch'.

/pra.taQ/ 'place, stead'.

/pra.tuk/ 'to grieve, afflict'.

/pra.tul/ 'to address (superior

beings)'.

/pra.tao~/ 'to cling, clutch; to

climb, scale'.

/pra.toa1/ ,(tp be) held fast,

secure; deadlock, impasse'.

/proaep/ 'to chase, pur sue' •

/pra.dak/ 'to set down, lay down;

deposit' •

/pra.da.k/ 'to pullout of joint'.

/pra.cip/ 'to pinch, contract;

pinch, contraction'.

/pra.caj/ 'distTibution; alms'.
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/cat/ 'heart/mind'

/clim/ 'to encompass'

/cluah/ 'quarrel, row'

/~oap/ ,(to be) quick'

/kap/ 'to cut, slice'

/kan! Ito hold'

/ko/ Ito heap'

/ko~/ 'to lie on'

/klit/ ,( to be) right,

true' (VB /-kat/)

/kham/ 'to strive'

/qbh/ 'to pull, draw'

/wial/ 'wide, open space'

/we~/ '(to be) long'

/lae/ ,(to be) mixed'

/le~/ 'to leave, forsake'

/leah/ 'to break up (apart)'

(VB /-leh/)

/laj/ ,(to be) mixed, hybrid'

/1Ym! ,( to be) dim'

/lup/ 'to cover, shade'

/lo~/ ,(to be) open l

/pracat/ 'to care, be concerned

about; care, concern'.

/pracUm/ 'to assemble; assembly,

gathering' •

/pracluah/ 'quarrel, row'.

/pr~ap/ 'to make haste'.

/prakap/ 'to slash'.

/prakan/ 'to keep, maintain'.

/prako/ 'to heap up, amass, ac-

cumulate' .

/prako~/ 'to lie on'.

/prakat/ ,(to be) true, sure'.

/prakham/ 'to strive, make an

effort' •

/praqbh/ Ito give a pull, tug;

to carry along, drag'.

/prawial/ 'expanse; extent'.

/praw£~/ 'length'.

/pralae/ 'to mix up, confuse'.

/pralae~/ fto leave, forsake'.

/pralaeh/ 'to separate, dismem-

bert •

/pralaj/ ,(to be) mixed, hybrid'.

/pral§m/ 'dawn, daybreak'.

/pralup/ 'dusk, twilight'.

/pralo~/ 'clearing, glade; space,
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(VB I -1fu;j/)

11eah/ 'to separate' (VB

1-1uah/)

Isacl 'to spread, scatter'

Ihal 'to depart; to ruin'

Ih!aml 'dawn I

expanse' •

Ipra1aohl 'to separate; separa-

tion' •

Iprasacl 'to spread, scatter'.

Ipraha! 'to abandon; to damage'.

Iprah!am/ 'dawn'.
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2.4. Specializing IprV-I. In the following cases IprV-I yields

derivatives which share the notion of specialization with reference to

the word bases on which they are built. The members of this group appear

to have enough in common with the factives to be considered specialized

factives.

*I-takl ,(to be) slovenly'

Idep! 'to hunt, chase'

Idapl 'to carve'

Idam! 'to plant'

, I dbkl 'to lead, guide'

Icapl 'to seize, catch'

Icokl 'to stop, plug'

Icaoll 'to reject'

Icoapl 'to stick'

IJlE.jl 'to vie'

Ipratakl ,(to be) scrawled, scrib-

bled, illegible'.

Ipradepl 'to go on, continue'.

Ipradapl 'to adorn'.

Ipradam! 'to set up, erect,

establish' •

Ipradakl 'banister, balustrade'.

Ipracapl 'to charge with an of

fense,.66

Ipracokl ' to give a mouthful of

prechewed food (to an infant)'.

Ipracao11 '(legal) prescription,

limitation' •

Ipracoapl 'lecher'.

Iprapajl 'to make haste'.
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/prakam! '(buffalo-hide) line

for hobbling elephants'.

/prakaoh/ 'to arrest, detain'.

/prakap/ 'to include, comprehentl i--.

/prakal/ 'to chock (wedge) up;

/kaoh/ 'to hold, keep'

/kap/ 'to possess'

/kal/ 'to hold up'

/klap N k{ap/ 'to squeeze, hold /prak{ap/ 'fork, crotch'.

in tongs'

/kam/ 'rope, line, hawser'

/~aj/ Ito raise (the eyes),

hold up (the head) I

/le~/ 'to play' (VB /-le~/)

/le~/ 'to leave, forsake'

/lo~/ 'to pass, experience'

/lam! 'to mix, disturb'

to raise, elevate'.

/pr~aj/ 'disdain, indifference'.

/prale~/ 'to romp, frolic, gambol'.

/pralae~/ 'to depart from, be

different' •

/pralo~/ 'to try, test'.

/pralCi.m/ 'to meddle'.

2.5. Causative /prV-/. In the following cases /prV-/ yields deriv

atives sharing a causative aspect:

/mul/ ,(to be) grouped, /pramal N pmal/ 'to bring to-

massed' gether, collect, unite'.

/chaot/ ,(to be) mad, foolish' /prachaot/ Ito fool, gull, dupe'.

/kat/ 'to adhere' /prakat/ Ito set (jewel s) , •

/kUat/ 'to whet, excite' /prakUat/ 'challenge, provocation'.

/ko~/ 'to lie on' /prako~/ 'to lodge, stow'.

/1Ci.m/ 'to mix, confuse' /pralCi.m/ 'to trick, take in'.

2.6. Agentival-Instrumental /prV-/. In the following two cases

/prV-/ yields derivatives which could be construed as nominalized
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factives but which appear to be analogous to the agentival-instrumental

/p-/ derivatives.

/cheh/ 'to burn, blaze'

/qup/ 'to cover, envelop'

/pracheh/ 'wick'.

/praqup/ 'case, box'.

3. Prefix /trV-/. The small number of /trV-/ derivatives in my

data appear to fall into two main groups. The members of one group seem

to share a factive aspect and show alternation with /p-, prV-, crV-,

krV-/. The members of the other group seem to share an aspect which pre

sents the predication of the base as an essential or characteristic qual

ity; these show alternation with /crV-, krV-, srV-/.

Jacob (1963: 69) identifies /trV-/ as a general nominalizer and as

forming attributive verbs. Huffman (1967: 81) states that it marks spe

cialization. Jacob (1968b: 178-9) does not mention its function.

3.1. Factive /trV-/. In the following cases /trV-/ yields deriva

tives sharing a factive aspect:

/j1an/ 'festoon, tassel'

/hac/ 'to shoot, spurt'

/daoh/ 'to free'

/klap N k1ap/ 'to squeeze,

hold in tongs'.

/lah/ ,(to be) more, in

excess'

/san/ 'peace, calm'

/troj1an/ 'to festoon'.

/trabac N crabac/ 'to squeeze or

crush (fruit), express (juice),

lmead' •

/tradaoh N pdaoh/ 'to free, loose'.

/trak1ap N prakiap/ 'fork, crotch'.

/tralah N cralaeh/ 'to surpass,

exceed' •

/trasan N krasan/ ,(to be) peace

ful, calm'.



/h6/ 'onomatopoeia for a

call of acclamation or

war-cry'

/trah6/ 'to shout, cry, callI.
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3.2. Qualitative /trV-/. In the following cases /trV-/ yields de

rivatives sharing a qualitative aspect. These connote accomplishment of

the base in an essential or characteristic way, being in a state by na

ture, or being of a certain nature. In two cases this last nuance is

weakened to the extent of having comparative force reminiscent of English

-ish, as in "reddish" or "devilish".

/mul/ ,( to be) round,

spherical'

/tlin/ I(to be) soft,

supple'

/cap/ 'to seize'

/ch~/ ,(to be) deep, thick'

/weTJ/ ,(to be) long'

/lec/ 'to come out, emerge'

/saj/ 'to spread, extend'

/saTJ/ 'to go together'

/h§TJ/ 'to deafen' (VB

/-haTJ/)

/tramul/ ,(to be) oval, de

pressed' •

/tratlin N sratlin/ ,(to be)

soft, supple'.

/tracap/ 'to catch (snatch) in

mid-air, on the run'.

/trach§rj/ '(to be) deep, thick'.

/traweTJ/ '(to be) oblong, oval'.

/tralec/ 'to stick out (the

chest), thrust forward'.

/trasaj/ ,(to be) spreading,

branching, bushy, thick ' •

/tras~/ ,(to be) together, in

company' •

/trah~/ I (to be) deafening; din,

boom, commotion'.

4. Prefix /crV-/. The small number of /crV-/ derivatives in my
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data also appear to fall into two groups, factive and qualitative.

Jacob (1963: 69) indicates that IcrV-I marks the causative. Huffman

(1967: 80-1) ascribes to it the functions of causation, intensification,

attribution, and verbalization. Jacob (1968b: 178-9) does not mention its

function.

IcrolUkI 'to dip, soak, immerse'.

Icrabam N cbaml 'to take in the

hand, pick up by the handful'.

Icrabac N trabacl 'to squeeze or

crush (fruit), express (juice),

/bacl 'to shoot, spurt'

4.1. Factive IcrV-I. In the follovnng cases IcrV-I yield deriva

tives sharing a factive aspect and showing alternation with IprV-, trV-,

c-, srV-/:

*1-lUkI 'to put in, add to'

*I-baml 'to grasp'

knead' •

Icra.mep/ 'just now, a moment ago'.

Icramucl 'to_immerse'.

Icram~ajl 'to join, unite'.

Icrakit N ckitl 'to touch, cling'.

I cr~ok N sra~ekl 'to waver, sway,

teeter' •

Icrawat N cwatl 'to crisscross,

intersect' •

/l~1 'to play' (VB l-le~/) Icrale~ N prale~1 'to play to-

gether, disport'.

Ilael ,(to be) mixed, confused' Icralae N pralael 'to mix up,

Im§.p N me~ 'moment, instant'

Imticl 'to plunge'

Imuajl 'one'

Ikatl ,(to be) close '

(VB I-kit/)

I~UkI 'to shake, wag'

(VB I -~ok N -~ek/)

*I-woatl 'to cross'
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confuse'.

Ileahl Ito break up (apart) I

(VB I-leh/)

Ilahl I(to be) more, in

excess l (VB I-luah/)

Ileehl Ito break apart 1

(VB I -luah/)

IIOlJI 1 (to be) open' (VB

I -1i3I:l/)

IlCim/ 'to mix, disturb'

Icralaeh N pralaehl Ito separate,

dismember 1.

Icralaah N tralahl Ito surpass,

exceed', Icraluahl 'to go be-

yond, cross; to exaggerate;

to miss the mark I •

Icralaohl 19ap, space, interval'.

IcralolJ N pralolJl Ispace, expanse;

way, path, channell.

Icralaml Ito mix up, confuse; to

disturb, upset l •

4.2. Qualitative IcrV-I. In the following cases IcrV·-I yields de-

rivatives sharing a qualitative aspect indistinguishable from the quali

tative function of ItrV-, krV-, srV-I:

Imuan/ l(to be) strong,

robust' •

Iqahl I(to be) wanton, lewd I

/q'ohl I to pull, drag'

Iwehl ,(to be) apart, parted'

Icramuan/ ,(to be) firm, solidI.

I craqahl 1 (to be) obscene I •

Icraq'ohl ,(to be) listless, lan

guid, apathetic , •67

Icrawehl ,(to be) hanging, agape,

pendulous (as lips) 1.

S. Prefix IkrV -I. The small number of IkrV-I derivatives in my

data appear to fall into three groups: factive, specializing, and quali

tative. Alternation occurs with IprV-, t-, trV-, k-I but not with IcrV-I.
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Jacob (1963: 69) notes that /krV-/ forms attributive verbs. Huffman

(1967: 81) finds that it marks causation, intensification, and verbaliza

tion. Jacob (1968b: 179) identifies its function as one of restricting

the meaning of the word base.

5.1. Factive /krV-/. In the following cases /krV-/ yields deriva

tives sharing a factive aspect:

/~/ 'ring, round' (VB

/-WOl:J/)

/san/ 'peace, calm'

/la'awalJ/ 'to roll (coil) up'.

/krasan N ksan N trasan/ ,(to be)

peaceful, calm, prosperous'.

5.2. Specializing /krV-/. In the following cases /krV-/ yields

derivatives in which a restrictive aspect is added to the idea of the

base either through a marked narrowing of the semantic range or through

development of metaphorical senses not originally associated with the

base:

*/-tak/ '(to be) slovenly'

/cal/ 'svdrl, eddy, rush (of

water) ,

/Wf,lJ/ ,(to be) long'

/wiaj/ 'to beat, thrash'

/w!rl/ 'to turn, revolve'

/wol/ ,(to be) preoccupied'

(VB /-wl/)

/lec/ 'to come out, emerge'

/kratak N pratak/ ,(to be)

scrawled, scribbled, illeg

ible' •

/kracal/ 'confluence of noxious

humors: inflammation'.

/krawf,lJ/ 'to throw away'.

/krawaj/ 'pain, anguish'.

/kraw!rl/ 'ring, ferrule, loop'.

/krawCil/ 'concern, anxiety'.

/kralec/ 'to break loose'.



/l{at/ 'to spread, display'

(VB / -loat/)

/16t/ 'to jump'

*/-haj/ ,(to be) steaming, hot'

/kra.lat ... klat/ 'to open (the

eyes, mouth, legs) wide'.

/kra.laot ... klaot ... tlaot/ '(of

eYes) to start from their

sockets, protrude'.

/kra.haj/ '(to be) burning; to

smart, burn'.
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5.3. Qualitative /krV-/. In the foll~ring cases /krV-/ yields de

rivatives sharing an aspect which presents the predication of the base as

an essential or characteristic quality:

/pUl/ 'poison'

/taan/ '(to be) strong'

/Jl8Jt! 'to twist, frown'

(VB / -JleJ1/)

/w{an/ 'to roll up, twist'

/we~/ ,(to be) long'

/wf..a~/ 'to turn, bend'

(VB /-we~/)

/w!lI/ 'to turn around'

(VB I-well)

/wf..al/ 'wide, open space'

/kra.pul/ '(to be) sickening,

nauseating' •

/kra.taan/ '(to be) strong, solid,

strong-limbed, povTerful'.

/kra.Jl8J1/ '(to be) tv;rj.sted, wry

(of a face)', /kra.JleJl/ I(to

be) twisted, bent, deformed'.

/kra.w{an/ '(to be) coiled up,

doubled up' •

/kra.we~/ ,(to be) far apart'.

/kra.we~/ I to turn, spin, whirl'.

/kra.wel/ 'to revolve; to roam,

explore' •

/kra.wal/ 'space, expanse; world'.



/mul/ I(to be) massed, grouped'

/t!ap/ I(to be) low, humble I

*/-lW I (to be) fond of l

*/-dej/ Ito utter l

/lup/ Ito cover, shade'
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6. Prefix /srV-/. The small number of /srV-/ derivatives in my

data appear to fall into the same three groups as the /krV-/ derivatives:

factive, specializing, and qualitative. Alternation occurs with /prV-,

trV-, crV-, s-/ but not with /krV-/.

Jacob (1963: 69) identifies this prefix as an intensifier and a

quantifier. Huffman (1967: 80) finds that it marks intensification, spe

cialization, and verbalization. Jacob (1968b: 179) states that it re

stricts the meaning of the word base.

6.1. Factive /srV-/. In the following cases /srV-/ yields deriva

tives sharing a factive aspect:

/sramul/ Ito collect, unite l •

/srat!ap/ Ito make an obeisance,

prostrate oneself ' •

/srala~ Ito like, love ' •

/sradej N sdej/ Ito say, speak l •

/sralup N pralup/ 'dusk, twi-

light ' •

6.2. Specializing /srV-/. In the following cases /srV-/ yields

derivatives in which a restrictive aspect is added to the idea of the

base either through a marked narrowing of the semantic range or through

development of metaphorical senses:

/m!alJ/ Ito bend I

/bb~ Ito twist l

/bak/ Ito blow, puff I (VB

/-b1ik/)

/sram!alJ/ Ito squat, crouch; to

cower, lurk I•

/ sraboJl/ Ito make a wry face I •

/srab1ik N sb1ik/ 'moment l •



/tUm/ l(to be) ripe, old'

/toap/ ,(to be) facing, con

tiguous' (VB I -top/)

/~Ukl 'to shake, wag, nod'

(VB I-~ek, -~ok, -~fak/)

/lfapl 'to smear, oil'

Iloatl 'to skin, peel' (VB

/-lfat/)

Ilahl ,( to be) apart.'

Ilutl 'to grow'

Irocl I (to be) bright, bril

liant' (VB I-loci)
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Isratliml ,(to 'be) dark; dark

ness, night'.

Isratoapl 'covering, layer, bed',

Isratopl 'sheath around the

trunk of a banana plant I •

Isra~ek N cra~okl 'to waver, sway,

teeter', Isr<I.1Jakl '(to be)

downcast, dejected'.

I sralapl 'to rub with oil'.

Isralatl 'to (lay) bare, strip'.

Isralahl 'to get free, break

loose' •

Isralutl ,(to be) tall, high'.

Isralaoc N sraocl 'to shine out,

stand out, be conspicuous I •

6.3. Qualitative IsrV-I. In the following cases IsrV-I yields de

rivatives sharing an aspect which presents the predication of the base as

an essential or characteristic quality:

Ipyll ,( to be) d:i.1n'

ItUn/ l(to be) soft, supple'

/~~I '(to be) gracious'

lkiltl ,(to be) right, true'

Israpyll '(to be) dim, indis

tinct' •

Isratlin N tratUn! ,(to be) soft,

supple' •

Israp~~1 ,(to be) gracious, charm

ing, affable'.

Israkiltl ,(to be) wise'.



/l!ep/ '(good) luck'

/1Ym/ '(to be) indistinct'

/lup/ 'to cover, shade'

/sral!ep/ '(to be) lucky'.

/sralYm/ ,(to be) indistinct,

dim, vague, confused'.

/sralnp/ ,(to be) dark, somber'.
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CHAPTER VI

NONSYLLABIC INFIXATION

1. General. The infixational subsystem of modern Khmer is divis-

ible into two series, namely nonsyllabic infixes and a single syllabic

infix, /-Vmn- N -VN-/. The total number of derivatives by infixation on

which this and the next chapter are based i.s shown in Table IX.

Nonsy11abic infixes consist of a simple consonant which is inserted

into the interior of the word base directly after the initial and which

forms a consonant cluster with the latter. Insofar as the formation of

consonant clusters is concerned, two exceptions to this statement are ex

plained by the nonoccurrence or rarity of /b, d, n, p, ~, q, w, j, h/ as

prior members of clusters. 68 One type of exception is seen in the deriva

tion /jUm/ 'to weep' + /-b-/ > /j6bamJ 'weeping', instead of */jbamJ. The

other type of exception is seen in the derivation /qa/ 'to saw' + /-n-/ >

/qana/ I Sa'l-T 1, instead of */qna/.

Six nonsy11abic infixes are described here: /-b-, -m-, -n-, -r-,

-1-, -h-/. The functions of the first three of these are fairly clear;

those of the other three are vague. In addition to these six, */-c-, -~-,

-w-/ are treated as a residue of possible relic infixes regarding which

little can be said without further work. It is worth noting here that Mas

pero (1915: 208-9) and after him Gehr (1951: 80) recognize /b, t, d, c, k,

w, r, 1, s/ and the nasals as nonsyl1abic infixes, in other words the en

tire consonant inventory except /p, q, y, hi. Both add that in general

the simple infixes serve to form instrumental derivatives, though /-m-/

is distinctively agentival.

2. Infix /-b-/. Infix /-b-/, which has the allomorph /-6b-/ only



Nonsyllabic Syllabic

Primary Secondary

Derivatives Derivatives

-b- 37 -Vmn- 224 -VN- 364

-m- 24 bVN- 223

-n- 97 dVN- 35

-r- 28 cVN- 51

-1- 16 kVN- 61

-h- 28 sVN- 56

LVN- 60

Total 230 224 486 364

Grand total: 1,304

TABLE IX: TOTAL DffiIVATIVES BY INFIXATION.
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in the form Ij6bam/ cited above, is one of the less common nonsyllabic

infixes in my data (Table IX). Not found after labial base initials, it

occurs as a postinitial after It, c, k, r, 1, s/.

I-b-I derivatives appear to fall into three functional groups: re

sultative, similative, and agentival-instrumental.

Jacob (1963: 66, 69) accepts a I-b-I infix and indicates that it

forms derivatives denoting the lI object made." Huffman (1967: 91, 92-3)

also accepts i.t and finds that it marks resultative and instrumental nom

inalization as well as specialization. Jacob (1968b: 184) includes I-b-I

among the less common infixes and states that it forms nouns indicating

the object achieved by the action of a verb.

2.1. Resultative I-b-I. In the following cases I-b-I yields deriv

atives in which the predication of the base is presented from the point

of view of the nonabstract result achieved by its accomplishment, in some

instances with the added nuance of a single or typical realization of the

base idea:

Ical 'to plant in a row'

Icapl 'to hold, restrain'

Ika~1 Ito join, unite'

Ikiahl 'to place on'

/jiim/' to weep'

lriapl 'to prepare, arrange'

Irianl 'to learn'

Icbal 'flower bed, pleasure

garden' •

Icbapl '(social) restraint: cus

tom, customary law, tradition'.

Ikba.IJI 1to cup the hands'.

Ikbiahl 'diacritic placed over

a character'.

Ij6baml 'weeping, tears'.

Irbiapl 'c>rrangement, disposition'.

Irbian/ 'learning, knowledge'.
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/r{aD/ ,(to be) continuous' /rblaD/ 'continuity; persever-

ance' •

/-lip/)

/-rYan/)

/lak! 'to rai se '

/l!aj/ 'to mix'

/rbaj/ 'labor force impressed

into corvee; sequestered pro

perty' •

/rb5m/ 'clew, coil, ball'.

/lbaeI;J! 'basketry, woven work of

split bamboo or osiers'.

/lbaj/ 'variety, miscellany'.

/lbae/ '(act of) folly, rashness'.

/lbYan N rbyan/ '(instance of)

speed or agility'.

/lbaj/ 'fame, reputation'.

/lbap/ '(act of) confiscation;

confiscated property'.

/lbaak/ 'building; (act of)

establishment' •

/lbuaD/ 'cajolery; fraud'.

/lb5k/ 'sale'.

/lbak/ 'groove, slot; molding'.

/lbuk/ '(a night's) sleep; nap'.

/lbaD/ 'trial, test, experiment'.

/sbaaj/ '(act of) raising; re-

lief' •

2.20 Similative /-b-/. In the following cases /-b-/ yields deriv-

/luaD/ 'to coax, beguile'

/luak/ 'to sell'

/lok/ 'to groove'

/liik/ 'to sleep I

/IOD/ 'to try, test'

/saaj/ 'to roll or tuck up,

raise'

/riim/ 'to wind into a ball'

/ly/ 'to hear' (VB /-li/)

/lap/ 'to confiscate' (VB

/lae/ ·(tobe) mad, foolish'

/lYan/ ,(to be) swift' (VB

/reD/ 'to plait' (VB /-leD/)

/raj/ 'to commandeer'

atives, possibly factive at one time, which share the notion of metaphor

ical specialization and designate actions or objects which are felt to be
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like the base predication:

/dorJ/ 'coconut'

/rut/ 'to slide, glide'

/luak/ 'to sell'

/sat/ 'to preen, comb'

/tbor;l! '(human) head'.

/rbot/ 'to slip, cave in'.

/lbak/ ,(to be) venal, merce-

nary' •

/sbat/ 'to tend, take care of'.

2.3. Agentival-Instrumental /-b-/. In the following cases /-b-/

yields derivatives which present the predication of the base from the

point of view of that which or the one who accomplishes it, or from the

point of view of the means by which it is accomplished:

/dot/ 'to cook over a fire'

/dal/ 'to pound (rice)'

/rgrJ/ 'to sift, screen'

/luarJ/ Ito coax, beguile'

(VB / -ruarJ/)

/18rJ/ 'to play' (VB !",lgIj/)

/i1.ap/ " t;) smear, cover'

(VB / -loap/)

/leah/ 'to divide, separate'

/lup/ 'to cover, shade'

/tbot/ 'to place (meat) between

cooking-sticks,.69

/tbal/ '(rice) mortar'.

/rbagrj/ 'sifter, sieve'.

/rbuar;J/ 'quack, mountebank'.

/lbaql! 'amusement, game'.

/lbap/ 'alluvium, silt, mud'.

/lbah/ 'punctuation mark indicating

strophes, paragraphs, and chap-

ters' •

/lbap/ 'alluvium; a surfacing

for blackboards' .

3. Infix /-m-/. Infix /-m-/ has the allomorph /-rVm-/, which

varies freely with it in the two forms /pmqn N pram~ 'hunter' and
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/pmak N pramak/ 'drinker' and occurs nowhere else in my data. /-m-/ is

one of the less common infixes (Table IX). It occurs with primary bases

having initial /b, t, d, c, k, r, 1, sf; in addition, four secondary

bases with initial/ph, ch, kh/ are listed hereafter. In these the post

initial /h/ is replaced by the infix.

The functions of /-m-/ fall fairly clearly into two groups, one

agentival, the other resultative. An interesting subgroup of the former

consists of derivatives with attributive verbal meanings presupposing

agentival meanings.

Jacob (1963: 66, 69) accepts /-m-/ and its /-rVm-/ allomorph and in-

dicates that it forms nominalized derivatives referring to the agent of

the base p!edication; she also notes a causative /-m-/, mentioned below.

Huffman (1967: 93-4) recognizes /-m-/ but apparently not /-rVm-/; he ob

serves that /-m-/ marks agentival nominalization, attribution, and causa

tion, illustrating causation with the single form /lmah/, regarding which

more is said below under /rmah/. Jacob (1968b: 183-4) states that /-m-/

denotes the agent of the base predication, forms nouns, and marks the

causative. 70

3.1. Agentival /-m-/. In the following cases /-m-/ Yields deriva

tives which designate the agent of the base predication. In some cases

these are verbalized and acquire a similative or qualitative association.

/phak/ 'to drink'

/b~ 'to shoot, fire' (VB

I-baN)

/pmak/ 'one who drinks, drinker;

(to be) drunk'.

/pmc9Jl N pramaJl/ 'one who shoots

a weapon: bowman, rifleman,

hunter' •



Itakl '( to be) powerful'

(VB I-tak/)

Idaal 'to go (on foot), walk,

march, journey'

Itaanl ,(to be) robust,

vigorous'

Ichla~1 'to avert; (to be)

oblique'

/c'funl Ito watch, guard'

I chakl 'to carry off by

force'

Ikan/ 'to hold, bear'

IkhfuJl Ito oppose, bar'

Irahl 'to pick, choose; (to

be) choosy, willful' (VB

I-Iah/) 71

Irtitl 'to run (away) ,

Iluacl 'to steal, rob'

Ilopl ,(to be) greedy'

Isap/ ,(to be) involved, con-

fused'

Ih6

Itmakl 'powerful person; (to be)

powerful' •

Itmaal 'one who walks: foot-

traveler, foot-soldier, pedes-

trian' •

Itmaanl 'robust person; (to be)

robust' •

Icmla~1 'one who averts his eyes;

to look out of the corner of

one's eyes'.

Icmam/ 'watchman, guard'.

Icmakl 'thief, abductor'.

Ikmanl 'holder, bearer'.

Ikmat:ll 'opponent, adversary'.

Irmah N lmah/ 'one who is willful,

unmanageable; (to be) disobe-

dient, recalcitrant, rebelliolis'.

Irmtitl 'fugitive, renegade'.

Ilmuac/ 'thief, robber'.

Ilmopl 'greedy person, glutton;

vulture; (to be) greedy, glut-

tonous'.

Ismapl 'one who is involved or

confused; (to be) tangled,

complicated' •



/som! 'to beg, implore' /smom/ 'beggar'.
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3.2. Resultatiye /-m:L. In the following cases /-m-/ yields de

rivatives which designate the result of the base predication:

*/-teah/ 'to raise, erect,72

/cua~/ Ito trade, deal'

/reah/ 'to scrape, scratch'

(VB / -leah/)

/luac/ 'to rob, steal'

/set/ 'to melt, smelt'

/son/ 'to model, work clay'

/tmeah/ 'watch tovler I•

/cmua~/ 'trade, traffic; busi

ness deal'.

/rmoah N lmeah/ 'itch,.73

/lmuac/ 'theft'.

/smat/ 'smelting; cast articles'.

/smon/ 'pottery, ceramics 1.

4. Infix /-n-/. Infix /-n-/ manifests two allomorphs, /-Vn-/ and

/-rVn-/, in addition to /-n-/ itself. The first is seen in two derivatives

of bases with initial /q/: /qa/ 'to saw' > /qana/ 'saw' and /qap/ 'to

support' > /qanap/ 'support',74 in both cases V being /a/ instead of /a/.

The second is seen in 20 derivatives of bases with initial /p, b, t, d,

c, s/ and shows alternation with /-n-/: /pnok N pranuk/ 'heap, hump,

hillock, knoll'. Allomorph /-n-/ occurs with primary bases in initial /p,

b, t, d, c, k, r, sf; no cases of base-initial /1/ have been met with.

In addition, the data given hereafter include derivatives from two second

ary bases in which postinitial /h/ is replaced by the infix: /chbt/ Ito

make a line, gash or furrow' > /cnbt/ 'line' and /cnaot/ 'paper with writ

ing on it', and /kh6/ 1 (to be) furious' > /kn6/ 'fury I (note that the lat

ter base is Skt/p ghora 'dreadful, violent').

The principal and typical function of / -n-/ is the formation of

agentival-instrumental derivatives. Secondary functions are the formation
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of resultatives and of locatives. The latter appear to be a mere subgroup

of the instrumentals, from which they are not always easily distinguished:

is /tranUm/ 'perch' a device or a place for birds to roost on, is /cnoan/

'pedal, stirrup' a device or a place for setting the foot on or in? With

/tnal/ 'place for growing plants: seed bed' and /tna/ 'place for putting

things on: shelf', the places in question seem themselves to be instru

ments for accomplishment of the base idea. All such moot forms have been

assigned to the instrumentals. 75

Maspero (1915: 210, 211-2, 221) recognizes /-n-/ and its /-Vn-/ al-

lomorph, but takes both as environmentally conditioned allomorphs of a

general nasal infix which is also manifested as /-m-/ and /-VN-/. The

/-rVn-/ allomorph he assigns to infix /-r-/. His general nasal infix is

treated as distinct from the set of "infj.xes proper" mentioned in section

1, though he does not show how it is distinct; as has been said, he con

siders all of the infixes except agentival /-m-/ to have an instrumental

function. Gehr (1951: 79) paraphrases Maspero. Jacob (1963: 66, 69) ac

cepts /-n-/, its /-rVn-/ allomorph, and also an assimilating /-VN-/ allo

morph. 76 These three are identified as forming nominalized derivatives

designating utensils. Huffman (1967: 91, 105) recognizes /-n-/ as an in

strumental nominalizer and /-rVn-/ as marking nominalization and special

ization, though he does not appear to accept their relationship. Jacob

(1968b: 183-4) again accepts /-n-/ and /-rVn-/, but this time indicates

that the first denotes the utensil by which the base idea is accomplished

while the second, marking nominalization, denotes the "object achieved by

the action of the verb. 1I

4.1. Agentival-Instrumental /-n-/. In the following cases /-n-/
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yields derivatives which designate the agent or the instrument of accom

plishment of the base idea:

/pen/ 'to coil'

/peak/ 'to lean, rest'

/baek/ 'to break (off)'

/bualJ/ 'to do up the hair'

/bot/ 'to press out'

/bok/ 'hump (of an ox),

/boll 'to twitter'

/baoh/ 'to crush, roll'

/po/ 'to carryon the back'

/de/ 'to sew, stitch'

*/-teah/ 'to raise, erect'??

/teak/ 'to snare, trap'

/dal/ 'to grow'

/t9/ 'to put (down) on'

/pnen/ 'that (part) which is

coiled up: coil (of a snake) '.

/pneak/ 'device for resting some

thing on: prop, stay, support'.

/pnaek N pranagk/ 'fragment, chip,

splinter; piece, part'.

/pnualJ/ 'that which is done up:

knot, chignon ' •

/pnot/ 'cowlick, feather'.

/~bk N pranuk/ 'hump-like forma

tion: heap, rick, hill; plat

form, dais'.

/pnol/ 'that which is twittered:

omen, portent, sign'.

/pnaoh/ 'cane crusher, cotton gin'.

/prano/ 'back basket, pack'.

/tne/ 'that which is sewn: needle-

work' •

/tneah/ 'that which is raised above

ground level: hunter's shack (on

piling) '.

/tneak/ 'snare, trap; lure'.

/tnal/ 'growing place: seed bed I •

/tn9 N-tron9/ 'device or place



ItYml ,(to be) in front'

ItYml 'to yoke'

I dakl Ito lead'

Ituahl 'to bar, block, dam'

I dol 'to trade, exchange'

Idaotl 'to skewer, impale'

IdaoIl 'to punt'

lda~1 'to catch in a net'

Ictall 'to reach, get to'

Iticl 'to sting, prick, bite'

Itupl Ito obstruct'

Itfunl 'to perch'

Itull 'to carry on the head'

It!apl ,(to be) low; to

spread dawn' (VB I-toap/)

for putting things on or in:

stand, shelf, rack; tray for

fruit; storeroom, granary'.

ItnYml 'that which goes in front;

royal standard or ensign, re-

galla' •

ItnYmI 'tie-beam, stringer'.

Itnakl ,(to be) tractable, docile,

amenable' • 78

Itnuahl 'dam, weir'.

Itnbl 'means or medium of exchange:

barter price, purchase price'.

Itnaot N tranaotl liron needle for

filing papers; spitted meat;

ligature of 600 sapeques'.

Itnaol/ 'punting pole' •

Itn~1 'net!.

Itnall 'access, way, roadway, em-

banked causeway'.

Itronicl 'stinger, thorn, fang'.

Itronupl 'barricade; dam'.

ItronUm/ 'perch'.

Itronull 'burden carried on the

head' •

Itronoapl 'mat, carpet, cloth'.



/to~/ 'stem, leafstalk'

/cul/ 'to stitch, net'

/cna/ '(straight) line, row'

/cnat/ 'to encircle (the head)'

/cnal/ 'to hire, engage'

/cak/ 'to plug, stop up'

/caot/ 'to draw lots'

/chot/ 'to make a line, gash,

furrow' (VB /-caot/)

/caan/ 'to step, tread'

/cik/ 'to dig'

/kfap/ ito squeeze, press'

/k1ah/ 'to scrape'

/kae~/ Ito come from the side'

/kat/ 'to determine'

/kac/ 'to break off, snap'

/trono~/ 'spatula,.79

/cnul/ 'large net-maker's

needle' .

/cnne/ 'line-like device: pole,

rail; line, lineage'.

/cnuat/ 'crown, turban'.

/cnnal/ 'means of hire: pay,

wage, fee, rent'.

/cnok/ 'plug, stopper, bung'.

/cnaot/ 'method of drawing lots:

draw, raffle, lottery; that

(lot) which is drawn: lot,

chance' •

/cnaot/ 'that on which lines have

been made: paper with writing

on it'.

/cnaan! 'pedal, treadle; footrest,

stirrup' •

/cronik/ 'digging tool, pick,

mattock' •

/kniap/ '(screw-) press, vice'.

/knlah/ 'scraping tool, scraper'.

/knae~/ 'transverse road; bud,

twig' •

/knat/ 'measuring stick, ruler'.

/knac/ 'that which has been broken

off: small sticks or rodo used



*/-kah/ 'to fasten together'

/kaep/ 'to clutch, pick up in

the fist'.

/kaej/ 'to rest (the head) on'

/kUep/ 'to join, unite'

/kuec/ 'to twist, tie'

/kaoh/ 'to scrape, grate'

/kaoh/ 'to hold, restrain'

/ko/ 'to heap up'

/kal/ 'to hold up' (VB / -kalj)

/qa/ 'to saw'

/qap/ 'to support'

/rlep/ '(to be) flat, level'

/ree~/ 'to close (up)'

/rUk/ 'to force or ram into'

/roeh/ 'to scrape, rake'

/slet/ 'to insert'

as counters'.

/knah/ 'pin, peg, line; to pin,

dowel, string (coins) on a

line'.

/knaep/ 'fistful, handful'.

/knaej/ 'device or place for

resting the head: pillow'.

/knuep/ 'unit, entity'.

/knuec/ '(rattan or osier) ties,

withes (for basketwork) '.

/knaoh/ 'rasp, grater, currycomb'.

/knaoh/ 'fetters, hobbles; shack-

les, handcuffs, leg-irons'.

/kno/ 'heap, hoard; knoll, hill'.

/knal/ 'holder, stand; support'.

/qana/ 'saw'.

/qanap/ 'support, brace, stay'.

/rnlep/ 'that which (place) which

is flat: flat surface, flooring

of crushed bamboo'.

/rnee~/ '(window) screen, shade,

shutter' •

/rnUk/ 'bolt, sliding bar' •

/rnoeh/ 'rake, harrow'.

/sniet/ 'peg, pintle, plug; wedge'.



/ saeIJ/ 'to carry between

two persons'

/sa/ 'to roll or pick up'

/sarn/ 'to make a mark or sign'

/sac/ 'to eject'

/sc~ N s~/ 'to raise, erect'

/sat/ 'to preen, comb'

/sua/ 'to cross (a river) over

a log'

/sap/ 'to pump, suck'

/ sa:!J/ 'to pay back'

/saIJ N s~/ 'to raise, erect'

/sna6IJ/ 'poles or shafts for car

rying a litter; litter, palan-

quint •

/sna/ 'collapsible part of the

roof of a small boat'.

/snarn/ 'mark, sign, scar; track,

trace. imprint'.

/snac/ 'ejector: bucket of a

water wheel'.

/snaIJ/ 'fencing: pen, paddock;

to drive (cattle) into a pen'.

/snat/ 'comb'.

/snua/ 'log, plank or pole used

as a footbridge'.

/snap/ 'pump, bellows'.

/sna:!J/ 'repayment, return, re

placement I •

/sranaIJ/ 'watch tower; hunting

canopy on piles'.
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4.2. Locative /-n-/. In the following cases /-n-/ yields deriva

tives which designate the place, in space or time, in which the predica

tion of the base is accomplished or the place, part or state achieved by

accomplishment of the base:

/p6n/ Ito sit upon the

crossed legs'

/pn6n/ 'the horizontal plane

formed by sitting upon the

crossed legs: lap'.



/buah/ 'to enter religious

orders' •

/bat/ 'to turn, bend, fold'

/dak/ 'to place'

/taIJ/ 'to lengthen, grow out'

(VB / -t8.IJ/)

/dak/ 'to fold, twist'

/tic/ 'to sting, prick, bite'

/cW 'to watch, wait'

/kaat/ 'to be born, develop'

/rial/ Ito wallow'

/riit/ 'to cover, lay down

upon' (VB /=rut/)
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/pnuah/ 'religious orders'.

/pnat/ 'the line formed by fold-

ing: fold, crease, wrinkle'.

/tnak/ 'the place or point at

which (something) is placed:

step, degree, station, grade'.

/tn'fu;)/ 'part formed by growth:

section (of bamboo or cane);

node, joint'.

/tnak/ 'the space, pocket or re

cess formed by folding in the

ends of the sarong (for hold

ing objects) , •

/tranic/ 'the point on the body

where one is stung: sting,

prick, bite'.

/cnam/ 'the period in which one

waits out (the crops): season,

year' •

/knaat/ 'the period in which the

moon waxes'.

/rnial/ 'to sprawl (on the

ground) , •80

/rnut/ 'the part on which flooring

is laid down: jois~'.



4.3. Resultative /-n-/. In th~ following cases /-n-/ yields de-

rivatives which designate the result of accomplishment of the predication

of the base:

*/ -bffiJ/ 'to fight'

/tak/ ,(to be) concerned'

Idol Ito trade, exchange'

/tap/ ,(to be) new, recent; to

make new, renew, invent'

/tUk/ 'to keep, hold to'

/tam/ 'to forgo, renounce'

/chot/ 'to make a line, gash,

furrow'

/kho/ ,(to be) furious'

/koat/ Ito tighten, cinch up'

/san/ 'peace, calm'

/sok/ ,(to be) content'

/pranaD/ 'match, contest'.

/tnak N tranak/ 'uneasiness,

concern, anxiety'.

/tno/ 'trade, exchange'.

/tronap/ 'renewal, renovation,

restoration I •
._~-"

/tronUk/ 'constancy'.

/tranam/ 'abstinence; fast, diet'.

/cnot/ 'gash, groove, incision,

streak' •

/kno/ 'fury, wrath'.

/knoat/ 'constriction, dis-

comfort' •

/sranan/ 'bliss, happiness'.

/sranok/ 'contentment'.

5. Infix /~r-/. One of the less common infixes in my data is

/-r-/, which appears to be restricted to primary bases with initial /p,

t, c, k, sf.

The primary function of /-r-/ appears to be the formation of deriv-

atives showing specialization of their respective bases. Secondary func-

tions appear to be the formation of factive, causative, and agentival de-

rivatives.

Maspero (1915: 208, 210, 221) accepts an /-r-/ infix as well as an
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/-rVn-/ allomorph of it; he says nothing of its function beyond the blan

ket statement already referred to, to the effect that all of the infixes

except /-m-/ are instrumentals. Gehr (1951: 80) merely paraphrased Mas

pero. Neither Jacob (1963: 66; 1968b: 183-4) nor Huffman (1967: 91) re

cognize /-r-/ as an infix.

5.1. Specializing /-r-/. In the following cases /-r-/ yields de

rivatives showing specialization with reference to the word bases on which

they are built:

/bae/ 'to turn, veer'

*/-baeh/ 'to break up, divide'

/bah/ 'to rise up, reject'

/baoh/ 'to plant, sow'

/dam/ 'to plant, insert'

/cek/ 'to part' (VB /-c!ak/)

/C!~f/ I(to be) noisy'

/cap/ 'to spring, bound'

*/-cuaj/ 'to shake'

/c6/ '(of the sea) to rise,

be high'

/coam/ ,(to be) livid, soiled'

/cok N cak/ 'to stop, plug up'

/mp/ ,(to be) united'

/prae/ 'to turn around, change,

convert, alter'.

/praeh/ 'to crack, split, come

apart' •

/prah/ 'to overthrow, expel'.

/praoh/ 'to sow broadcast'.

/tram/ 'to immerse, soak; to

pickle' •

/crek N cr!ak/ 'to split, rip'.

/cr!aw/ I(to be) shrill, keen'.

/crap/ '(to be) rough, uneven'.

/cruaj/ Ito stir, disturb'.

/cre/ ,(to be) deep'.

/croam/ 'soiled, soaked ground

under the kitchen: muck'.

/crak/ 'to cram, stuff'.

/krtip/ ,(to be) complete, enough'.
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/ko~/ ,(to be) placed over'

(VB / -ko~, -kCi.r.J/)

/kro~/ 'to shelter, protect,

watch over', /kro~/ 'to cover,

shelter, rule, /kra~/ 'shel-

/sat/ 'to pick, remove im-

/hop/ I to eat' (VB / -sop/)

/sa~/ 'to raise, erect' (VB

ter, cage, hutch, granary'.

/kr~/ 'to wreathe, weave'.

/sran/ 'to subside, slack off;

lull, respite'.

/srat/ 'to sift out, clean,

whiten (rice) '.

/srop/ 'to consume, ingest, im

bibe' •

/sr~/ ,(to be) raised on piles;

(to be) high, tall, exhuberant'.

In the following cases / -r-/ appears to

purities'

/-s~/)

5.2. Factive /-r-/.

/k~/ 'ring, circle, wheel;

to illlite'

/san/ 'peace, calm'

yield derivatives showing a factive nuance:

/cia~/ ,(to be) inclined'

/caot/ 'precipice'

/koam/ 'to bear, sustain'

(VB /-kiam/)

/cria~/ 'to incline, lean'.

/craot/ ,(to be) steep, sheer'.

/kriam/ 'endurance, tolerance'.

5.3. Causative /-r-/. In the following cases /-r-/ yields deriva

tives sharing a causative nuance:

/coap/ ,(to be) taken in, at

tracted' (VB /-ciap/)

/kiak/ 'to encircle'

/criap/ 'to absorb, soak up; to

acquire' .

/kriak/ 'to wrap (a line) aroillld;

to make fast, attach, tie'.



5.4. Agentival /-r-/. In the following cases /-r-/ yields deriva-

tives sharing an agentival nuance:

/poet/ 'to entwine, coil

around'

/kan/ 'to hold, bear' (VB

/-kan/)

/kap/ 'to cover, conceal'

/proet/ 'that which is lashed

around something: thong,

strap' •

/kran/ 'holder for fire: brazier'.

/krUp/ 'cover, lid; to cover'.

6. Infix /-1-/. The least common of the nonsyllabic infixes in my

data is /-1-/, which occurs with primary bases having initial /b, t, d,

c, k, r, s/ and with secondary bases having initial /ph, th, ch/.

The only discernible function of /-1-/ appears to be specializa-

tion.

Maspero (1915: 208-10) and Gehr (1951: 80) accept an /-1-/ infix

but do not mention its specific function. Jacob (1963: 66; 1968b: 183-4)

does not recognize it. Huffman (1967: 91, 94), however, accepts it and

also takes i.ts function to be specialization.

/phiej/ 'to spread, diffuse'

/baek/ 'to deviate'

/baek/ 'to break, divide up'

*/-bah/ 'to change, repair'

/tfJrJ/ 'to balance' (VB / -tYrJ/)

/daoh/ 'to free, release'

/thoet/ ,( to be) big'

/pliej/ 'to shine, glow'.

/plagk/ ,(to be) altered, un-

re cognizable' •

/plaek/ 'lot, plot, patch'.

/plah/ 'to exchange, replace'.

/tlYrJ/ 'to weigh,.81

/tlaoh/ 'to disengage, dislocate;

trigger, sprain'.

/tloet/ ,(to be) fat, bulky'.



/choh/ 'to burn'

/chaom N caom/ '(to be) fair,

beautiful I

/chaot/ I(to be) mad, simple I

/klak/ Ito clasp, enfold I

/kaem! I(to be) different I

*/-kah/ Ito fasten together'

/r{ap/ I(to be) flat, level'

/riir.l/ ,(to be) great I

/sap/ 'to scatter, dissipate'

/sa/ '(to be) white I

/cloh/ 'to gleam, reflect ' •

/claom/ '(to be) superb, grand ' •

/claot/ ,(to be) senseless,

stupid' •

/kllak/ 'to hold under the arm;

armpit' •

/klaem/ ,(to be) mixed, varied ' •

/klah/ 'to secure, stitch, peg l •

/rl{ap/ I(to be) even, on a

level with'.

/rlfiD/ ,(to be) broad, spacious ' •

/slap/ 'to die'.

/sla/ Ito whiten, cook in saucel.
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7. Infix /-h-/. Haspero (191.::;: 209) and Gehr (1951: 80) do not ac

cept an /-h-/ infix, nor do Jacob (1963: 66; 1968b: l83~4) and Huffman

(1967: 91). Evidence for such an infix, though unconvincing, is strong

enough to merit consideration.

The phonemic status of postinitial /h/ is clearly shown by minimal

pairs such as /ka/ 'to defend' : /kha/ •capstan' , /kaj/ 'to scratch' :

/khaj/ 'to appear', /kae/ Ito correct' : /khae/ Imonth I, /kao/ Ito shave'

: /khao/ Itrousers', and /kam/ Istroke' : /kham! Ito bite'. Most forms

with postinitial /h/ are either loans such as /khaet/ 'province' « P

khetta) or are derivatives by prefixation from bases with initial /h/:

/hiip/ 'to pant I > /phiip/ 'to heave, throb', /mhiip/ Ito gasp, gape I,

/thiip/ Ito choke I, /rhiip/ I (to be) foundered I. In addition to these, a
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/ph{ah/ 'plenty, abundance;

multitude' •

/chan/ 'to eat (of monks)'.

/chaj/ 'to eat'.

/chaom/ 'comeliness, splendor'.

!khat/ 'to hold fimly, secure'.

/khan/ 'to restrain, prevent'.

/khat/ 'to fasten, secure; to

fix, decide'.

/can! 'to eat (of monks) ,

/caj/ 'to eat'

/caom/ '(to be) fair, beauti-

ful'

/kfat/ 'to cinch up, tighten'

/kan/ 'to hold, halt'

/kat/ ,(to be) fim, fixed'

small number of foms have been found which fall into pairs which con

trast only to the extent that one member of each pair has a postinitial

/h/ which cannot be identified as the initial of any known-base.

In addition to the paucity of evidence in favor of it, the main ar

gument against acceptance of an /-h-/ infix is the replacement of post

initial /h/ by infixes /-m-, -n-, -1-/, already seen in cases such as

/phak/ 1to drink '> /pmak/ 1drinker', / chat/ 'to gash' > / cnat! 'gash',

and /chaot/ ,(to be) mad' > /claot/ ,(to be) stupid'. This replacement

and the possible relationship between the following foms may be recon

ciled at some future time.

Judging by the meager evidence below, /-h-/ may serve two functions:

intensification and specialization.

7.1. Intensive /-h-/.

/pfah/ '(to be) much, many'

7.2. Specializing /-h-/.

/bak/ 'to skin, bare; to fan,

blow on'

/phuk/ 'to expose to the air;

to fan, cool'.



/ta/ 'to set down, lay on'

/tUi.l! '( to be) ripe I

/c!e~/ ,(to be) askew'

/caek/ 'to divide, open'

/cak/ 'to pierce'

/co/ '(straight) line, stripe'

/kat/ 'to cut (up)' (VB / -kat/)

/kan/ 'to carry, bring'

/kak/ 'dregs, deposit' (VB

/-kak/)

/k~/ 'to spread laterally'

/klim/ 'cluster, group'

/kUap/ 'to continue'

/kUac/ 'to tie, knot'

/1Ym! I (to be) dim, dark'

/tha/ 'to set the hand to, do,

make, fashion'.

/th~/ ,(to be) full, big'.

/chia~/ 'to avert, divert'.

/chaek/ ,(to be) split, forked,

notched; slit, nock'.

/ch8.k/ Ito shear, slice'.

/cho/ 'to stand upright, be

straight, erect, plumb'.

/khat/ 'loss, injury, damage'.

/khan/ 'return, requital'.

/kh8.k/ 'to spit; to wipe the

nose' •

/kha~/ 'side, flank'.

/khlim/ 'to confine, encompass;

to hold, possess'.

/khuap/ 'duration; period'.

/khuac/ 'to twist; knot, eddy'.

/lh;Ym/ ,(to be) dull, mournful;

to mope, pine'.
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8. Residue. Considering the purpose of this study, it will not be

amiss to mention three possible infixes and the evidence in favor of them.

8.1. Infix */-c-/. Maspero (1915: 208-9, 221) and Gehr (1951: 80)

accept a /-c-/ infix but do not mention its specific function; Jacob

(1963: 66; 1968b: 183-4) and Huffman (1967: 91) do not accept it.

The following data suggest a vestigial /-c-/ infix restricted to
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prim~ and secondary bases with initial Ikl and fulfilling an intensive

or specializing function:

/hall ,(to be) worn out, frayed' > Ikhall ,(to be) self-willed, bad

tempered' (VB I -khy-l/) > Ikcyll ,( to be) lazy'.

Ikakl 'dregs, deposit' (VB I-kak/) > Ikhakl Ito spit, wipe the nose I >

Ikceekl 'to expel (foul food) from the mouth, spit out'.

Ikatl 'to cut (up)' (VB I-kat/) > Ikhatl 'loss, ruin, disaster' > Ikcatl

'to rout (an enemy); rout, stampede'.

Ikaoh N kllehl 'to hit, strike' (VB I-kohl) > Ikhohl 'to go contrary, miss,

be wrong' (VB I-khaoh/) > Ikcaohl ,(to be) deficient, defective'.

Ikoeml ,(to be) supported, flanked ' > Ikcoaml 'to stand shoulder to shoul

der, be tightly packed'.

Ika.pl 'to cover, conceal' > Ikca.pl 'to wrap up, pack, bundle'.

Ikakl '(to be) hard, stiff' > Ikcakl ,(to be) lame, game; to limp'.

8.2. Infix *I-~-I. Maspero (1915: 211-3) appears to accept an in

fix I -T,J-I, but his tlxamples show that he has in mind the velar allomorph

of infix I-VN-I. Gehr (1951: 79) specifically mentions an I-T,J-I infix but

has clearly misinterpreted Maspero. Jacob (1963: 66; 1968b: 183-4) does

not recognize such an infix. Huffman (1967: 91, 94), however, does recog

nize it. He ascribes to it the function of nominalization and illustrates

it by the single example of Isaojl 'to eat (royal)' > IST,Jaojl 'royal

food', in which the derivative is the object of the action of the verb.

The following forms suggest that I-T,J-/ may be an old infix occur

ring with primary bases having a dental initial:

ItUn! '(to be) spent, inert'

(VB I -tiienl)

ItT,Jiieni ,(to be) heavy, not

light' •



/sac/ 'to eject, project'

/saj/ 'to disperse, scatter'

/suan/ 'to tend, groom'

/srJac/ ,(to be) radiant'.

/srJaj/ 'to emit, diffuse; to

breathe, exhale'.

/srJuan/ 'to lavish attentions

on, dote on'.
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/saoj/ '(of royalty) to eat, /SiJaoj/ '(royal) food and

enjoy' drink'.

/sam/ ,(to be) fitting, proper' /srJum N srJ1am/ ,(to be) decorous,

(VB / -sam!) respectful; (to be) still,

silent, immobile,.82

8.3. Infix */-w-/. Maspero (1915: 208-10) and Gehr (1951: 80) ac-

cept a /-w-/ infix and cite a few examples of it, but do not assign it

any specific function. Neither Jacob (1963: 66; 1968b: 183-4) nor Huffman

(1967: 91) recognize it.

The following forms illustrate a possible I-w-I infix, vestigial at

most, occurring with primary bases having initial It, k, r, s/:

/tel 'to set down, lay on'

lkiakl 'to encircle'

Ikaen/ 'to levy, impress'

/kaerJ/ Ito come from the side'

Ikaehl 'to scrape, pick, re-

move'

Itwei 'to set the hand to, do,

make, fashion'.

Ikwlakl 'encirclement, embrace;

turn, rotation'.

/kwaenl '(jurisdictional) dis-

trict' •

/kwaerJ/ ,(to be) oblique, cross

wise; (to be) lame, halt'.

/kwaehl 'to pick out, dig'.



/kap/ 'to strike, slash at'

/kao~/ ,(to be) concave,

arched'

/ka~/ Iring, circle, wheel'

/rea~/ 'to watch, protect'

/saoj/ '(of royalty) to eat,

enjoy'
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/kwap/ 'lash, blow (with a rat

tan whip)'.

/kwa~/ 'arch, dome ; vault'.

/kwa~/ ,(to be) circular, ring

like, round'.

/rwea~/ Ito watch over, safeguard;

(to be) watchful, alert'.

/~laoj/ '(of royalty) to eat,

enjoy' •



CHAPTER VII

SYLLABIC INFIXATION

1. General. Modern Khmer has a single syllabic infix. This mani

fests tlV'O shapes which are in complementary distribution: /-Vmn-/, occur

ring with primary bases, and /-VN-/, occurring with secondary bases. In

both cases V represents CR /u N ua/ and OR /a/. B3 N represents /m, n, ~/,

the distribution of which is shown in Table V. Of the shape /-Vmn-/ are

the allomorphs /-arnn-/ (CR) and /-amn-/ (OR). Of the shape /-VN-/ are the

allomorphs /-i1m-, -00- (-uan-), -~-/ (CR) and/-am-, -an-, -a~-/ (OR).

Allomorphs /-00-, -uan-/ are in free variation.

The syllabic infix is inse~ted, as in the case of the nonsyllabic

infixes, into the interior of the word base directly after the initial.

The resulting derivative accordingly becomes a dissyllable in which the

initial of the base is the initial of a new presyllable. Derivatives of

primary bases regularly have main syllables with initial /nh /p6l/ 'to

utter, talk' > /parnnbl/ 'talking', /caj/ 'to spend' > /camnaj/ 'spending'.

Derivatives of secondary bases have the base postinitial as the initial

of their main syllables: /cr6/ ,(to be) deep' > /cUmr6/ 'being deep',

/pkat/ 'to cut' > /ba~kat/ 'cutting'.

Thus forms containing /-Vmn-/, being built upon primary bases, are

primary derivatives. Those with /-VN-/, being built upon secondary bases,

are typically secondary derivatives. In the examples just given, /cro/

,(to be) deep' is < /c6/ 'to mount, rise (of the sea)' + infix /-r-/,

while /pkat/ 'to cut' is < /kat/ 'to cut' + prefix /p-/.

An exception to the above patterns is introduced by a small class

of derivatives in which CVN- presyllables are followed by subdissyllabic
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main syllables: /ba.mploat/' to divert', / ca!,)kran/ 'brazier', /kamplae!,)/

,(to be) comical', /samkhan/ 'to receive a reward', /rUmph!aj/ ,(to be)

refreshing'. These are discussed below in section 3.

The essential function of the syllabic infix is to present the pre

dication of the base as a process or operation conducing to some end in

view. Without durative or perfective connotations, this processive aspect

emphasizes the acting out of the base idea. As with all Khmer derivatives,

the grammatical function of processive forms hinges upon their position

in utterances; all but a handful have developed nominal meanings or ver

bal meanings, or both. Less typical functions of the infix ~e the forma

tion of resultative, agentival-instrumental, locative, and collective de

rivatives. None of these associations appears to be intrinsic to the in

fix.

Maspero (1915: 211-4, 214-5) did not recognize an assimilating

/-VN-/ infix. Seeing Khmer primarily through its writing system, he dis

tinguished a nonassimilating /-Vm-/ from an assimilating /-(V)N-/. Under

the latter he included my agentival-instrumental /-n-I (/cnok/ 'plug',

/rnoah/ 'harrow'), my agentival /-m-/ (/cmam! Iwatchman l ), and my proces

sive /-VN-/ (/sandap/ 'teaching', /kancak/ 'to ravish', /ca!,)qap/ 'food').

Though he was well aware of the environmental conditioning of /-Vmn-/ and

his /-Vm-/, it cannot be said that he recognized the unity of the former

and my /-VN-/. Schmidt (1916: 457-8, 470) interpreted /-Vmn-/ as a IJdou

ble infix ll which included a nonassimilating / -Vm-/ and a nonsyllabie

/-n-/ to be identified with my agentival-instrumental /-n-/; to demon

strate this view he set up such progressions as /bbk/ 'hump (of an ox),

> /pnbk/ 'heap, knoll' > /bamnbk/ 'heap, pile'. He also felt that /-Vmn-/

and infix /-b-/ were probably in an allomorphic relationship. Gehr (1951:
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78-9) paraphrases Maspero's interpretation. Jacob (1963: 66, 69) recog

n1.zes both / -Vrnn-/ and / -VN-/, specifies their complementary distribution,

and identifies their function as one of general nornnalization. It will be

recalled that under /-VN-/ she includes agentival and instrumental func

tions. Huffman (1967: 94-104) distinguishes three syllabic infixes: (a)

a /-VN-/ with the primary function of resultative, instrumental, and

other types of nominalization, but which also forms causative, attribu

tive, and other verbal derivatives; (b) a nonassimilating /-Vm-/ with the

primary function of marking causation, but which also performs derogation,

specialization, verbalization, and other modifications; and (c) a /-Vrnn-/

with the primary function of forming resultative, abstract, agentival,

personal, and other nominals. Jacob (1968b: 183-4) assigns agentival and

causative as well as riominalizing functions to / -VN-/, and describes

/-Vrnn-/ as a IlNoun-former (often an abstract noun).11

The syllabic infix is by far the most common in my data, accounting

for over half of all the derivatives collected. To cite all of these forms

here would be superfluous and repetitious. Each function will therefore

be illustrated with a selection of fifteen or twenty derivatives.

Despite their functional unity, derivatives containing the /-Vrnn-/

allomorphs involve problems of analysis and description which differ from

those raised by the /-VN-/ allomorphs. The two sets of allomorphs will

consequently be treated separately.

2. /-Vrnn-/ Allomorphs. The syllabic infix is found with primary

bases having initial /p, b, t, d, c, k, q, sf. Its nonoccurrence with

primary bases having initial nasals or /j/ is not surprising (Table VI).

Its nonoccurrence with bases having initial /w, r, 1, h/ may represent a
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gap in my data, though this seems scarcely likely in view of their large

number.

Among my data are three small groups of /-Vmn-/ derivatives which

show common peculiarities.

In three cases anomalous OR bases with initial /p/ change that /p/

to /0/ before the infix, and in four cases OR bases with initial /t/

change that /t/ to /d! before the infix. Neither of these is a regular

morphophonemic change of the kind described in Chapter II, section 5.3.

The forms in question are:

/p8.k/ 'to stitch' /ba.mn8.k/ ' stitching' •

/pah/ 'to mend' /bamnah/ 'mending' •

/parJ/ 'to desire' /bamnalJ/ 'desire' •

/taelJ/ 'to manage' /damnaelJ/ 'management' •

/taJ:J/ 'to replace' /damnaJ:J/ 'replacement'.

/ta/ 'to continue' /damna/ 'continuance'.

/tC'ik/ 'to drip' /.jamnak/ 'drip; drop '.

In four cases bases with initial /d/ yield alternant derivatives

with initial /d- N s-/. This feature, presumably a manifestation of dia

lect influence, has not been met with under any other conditions. The

forms in question are:

/ dek/ 'to lie down'

/ dam! 'to plant 1

/ dak/ 'to locate, lodge'

/da.mnek N sa.mnek/ 'rest, sleep;

sleeping-place' •

/damnam N samnam/ 'land under

crops, plantation'.

/da.mnak N samnak/ 'location,

lodging' •



/daa/ 'to go (on foot)' /damnaa N samnaa/ 'journey,

progression' •
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In two cases unanalyzable secondary bases with postinitial /h/ ap

pear to yield /-Vrnn-/ derivatives instead of /-VN-/ derivatives, as is

normal: /thi1m/' (to be) bj.g' :>/tillnhiirnr--i size I, /khoc/ 'to damage' >
I

/kamhoc/ 'damage'. The forms in question are:

/thaok/ '(to be) cheap'

/khoh/ I to go wrong, be in

error'

/tarnnaok/ 'cheapness'.

/kamnoh/ 'fault, error'.

The occurrence of /-Vrnn-/ in these cases may be taken as evidence that

the derivations are incorrect and that the postinitial /h/ of the secon-

dary bases is infixed.

2.1. Processive /-Vrnn-/. In the following cases /-Vrnn-/ adds a

processive aspect to the idea of the base, presenting that idea as being

acted out at any point in time for some definite end:

/pUh/ 'to boil'

/bol/ 'to twitter'

/t!ap/ ,(to be) low'

/teah/ Ito hit, strike'

/dlal/ 'to abuse, revile'

/cik/ 'to dig'

/cuap/ 'to meet'

/cerJ 'to come (go) out'

/cap/ 'to seize'

/ku/ 'to draw, design'

/piirnnUh/ 'boiling, bubbling r •

/bamnol/ 'twittering, warbling'.

/tummap/ 'subsidence'.

/tlirnneah/ 'clapping, applause'.

/damnial/ 'abuse, scoffing'.

/ ci1mnik/ 'digging, excavation'.

/cUmnuap/ 'meeting, encounter'.

/carnnerJ 'emergence'.

/camn~p/ 'seizure, capture'.

/kUmr...u/ 'drawing, painting'.



/kaal/ 'to serve (a lord

or king)'

/kao/ 'to scrape, shave'

/ka/ 'to begin'

/quat/ 'to brag'

/qaoj/ 'to give'

/sap/ 'to sow, plant'

/sat/ 'to melt, smelt'

/kUmnoal/ 'attendance (on a lord

or king); audience'.

/kcrmnao/ 'shaving, tonsure'.

/kamna/ 'beginning'.

/qamnuat/ 'bragging'.

/qamnaoj/ 'giving, presentation'.

/samnap/ 'sowing, planting'.

/ samnat/ 'casting'.
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2.2. Resultative /-Vmn-/. In the follm~ing cases /-Vmn-/ yields

derivatives which designate the result achieved, concrete or abstract, by

accomplishment of the base idea:

/p~/ 'to take refuge'

/put N bot/ 'to compress'

/ba~k/ 'to break'

/bal/ 'to lend money'

/tic/ 'to sting, bite'

/dYrJ/ 'to know'

/cfra/ 'to believe'

/cua/ 'to place in a row'

/c5I;]/ 'to dress t'lOod'

/cah/ 'to go down'

/kft/ 'to think'

/kuh/ 'to scratch, draw a

line'

/kaen/ 'to levy, requisition'

/pUmn~/ 'refuge, shelter'.

/PUmnut N bamnot/ 'pellet, wad'.

/bamnMk/ 'piece, part'.

/bamn5l/ 'loan, debt'.

/tUmnic/ 'sting, bite'.

/ damnYIJ/ 'knowledge, informa

tion' .

/cfunnfra/ 'belief, faith' •

/cUmnua/ 'row, line, series' •

/camn5I;]/ ' shavings, chips' •

/camn5h/ 'tonnage, burden' •

/kiimnYt/ 'thought, notion, idea' •

/kUmnuh/ 'paraph, nourish; dia-

critic mark'.

/kCl1llI1Mn/ 'impressed l3.borers,



Ikatl 'to cut'

Ikaatl 'to be born'

Isakl 'to mark, brand'

Isbnl 'to model, work clay'

confiscated property'.

Ikamnatl 'cut, slice, bit'.

Ikamnaatl 'nature, character'.

Isamnakl 'mark, brand, stigma'.

Isamnbnl 'pottery, clay pro-

ducts' •
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Ipeakl 'to lean, rest'

Ipuanl 'to hide'

Itiapl '(to be) low'

Itoal/ 'to obstruct'

Idaell ,(to be) the same,

2.3. Agentival-Instrumental-Locative I-Vmn-I. In the following

cases I-Vmn-I yields derivatives which designate the agent, the means, or

the place of accomplishment of the base idea:

Iptimneakl 'support, prop'

IpUmnuani 'hiding-place'.

ItUmniapl 'low ground, hollow'.

Ittimnoal/ 'obstacle'.

ldamnaell 'domicile, residence'.

constant'

It~1 'to replace, represent'

Icuall 'to hire, engage'

Ice~ 'to corne (go) out'

Icaml 'to remember'

Icatl 'to halt'

ICcrQI 'to tie, attach'

lkiapl 'to press, grip'

Isa~1 'to rest, sleep (of

monks)'

I sbkl 'to bribe'

ldamn~1 'representative, del-

egate' •

ICUrnnual/ 'fee, rent'.

I carnne~ 'gain, revenue'.

Icamnaml 'reminder'.

/camnat/ 'halting-place, relay'.

/carnn~1 'tie, band, strap'.

lkUrnniap/ 'vice, press'.

/samna~1 'monk's pallet'.

Isamnbkl 'bribe'.
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2.4. Collective /_Vmn_/. 84 In the following cases /-Vmn-/ yields

derivatives which present the agentival, instrumental or locative aspect

of the base as an aggregate of individual members:

/coap/ ,(to be) connected'

/caom! 'to surround'

/kan/ 'to hold, maintain'

/ sat/ 'to float'

/sbn/ 'to model, work clay'

/climnoap/ 'lowlands in front of

mountains' •

/camnaom/ 'retinue, entourage'.

/kamnan/ 'fief, appanage'.

/samnat/ 'flotsam, debris'.

/samnbn/ 'pottery'.

3. /-VN-/ Allomorphs. Maspero (1915: 219) states that his nonas

similating /-Vm-/ infix is, "of all forms of derivation, the only one

still in use today. II He notes that singers make frequent use of it and

often during improvisation pair up a word base with its /-Vm-/ deriva

tive in order to conform to metrical patterns. 85

The syllabic infix is found with secondary bases having initial /p,

t, c, k, r, 1, s/ but not /m! (Table II), and the /-VN-/ allomorphs in

question here fulfill the same functions as the /-Vmn-/ allomorphs just

described.

Since derivatives with the /-VN-/ allomorphs are built upon secon

dary bases, it follows that they are secondary derivatives presupposing

intermediate primary derivatives; in accounting for /-VN-/ derivatives,

secondary as well as primary bases are therefore to be looked for. Table

IX shows that my data contain 364 /-VN-/ derivatives which can be demon

strated to be secondary derivatives by reason of being built upon known

. secondary bases.

However, the Table also shows 486 /~VN-/ derivatives which can be
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referred to primary bases but for which no secondary bases could be found.

Derivatives of this type are illustrated by:

/plinjual/ 'to show, teach' < */pjiial/ < /jual/ 'to understandI •

/ba.ntUnj Ito soften' < */ptlin/ < /t1in/ ' (to be) soft'.

/tiimpul/ ,(to be) tainted' < */tpUl/ < /pul/ 'poison' •

/daIJrek/ 'balance-pole f < */trek/ < /rek/ 'to carry on a pole'.

/ciimriit/ 'to let go' < */crut/ < /riit/ 'to rU.'1 (away)'.

/canlo/ 'trial, attempt' < */clo/ < /10/ 'to try'.

/kUmra/ 'to corrupt' < */kra/ < /ra/ 'to ruin' •

/kanloIJ/ Ito cross' < */kloIJ/ < /loIJ/ 'to cross'.

/sambaeIJ/ ' separate menage' < */sbaeIJ/ < /baeIJ/ 'to separate'.

/saIJkUat/ 'to whet' < */skbat/ < /kliat/ 'to whet'.

/rilmbaoh/ 'broom' < */rbaoh/ < /baoh/ 'to sweep'.

/rUml:faIJ/ 'to expunge' < */rl:faIJ/ < /liaIJ/ 'to wash, wipe'.

The absence of secondary bases in such cases may be explained in terms of

gaps in my corpus and the knowledge of my informants; in terms of the out

right loss of intermediate forms; in terms of changes in the meaning of

intermediate forms; and in terms of the development of a new set of CVN

shaped prefixes coexisting with and in certain environments replacing

the simple prefixes.

Discontinuity in the line of semantic development from primary

bases to /-VN-/ derivatives is seen in the following:

/koap/ ,(to be) good, right'

/raj/ ,(to be) painful, sharp'

> /pkoap/ 'to suit, comply with'

and /baIJkoap/ 'to judge'.

> /praj/ '(to be) salty, pickled'

and /baIJraj/ 'jellyfish'.



/riap/ 'to prepare, arrange'

/kat/ 'to cut, decide'

/rtih/ 'to drop, let fall'

/qun/ 'to reduce, diminish'

/ruah/ 'to sound, cry (of birds)'

/but/ 'to bend, turn'

/bat/ 'to cover, hide'

/daoh/ 'to free, release'

/bak/ 'to break, fracture'

/16c/ 'to burn, be sad'
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> /triap/ ,(to be) solid, packed'

and / damriap/ 'to lay, pave'.

> /tkat/ 'pain' and /dalJkat/ 'to seek

a decision'.

> /crlih/ 'to fall, flop' and /cUmrUh/

'to provoke a miscarriage'.

> /cqunl 'to appease, sate' and

/camqun/ 'ridicule, derision'.

> /krliah/ 'ill omen, disaster' and

/klimruah/ 'to rumble (of thunder) , •

> /kbut/ 'betrayal' and /kambut/

'(to be) curved, crooked'.

> /sbat/ 'to cover, care for' and

/ sambat/ ,( that which is hidden)

marital infidelity'.

> /sdaoh/ 'to spit I and /sandaoh/

'mercy, clemency'.

> /lbak/ 'ledge, cornice' and

/llimbak/ 'torture, trouble'.

> /rloc/ 'to burn' and /lUnl6c/

'sadness' •

The development of a new set of syllabic or syllabicized prefixes

having the shape of the simple prefixes with /-VN-/ is a question which

calls for much more detailed treatment than can be given it here. Such a

development may have come about with the obsolescence of the original

system of affixation. It may have responded to the imperfect distribution
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of the simple prefixes; it was probably f~vored by a progressive loss of

meaning of most of the affixes, by the tendency of many derivatives to

lose all etymological link with their bases, and by their consequent lia-

bility to reanalysis. This development is illustrated by (a) the occur

rence of CVN- presyllables with analyzable secondary bases, by (b) the

occurrence of CVN- presyllables in positions where the homorgffi1ic simple

prefixes do not occur, particularly where gemination would result, and

by (c) a marked tendency for the labial CVN- presyllable in these posi-

tions to lose its processive force and to become a causative marker.

The occurrence of CVN- presyllables before analyzable secondary

bases is illustrated by the following:

/raj/ ,(to be) painful, sharp' > /prajl '(to be) salty' > /bamprajl 'to

(sprinkle with) salt' (not */bamraj/).

/hCLpl 'to pant, be breathless' > /thapl 'to suffocate' > /banthCLpl Ito

(cause to) suffocate' (not */tamhCLpl or *Iphap/) •

Ikan/ 'to hold' > Ikranl 'holder (for fire): brazier' > Ica~kranl 'bra-

zier' .

lcl.eYJI '(body) build' > !kr1eYJI '(to be) unshapely, deformed' > / cUYJ

kr1eYJI ,(to be) misshapen, deformed'.

/leYJ/ 'to play' > IpleYJI 'to play' > IkamplaeYJI ,(to be) comical'.
, v

Ic1ewl ,(to be) loud' > Icr1ew/ '(to be) shrill, keen' > /kancr1ew! ,(to

be) high, piercing'.

/tUm/ ,(to be) ripe' >/thUm/ ,(to be) full, big' >/santhWn/ ,(to be)

very big'.

/kan/ 'to carry, bring' > /khanl 'reward' '> /samkhan! 'to receive a re-

ward'.
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The occurrence of CVN- presyllables in positions where the homorgan-

ic simple prefixes (except /R-/) are not found is illustrated by:

/peJJ.! ,( to be) full' /bampeJJ.! 'to fill'.

/puan/ 'to hide, be hidden' /bampuan/ 'to hide, conceal'.

/tUn/ '(to be) soft, spent' /tUntUn/ 'softening, diminution'.

/dam/ 'to cook' /dandam! 'to cook'.

/caD/ 'to net, plait' /cUncaD/ 'fish net'.

/caol/ 'to throw out' /camcaol/ 'discarded object'.

/klak/ 'to enfold' /kaDklak/ 'to hug'.

/kful/ I to hold, bear' /kaDkan/ 'to hold down'.

/sBJI/ ,(to be) particular' /samsBJI/ '(to be) overly particular'.

/saam/ I (to be) damp' /sansaam/ 'damp; dew'.

/1Ym! ,(to be) dim' /lUnlYm! '(to be) faint'.

/16c/ '(to be) sad' /lUnl6c/ 'sadness'.

The tendency for GVN- presyllables with labial i~tials to loss

processive force and serve as causative markers is seen in numerous deriv

ations, including those from loan bases. An intermediate /p-/ form mayor

may not be present.

/ph~j/ 'fear' (Skt/P bhaya)

/cao/ 'thief, scoundrel; (to

be) wicked, wanton)' (Skt/

P cora)

/tUm/ ,( to be) ripe'

/tUm/ 1 to perch'

/ka.n! 'to hold, bear'

/bamphej/ 'to frighten'.

/bancao/ 1 to make (a woman) out to

be unchaste' •

/bantUm/ 'to ripen'.

/bantUm/ 'to train (a bird) to

perch' •

/baDkan/ Ito have (someone) hold'.
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3.1. Processive /-VN-/. In the following cases /-VN-/ adds a pro

cessive aspect to the idea of the base, presenting that idea as being

acted out at any point in time for some definite end:

/prap/ 'to crush, quell'

/pdaoh/ 'to free, extricate'

/tlUb/ 'to pierce'

/tqoJ1/' 'to moan, groan'

/ cneah/ 'to win'

/c~aj/ ,(to be) far off'

/cqaEt/ ,(to be) full, gorged'

/kl~/ ,(to be) strong'

/kb~/ Ito mask, conceal'

/kcak/ 'to limp'

/rqla~/ ,(to be) inclined'

/rlo~/ 'to cross'

/s~lam/ ,(to be) still'

/swat/ 'to desire, crave'

/bamrap N ba~rap/ 'quelling, sup-

pression' •

/bandaoh/ 'freeing, liberation'.

/tlimlUb/ 'piercing, breach'.

/ damqON 'moaning, groan'.

/climneah/ 'winning, victory'.

/c~aj/ 'remoteness, distance'.

/camqa~t/ 'being full, satiety'.

/kaml~/ 'being strong, strength'.

/karnbfuJ/ 'concealment'.

/kamcak/ 'lameness'.

/rUmqla~/ 'inclination, being

partial'.

/rUm1o~/ 'crossing, transgression'.

/s~!am/ 'silence'.

/ sa~wat/ 'craving'.

3.2. Resultative /-VN-/~ In the following cases /-VN-/ yields de-

rivatives which designate the result achieved, concrete or abstract, by

accomplishment of the base idea:

/ply/ 'to shine, be bright'

/prarn/ 'to inform, announce'

/tro~/ 'to have, wear,86

/piinly/ 'brightness, light'.

/bamram/ Inotice, announcement'.

/tUmro~/ 'article of royal ac-

coutrement (emblem or weapon) '.



/traj/ 'to clear a trail'

/crbt/ 'to cut with a sickle,

reap'

/craj/ 'to presage misfortune'

/khbc/ 'to ruin, damage'

/kdap/ 'to bunch'

/r1{aj/ 'to mix, fuse'

/rkiah/ 'to scrape, bruise'

/stl.llJ/ 'to transplant'

/damraj/ 'trail hacked through

a forest'.

/camrbt/ 'harvest'.

/ca~raj/ 'misfortune'.

/ka.mhbc/ 'damage, imp airment I •

/kandap/ 'bunch, c1uster l •

/riiml{aj/ 'mixture'.

/ ,..,'T1!d"ah/ ' b"~ ~.J scrape, I'Ulse.

/santl.llJ/ 'field of newly trans-

planted rice'.
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/sdap/ Ito hear, listen' /sandap/ 'instruction, teachings'.

3.3. Agentival-Instrumenta1 /-VN-/. In the following cases /-VN-/

yields derivatives which designate the agent or instrument of accomp1ish-

ment of the base idea:

/pteah/ 'to bar, bolt'

/ptlil/ 'to support I

/tpec/ 'to card cotton'

/tpuk/ Ito pick (fruit) with

a hook'

/tr~/ Ito filter, purify'

/crUm/ I(to be) sheltered'

/cklah/ 'to scrape out'

/kda/ 'to bore, drill'

/k1ah/ Ito fasten with a peg'

/banteah/ 'bar, bolt'.

/banttil/ I support, prop'.

/dampec/ Icard'.

/ dampUk/ 'fruit hook'.

/damra~/ 'filter, strainer'.

/cUmrnrn/ '(light, temporary) she1-

ter, lean-to'.

- /cu~ki8h/ Itoothpick, ear-spoon l •

/kanda/ t gimlet, auger'.

/kan1ah/ 'peg, pin'.



IskOall 'to know, recognize'

_I st~ahl 'to cover the front'

Istucl 'to raise with a lever,

fish with a pole and line'

Iskatl 'to cut off, bar'
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Isamkoall 'sign, mark, brand'.

Isanteahl 'breast-band, plastron

(of a crab), cover'.

Isantucl 'fishing pole and line'.

Isa~katl 'partition, compartment'.

3.4. Collective I-VN-I. In the following cases I-VN-I yields de

rivatives which present the base idea as an aggregate ot ~dividual mem

bers:

Iplael 'edible plant parts, /banlael 'edible plants, vegeta-

fruit' blest.

Ikhael 'month' Ika~hael ' season, time of year'.

Isqojl 'to rot, stink' Isamqojl 'garbage' •

Islykl 'leaf' Isanlykl 'leaf, sheet.

The foregoing items are probably to be identified with Jacob's (1963: 68)

quantifiers, of which she mentions several in Old Khmer, including the

form sanre, a derivative of ~ (modern Israel) 'ricefield'. Omdes (1942:

21 note 2, 23 and note 2, 74 and note 2) calls attention to this term and

a variant ~,_ explaining them as \I a unit of land measurement" used for

counting fields.



CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY

Though based on a limited corpus, the fOl'egoing chapters offer an

examination of aMon-Khmer affixational system which is considerably more

complete than any which has been attempted heretofore. It should go with

out saying that the conclusions presented here, while as firm as the data

have seemed to allow, are provisional. Even as they stand, however, they

may be said to throw not a little light on a previously dark area of

Khmer morphology and to provide a point of departure for closer examina

tion of affixation in other Mon-~Imer languages. To this extent, they

fulfill the objectives of the study.

It has been shorm that modern Khmer has four series of affixes, two

coming under the prefixational subsystem and two coming under the infixa

tional subsystem. There are eight simple prefixes, at least six simple in

fixes, five syllabic (rhotacized) prefixes, and a single syllabic infix.

The functions of prefixes and infixes as they are presently understood

are shown in Tables X and XI. Comparison of the two tables reveals dupli

cation of seven functions between prefixes and infixes. Among these, /p-,

CrV-/ share the causative and factive functions with /-r-/, while /p-,

m-, prV-/ share the agentival-instrumental and resultative functions with

/-b-, -m-, -n-, -r-, -Vmn- ... -VN-/.

An origina~. contribution made here, which may not be without signi

ficance for future work in Mon-Khmer, is the recognition of the analogic

extension of CVN- presyllables to form a secondary prefixational subsys

tem. Fuller description of this secondary subsystem, which appears to be

suppletive in origin, is definitely in order.



Simple Rhotacized

Agentival p- prV-

Augmentative s-

Causative p- prV-

Directional t- k- s-

Factive p- prV- trV- crV- krV- srV-

Frequentative R- prV-

Instrumental p- m- prV-

Intensive R- t- k- s-

Negative k-

Perfective L-

Qualitative trV- crV- krV- srV-

Reciprocal prV-

Repetitive* R-

Re eultative p- m-

Singularizing m-

Specializing c- m- L- prV- krV- ·srV-

TABLE X: PREFIX FUNCTIONS

*Includes the diminutive, distributive, and habitual functions. }.....I
OJ
I-'
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The principal original feature of the study lies in its treatment

of affix function. The emphasis placed here upon aspect has not been at

tempted so systematically in earlier studies; it might be said, in fact,

that the role of affixation in Khmer has been beclouded by the assumption

that derivational affixes produce forms of a particular word class. It is

precisely in this area that the provisional nature of the findings given

will be most apparent. The functions attributed to each affix seem to be

as trustworthy as the data on which they are predicated but at the same

time to be liable to modification as new data become available. The pres

ent lack of definition may be put down to two factors: the synchronic ap

proach deliberately followed up to this point and the a~parent lifeless

ness of the system under study.

An important by-product of the study is the identification of many

bases and their meanings. It is hoped that the separation of bases and

~\ affixes in modern Khmer will provide a firmer basis than has existed pre

viously for comparison of other Mon-Khmer languages. It may also be that

the system delineated here will be suggestive in future work in unlocking

the ambiguities of affixation in other languages of the group. For exam

ple, the distinction made here between causative /p-/ and the evidently

more common factive /p-/ may justify reexamination of the /p-/ prefix in

related langUages. Also to be looked for elsewhere is a particularizing

/m-/ (as in /mcah/ 'lord') developing out of singularizing /m-/ (as in

/~aj/ 'one day'); it is my impression that this function has not been

signalized before.

other Mon-Khmer languages will presumably distinguish simple or non

syllabic prefixes from rhotacized or otherwise syllabicized prefixes and

thereby show a parallel to the situation in modern Khmer, where /p-, t-,



Nonsyllabic Syllabic

Agentival -b- -m- -n- -r- -Vmn- N -VN-

Causative -r-

Collective -Vmn- N -VN-

Factive -r-

Instrumental -b- ··n- -Vmn- N -VN-

Intensive -h-

Locative -n- -Vmn- N -VN-

Processive -Vmn- N -VN-

Resultative -b- -m- -n- -Vmn- N -VN-

.
Similative -b-

Specializing -r- -1- -h-

TABLE XI: INFIX FUNCTIONS.

1-1
Q)
'vJ
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c-, k-, s-/ are matched by /prV-, trV-, crV-, krV-, srV-/ as far as form

is concerned whereas the functional relationships within and between the

two sets are not neatly allocated. In Khmer /p-, prV-/ share the factive,

causative, and agentival-instrumental functions but apparently no others.

No functional duplication is in evidence between /t-, trV-/, /c-, crV-/,

/k-, krV-/ or /s-, srV-/, but much duplication exists between /t-, k-,

s-/ on the one hand and between /trV-, crV-, krV-, srV-/ on the other.

The specializing function of /c-/ and the negative function of /k-/ seem

to be distinctive. As Jacob (1968a: 112) has observed, similar relation

ships and nonrelationships are likely to be found in other languages of

the Mon-Khmer group.

The background data furnished under each affix show that in the

mere isolation of affixes little advance has been made over the work of

my predecessors. Apart from differences of detail noted in each case,

therefore, the study establishes a certain consensus regarding the inven

tory of affixes in modern Khmer. A few substantive departures of inter

pretation and arrangement have nevertheless been made; these for the most

part have been in the direction of simplification.

Minor original contributions are the frequencies and distributions

established for each affix; these of course are relative only to the cor

pus used, but may be suggestive. The interpretation of registral alterna

tion as a morphophonemic phenomenon is new. The concept of variant bases

and reconstructed bases as a useful tecpnique of analysis seems not to

have been previously applied to Khmer derivation.



NOTES

1 The term in Khmer is bhasa khmera /ph!asa lanae/ [phiase ~:e] 'lan

guage of the Khmer'. The word /lanae/ is defined by the VIC (108b) as Ita

person born in or residing on Cambodian territory and corning under the

jurisdiction of Khmer law. tt For English usage the term is here broadened

to include the nominal senses of (a) "the language of the Khmer, tt one dia-

1ect of which is the subject of the present study, and (b) Ita member of

the Khmer speech conununity; Khmer-speakers, collectively," and the adjec

tival sense of (c) "of or relating to the Khmer people or language." Use

of Khmer is the primary criterion of identification with the Khmer cul-
_ •.. " _~":··l

tural tradition: in a socio-cultural sense, one who does not speak Khmer

cannot be a Khmer. It does not necessarily follow that one who does speak

Khmer is a Khmer, but control of the language is the most obvious token of

assimilation. See Constitu:tion du Royaume du Cambodge, Article 2.

2 The Mekong Delta region in what is now South Vietnam was Khmer ter-
- -:-.1'

ritory until the Vietnamese expansion of 1658-1795. See Huard et Durand··

(1954: 31-5), where the progressive absorption of the Khmer provinces is

summarized and dated. For a fuller account see Aubaret (1863: 1-67). The

Thai provinces in question were Khmer territory until the wars with the

Thai launched by Ramadhipati of Ayutthaya in 1352 and culminating in the

abandorunent of Angkor in 1430-1433. See Q:eQes (1964: 424-6), Dauphin

Meunier (1961: 54, 56-7), Giteau (1957: 118-20), and Ghosh (1960: 200-5).

3 This figure has been compiled by the writar from numerous official

and unofficial sources and is necessarily estimative. It includes 5.6 mi1-

lions in Cambodia; 494,684 in Vietnam; 200,000 in Thailand; and 2,000 in
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Laos.

4 On the Austroasiatic family see Sebeok (1942), Thoma~ (1964), and

Haudricourt (1966).

5 Shorto and Jacob (1963: 15-23) accept only Pear, Chong, Samre, and

Stieng. Maspero (1929) and after him Pinnow (1959) accept the same four

and add Angrak, Saoch, and Budeh. Budeh and Pinnow's Dip (elsewhere

Budip) are Stieng dialects (Lebar 1964: 157). Kui is accepted by Maspero

(1929) and Dupont (1943: 43). The latter adds Biat, usually classed under

Phnong (Mnong), but does not include Stieng.

6 The earliest dated monument of IChmer is an inscription of 611 A.D.

(Offides 1942: 21; Dupont 1943: 43, note 2; Briggs 1951: 15b, note 18).

7 See in particular Cady (1964: 53) and Olivier (1956: 4-15, 144-7).

8 It was not until 1879 that Hendrik Kern deciphered and translated the

first Sanskrit inscription from Cambodia (OEdes 1963: 9). When the first

Khmer inscription was published I have not been able to establish, but it

seems to have been several years later. On the earliest Western contacts

with Cambodia see Groslier (1958). The earliest work on ~nmer cited by

Shorto and Jacob (1963) is Leyden, "On the Languages and Literatures of

the .Indo-Chinese Nations," in Asiatick Researches 10 (1808): 257. As re

printed in Leyden (1886) this represents a scant 21 lines. Crawfurd (1828)

next published a 103-item comparative vocabulary dividing ~1ffier into two

dialects, "Kamboja" and "Komen." A year after the Protectorate a remark

ably good vocabulary of over a thousand items, collected by an unidenti

fied French missionary, was published by the brother of Henri Mouhot in

the appendix to Mouhot (1864: II.207-40). Next came a 93-item wordlist
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compiled by Bastian (1868: IV.253-7). For later works see Shorto and

Jacob (1963: 15-23).

9 This body was established by a decree of the Governor-General of

Indochina dated 15 December 1898 under the name of Mission Archeologique

de l' Indochine • By a subsequent decree of 20 January 1900 it be gan opera

tions under a broadened format with its present name.

10 It was typical of this limited interest that the impressive grammar

of Maspero (1915), who had been closely associated with the Ecole Fran

~aise from its beginning, was issued only under the latter's patronage.

11
This regional neglect has been neatly sQ~arized by Haas (1965).

12 The main exceptions to this statement are Hilhelm Schmidt, who in

reality published ve~J little on Khmer, and Georges Maspero. For an ac

count of Khmer studies in France see Bernard (19h8). The continuing blind

ness of post-World War II French scholars to modern Khmer is exemplified

by Gaspardone (19L~7) and O:Edes (1960).

13 The indexes thus ignore an equally important (or unimportant) men

tion of Khmer by Sebeok (1942).

14 See in this connection the pertinent comments of Professor Hender

son in Henderson (1964: 415-6).

15 See "Marouzeau (1951: 71, under Derivation). As used here the term

carries no implication of productivity.

16 The evidences of suffixation in modern Khmer are too few and their

analysis requires an approach too different from that used here for inclu

sion in this study, which is hence limited to prefixation and infixation.

The classic example of apparent suffixation in Ifr~er is Ile/ 'upper
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part, top' > flak! 'to raise', /laJJ ow laaIJ/ 'to rise', /lah/ 'to go over,

be more' (Maspero 1915: 193; Gorgonijev 1966: 52-3).

17 See Forbes (1881), Kuhn (1889), and Grierson (1904: 1-3).

18 For example, Maspero saw the allomorphic relationship between /r-,

rVN-/ and /1-, IVN-/, but his observations on aphaeresis appear to have

led him to accept an allomorphic relationship between these two pairs and

/qaN-/ (Maspero 1915: 155-6, 195). Elsewhere (463) he confuses Khmer /pra-/

with Skt pra-: under base~ (his yii~) 'lutte' he gives the derivative

prayuta (his p'ra-yU~) 'combat', despite Skt~ > prayuddha. Guesdon

(1930: 109830, 1409a) marks both forms as Skt.

19 Guesdon cross-referenced a vast number of word bases and derivatives

but his attributions are to be treated with caution. In his eagerness to

signal as many derivational relationships as possible he made many errors,

though probably no more than did Maspero.

20 In this phase of the work five native informants were used: (1) a

male of Vietnamese and Khmer parentage from a merchant family of central

Phnom-Penh, (2) a female from an elite, all-Khmer family of Phnom-Penh,
~ .

(3) a male from an elite, all-Khmer family of Phnom-Penh, (4) .s.male from

a Chinese family of Tak-Khmau, a short distance south of the capital, and

(5) a female from an all-Khmer family of Battambang, resident five years

in Phnom-Penh. All of the foregoing were speakers of the Standard; four

were university students or university graduates, and below thirty-five

years of age; one had completed nonnal school. Their ethnic diversity may

be taken as typical of the educated class. Dictionaries used were Cha;ya-

Huka-iiI (1964), Guesdon (1930), l-f..enet,rier (1933), Nwna-futa (1954), Pan

netier (1901; 1922), Tep-Yok et Thao-Kim (1962), and above all the VK.
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All of these had major shortcomings; none was taken as more authoritative

than the native informants. Texts exploited included various elementary

and intermediate school readers, newspapers, and a few classics such as

the Cpa1pa prusa (19~9) edited for modern classroom use.

21 I am indebted to Noss (19~9: h.l) for this interpretation of [h]

and [a].

22 The distribution of [0] and [a] follows ~ regular morphophonemic

alternation to be described in section 6.2.

23 On this term see section h.

24 My Ere] represents a ION rather than a higher low front unrounded

vowel; see Hockett (19~~: 32, Figure 9).

25 "Learn a lesson from those who drink alcohol, / boast not that you

are impervious to its effects; / Drink and you will be [ come] a thorough

drunkard: / you III be poor indeed, but brag that you are rich. II Cpa1pa

prusa (19~9: pada 86).

26 !8j/ occurs in syllable final position, I'a/ before finals other

than /j/.

27 For Henderson the primary factor in register is contrastive reso

nance while contrastive pitch is a secondary factor (Henderson 19~2: l~l).

She allows that "in relation to the V1Lof the second [my close] register,

those of the first are in general more open in quality" (1~9), but this

sole reference to the common lowering of the OR in relation to the CR is

clearly not part of her definition of register. She insists in fact that

lithe different vowel I colour' inherent in the registers ••• ensures that

no vowel nucleus of the first register can ever hs.ve exactly the same_
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quality as a vowel nucleus of the second register, no matter how alike

their general description may be apart from the question of register ll

(155). It is worth noting that Martini (1945) made no mention of re~onance

or pitch; contrastive openness is implicit in his description of the

vowels.

28 Martini (1945= 115; 1949: 432; 1954: 246) was silent regarding the

structure of the word, being content to affirm that 'Kords of native origin

"have two syllables at most" (1945: 125). Henderson's view is that "the

chal"acteristic word-forms of Cambodian are monosyllables and dissyllables

of certain given patterns ••• " (1952: 149). What I interpret as subdissyl

lables are treated by her as monosyllables with "extended initials" (1952:

149, 150, 164). Pinnow (1958: 176) for the most part follows Henderson's

description.

29 Since the shortness of CVN- presyllables is predictable from the

syllable shape, the breve over their nuclei is superfluous. In this study

the breve is regularly omitted in the case of presyllabic 10.1, since there

is no qualitative distinction bet"reen /0.1 and 1a.1. Over presyllabic Iii IV

iial it is retained as a reminder that the nucleus is lower high rather

than high.

30 Normally base ItftJI + 1-1-1 would yield *ItlYiJ/, with no change of

register. The actual form Itlhll evinces an lll1e:xplained change of the base

from CR ItfrJI to OR *ItYtJ/.

31 "Natural" register is that which conforms to the patterns of dis-

tribution. Departures from these patterns occur, as will be mentioned.

32 Jacob (1960: 361, 367) is inclined to interpret such OK forms as
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those just cited as orthographic dissyllables which probably represented

phonological subdissyllables. An assumption of this study is that unde-

rived subQissyllables of native origin do not occur. It is consequently

expected that ~~s Jacob's interpretation will eventually be demonstrated.

See Martini (1954: 250) and Pinnow (1958: 1(8).

33 The word has several senses, including 'gossip' and 'crony'. The

gloss 'commerce' in Maspero is clearly a typographical error.

34 The form is anomalous because prevocalic /p/ is normally followed

by CR syllable nuclei.

35 OBdes (1913: 6-11; 1962: 184; 1964: 426; 1966: 196), Groslier

(1958: 10).

36 Fisher (1964: 570), Pur-cell (1965: 170-1), ~lillmott (1967: 16).

37 On this matter see the outraged comments of Maspero (1915: 36).

38 It may be mentioned here that Huffman (1967: 77) recognizes a dis-
-

tributive /ni-/ prefix deriving adjectives from numerals, as in /muaj/

'one' > /nimuej/ leach, every'. I have not considered it in this study

because it does not confo~ to any of the structural types of prefixes

accepted and hence does not appear to be part of the native affixational

system. I share Guesdon's view that it is to be identified with Skt nis-

N ni- and P ni-, with essentially separative and privative functions

(Guesdon 1930: 889a). It appears to have a distributive function only in

/nimuaj/and to occur with hardly more than half a dozen native bases.

39 Of Pac5h l1rs Jacob (1968a: 112) states: "There is also, as in Khmer,

an overlapping of uses of several forms, e.g., the phonetic forms, ta,

ca operate alongside ~ in Pacoh as causative prefixes. No phonetic
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feature in the verb seems to account for the alternatives, in most cases.

In the same language ~ operates as a completive prefix too." Jacob

(1968b: 178) observes of Khmer that. "the meaning conveyed by the prefixes

is in many instances not clearcut. The prefixing processes are not to any

extent alive now • ••• Either the partner word or the prefixed form, or

both, may therefore have undergone a change of meaning, since the pre

fixing process became obsolete." Naspero (1915: 219-20) observes: "Strict

ly speaking, the prefixes and infixes do not have specific values of their

own; the meaning of a given derivative depends less on the affix with

which it is formed than on the meaning of the word base on which it is

built. The same prefix or infix can form derivatives with different senses

according as the bases to which it is successively attached have substan

tival, adjectival, verbal meaning, etc. • •• II

40 On Immi/ and Immel see OBdes (1935).

41 The occurrence of 1111 is illustrated by Ilua~1 'to comfort' >

Illua~1 Ito flatter, cajole' (Huffman 1967: 73), adapting his notation to

my own. The Ir, ql "reduplicatives ll of /11 are neither illustrated nor ex

plained.

42 The VB is £lara I-Jlo/, still found in other dialects as IJlor/. This

correspondence of final III and zero in the Standard to Irl elsewhere is

fairly cOnti11on.

43 I owe this gloss to Professor Henderson (1952: 167).

44 The VB is~ I -mua/, in other dialects ImuarI.

45 The form Issriapl shows an anomalous reversion to the register of

the primary base, Iriapl Ito prepare'.
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46 Despite the use of this term for a declensional case in Finno

Ugric, I have reborrowed it « Latin facere 'to make, do, bring to pass l
)

to designate the essential verbal aspect in question here. It should not

be confused with factitive, a synonym for causative. See Marouzeau (1951:

43, 93).

47 Etymologically, Ito cause (a text, coin, one's appearance) to fcr

sake (its original form or aspect) '.

48 See Chapter III, section 2.3. The traditional Khmer house type is

raised on piles.

49 See Chapter III, section 1.

50 Itlaohl presupposes the CR counterpart of I-laohl (Table IV). How

ever, before final Ihl CR 161 is replaced in the Standard by Ilia N li/;

hence VB I-lliah/.

51 This is the only variation of this type I have encountered, and may

not be tenable.

52 See Chapter III, section 1.

53 The original connotation of Ikbatl appears to have been la going

back on one's word, violation of an oath'. Guesdon (1930: l86a) lists the

ol~er orthography kpatha, marks it as Sanskrit, and implies a relation

ship with Isbatl 'to vow', which is a loan from Skt sapatha and/or P sa

patha. Maspero (1915: 200, 456) correctly refers it to Ibat/, but the VK

appears to reject it entirely.

54 See note 44, where a different VB is in question.

55 Isracl presupposes the CR counterpart of I-rael (Table IV). Neither

loal nor leal is found before final Icl in my data, hcwever, and it seems
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only prudent to look for a CR nucleus of some other shape. The most plau

sible alternative is suggested by Irec/, which has the meaning 'to be

worn or ground down' and is almost certainly a cognate of Iruac/. In

fact, for Israel Guesdon (1930: 1909a, 19l9b) lists the variant forms

sre'ca and sreca, both of which correspond to Isrec/. Such an alterna

tion between lei and lal is well attested, though an lua N el alterna

tion is not. In addition, note the crossing of the ideas associated with

the bases in Isamru.acl 'to sharpen' < Iruacl 'to come to an end or point'

and Isamracl 'to finish up' < Irecl '(to be) worn or ground down'.

56 The structure of the word does not admit initial vowels (Chapter

II, section 5). The initial vowels of loanwords as well as orthographic

initial vowels are realized with a prior Iq/, which patterns with OR nuc

lei (Chapter II, section 6.2): ~ Iqajl 'What?', usa Iqohl 'firewood',

ana Iqan/ 'to read', aqkara Iqa~kal 'husked rice'.

57 The traditional interpretation of this singularizing 1m-I has been

that it is a mere "contraction" of Imuajl 'one' (Pannetier 1907: xiv,

423; 1922: 481; Maspero 1915: 292; Guesdon 1930: 1328a). Huffman (1967:

76) points out that 1m-I is "the most frequent allomorph" of Imuaj/,

while Jacob (1968b: 83) says that Imuajl in its capacity as a multiplier

has "the alternative form" 1m-I.

58 Both the VK (165a) and Guesdon (1930: 361b) list dialectal and sub

standard ljai I~aj/. The form in the Standard is It~aj/. Considering the

unnatural register of I~aj/, it may be an. aphaeretic form of It~aj/; in

this regard compare Standard Imao~1 'hour' (with unnatural OR) with Surin

Icmoo~1 'hour', where the prefix would account for the register (Chapter

II, section 6.2). In any case, Standard I~ajl may exemplify a tendency
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to avoid secondary bases with /m-/, despite the occurrence of such forms

as /mphaj/ 'twenty' and /mkhBlJ/ 'one side'.

59 On the bridge sounds in question see Chapter II, section 1.

60 In its treatment of these doublets the VK, fulfilling its prescrip-

tive role, seeks to establish one member of each pair as correct. It ig-

nores many of the doublets listed here. It crosslists only 11 Ir-/ items

which are referred to the corresponding /1-/ forms, only 17 /1-/ items

referred to corresponding Ir-I forms. It admits only 6 doublets under

/r-/, only 7 under 11-1. This is a far cry from the confusion of the two

allomorphs recorded by the older dictionaries, and from the descriptive

point of view cannot be considered realistic.

61 OR I-lash/ is postulated instead of CR I-leh/, since the OR of the

derivative cannot otherwise be accounted for.

62 .0 ,
Guesdon (1930: 1959a) lists the probably cognate form hceta /hatl

'oppressive atmosphere; asthma, emphysema'. This is not recognized by the

VK.

63 Normally base It'YrJ/ + /1-1 would yield */rthl/, with no change of

register. The actual form IrtYD/ evinces a change of the base from OR

/tYrJ/ to CR */tfJrJ/, and is probably an instance of the loss of register

in the high nonfront unrounded nuclei (Chapter II, section 3). See note

30.

64 Guesdon (1930) lists a number of exceptions to this statement which

are not accepted by the VK: 10 items in which /krV-/ is followed by base

initial /k/ (e.g., krako /krakao/ 'second-grade cardamom' and four other

plant names), and 4 items in which /srV-/ is followed by Is/ (e.g.,
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compare/skiep/ 'to scratch; to itch'.

74 Both of these items are cited by Maspero (1915: 211).

75 It has been mentioned that the grammatical function of any given

lexical item is not overtly. m~ked in Khmer. Thus the voice of forms with

verbal meaning is determined by the context. From the point of view of

the native speaker /pna£k/ Ifragment , is indifferently "that which breaks

off" (active and agentival) or "that which is broken off" (passive and

agentival); /tneek/ 'snarel is "that which snares" (active and instrumen

tal), ,..hile /tno/ 'barter price' is "that which is exchanged" (passive

and instrumental). Just as the agent is not formally distinguished from

the instrument of an action, it seems unlikely that Khmer distinguishes

either of these from the location of an action; all three fall within a

s~ngle category. /tnak/ 'pocket in the sarong', without being either the

agent or the instrument of the action (/dak/ 'to fold'), is "the place or

space formed by folding" (passive and locative), while /pnueh/ 'religious

orders' is .neither the agent nor the instrument of the action of /bueh/

Ito enter religious orders I but is "the place or state achieved by en

tering religious orders" (active and locative).

76 See note 70.

77 On the base see Chapter III, section 2.3.

78 This verbal meaning seems to presuppose the nominal meaning 'that

which is (or can be) led by the halter: tractable animal'. Compare the

verbalized /-m-/ derivatives in section 3.1.

79 The allusion is to the stem together with the blade of a leaf.

80 Presupposing nominal 'wallowing place'.
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81 See note 30.

82 Guesdon (1930: 864a) lists two forms which may be dialectal loans:

dhijama /tIJCtm/ 'secret' and dhlJama /tlJom/ 'in silence, in secret'.

83 See note 29.

84 Schmidt (1916: 458) refers to this function of /-Vmn-/ as plurali

zation, illustrating it with /kamnan/ 'fief', /climnoap/ 'lowlands at the

foot of mountains', and an apparently untenable /climnlan/ 'things thrown

down on the ground'. This function includes Mrs Jacob's /-VN-/ quanti

fiers, mentioned in section 3.4.

85 Maspero (1915: 219) also states that "as a rule derivatives by in

fixation are not formed from derivatives by prefixation" and vice versa;

he admits that his /-Vm-/ may be infixed into derivatives by prefixation,

but asserts that instances of this are rare. Gehr (1951: 71) echoes this

view, which is without foundation, as the examples given will show.

86 This is an honorific preverb used in contexts relating to divine

and royal beings.
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